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ABSTRACT 

Motivated by a conversation with my brother, a deep sea fisherman ofr the east 

coast of Scotland, I review the concepts which unify the topic of pattern formatioll 

in nonequilibrium systems. As a specific example of it pattern-forming systcm, I 

go on to examine pattcrn [ormation in nonlinear optics and I discuss two non

linear optical systems in considerable detail. The first, counterpropagating laser 

beams in a nonlinear Kerr medium, results in the prediction and nurnerical ob

servation of hexagonal patterns in a self-focusing medium, amI of square pat!,cl'lls 

in a self-defocusing medium. Furthermore, a novel Hopf bifUI'cation is observed 

which destabilises the hexa.gons and an explanation in terms of a coupled-amplitude 

model is given. The other system, namely the mean-field model of propagation in 

a nonlinear cavity, also gives rise to hexagonal patterns in a self-focusing medium. 

By extending this model to include thc vcctor nature of the electric field, polar

isation patterns are predicted and observed for a self-defocusing medium. 11.011 

paU,erns domillate close to threshold, while farther from threshold labyrinthine' 

paUerns are foulld. By driving the system very hard, a transition to a regime 

consisting of polarisation domaills cOllnected by fronts is also observed. Filially, 

lIumerical algorithms appropriate for solving the model cqllations are discussed 

and all altcruative algorithm is presented which may be of usc in pattern-forming 

systellls in general. 



J[ 

Fishing 

One evening I spoke with my brother, a North sea fisherman, off 
the east coast of Scotland. lIe asked me: 

"What; exactly are you doing at university John'?" 

I told him, rather self-assuredly: 

"I'm studying pattern formation in nonlinear optics" 

to which he replied, as is his way, by asking me: 

"vVhat sort of pa.tterns are you studying, and what; on 
earth is nonlinear optics?" 

Taken slightly aback by these questions, which were simple yet 
fundamental, I stuttered: 

"Oh, hexagons mostly, and you need high-powered 
laser beams" 

to which he replied: 

"Olt, I see" 

Feeling less than secure in my knowledge I quickly hung-up. 

This dissertation has only one goal - to answer my brothers simple questions. 

When we spoke that evening, it was shocking to me that I could not convcy, in 

the simplest terms or definitions, anything about a subject which I had studied ror 

severa'! years. His lack of scientific knowledge is no excuse, nor should we pretend 

that t.hat we do not speak the same language. The only differcncc between lie and 

I is that he casts nets on the sea, whereas r throw equations around 011 the board. 

We both fish [or gold. 

This chapter is a brief overview ra.ther than an iIltroductioIl. Chapter two 

will deal with the subject of pattern formatioIl iII its llIost general t.erms, with 

an el1lphasis on universalit.y a.nd gCllcricity. The cOIlt.ents of chapkr two reflect 
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my interpretation of the tremendous body of work that exists concerning pattern 

formation. There are several papers from which I have gleaned my information. 

Perhaps the most comprehensive of these is the excellent, but somewhat over

whelming review article by M. C. Cross and P. C. Hohenberg [1]. They cover a 

vast range of pattern-forming systems, and try to present topics in a universal 

manner, with some success. With approximately one thousand references, it is 

anything but a "quick" reacl. More details on pattern-forming dynamics, though 

still at an elementary level (for the most part), can be found in the lecture notes 

of A. C. Newell [2]. These notes present in more detail the essential mathematical 

tools and ideas that are used in the study of patterns and there is no shortage of 

questions for the reader. As an introduction to the practicalities of the subject 

these notes are unrivaled. The last paper I want to mention is another review 

article by A. C. Newell, T. Pas sot and J. Lega, [3]. This paper, though at a morc 

technical level, again appeals to universality, and attempts to bring the reader up 

to date on the latest clevelopments in the field. 

The best way to absorb general concepts is through specific examples, and there 

is no shortage of physical syst.ems which exhibit patterns. The original experiment.s 

by H. Benard [4] on fluid convection in 1900 (followed by Lord Rayleigh [5] ill ID lG) 

focused most of the attention on fluid systems. In the last decade, there has been a 

considerable increase in interest in pattern formation in nonlinear optics, a subject 

that was only born in the 1960's with the advent of the laser. (The book 011 

nonlinear optics by R. W. Boyd [6] presents the subject of nonlinear optics from 

a physicists viewpoint, while the book by A. C. Newell and .J. V. Moloney [7] 

presents the subject with a mathematical flavour.) III chapter three I will prcsent 

a brier review of the literature on paHel'll formation in passi ve llonlinear optica I 

systems, and derive the govel'lling equations for two specific passive optical systellls, 

namely, counterpropagating laser beams ill a Ilonlinear medium, anel propagat.ing 
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fields in a nonlinear cavity. These systems will be studied, in considerable detail, ill 

chapters [our and five respectively. Finally, in chapter six, I will discllss the variolls 

numerical methods that I have used in complitillg solutions to the model eqllatiolls. 

There are no general conclusions because, as each chapter will demonstrate, the 

subject of pattern formation in nonlinear optics is wide open. 
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]II 

Patterns en General 

A few months after my last, "encouraging" conversation with my brother, thc 

embarrassed flush had left my face, and I decided it was time to call again. After 

the usual pleasantries (and a few comments about the bad connection we had had 

last time), we got down to business: 

"So, what sort of patterns are you studying John?" 

lVly stomach tightened. I coughed nervously, hut remained calm. I had this con

versation planned. The perfect answer - another question: 

"\IVell, let me ask you. How do you know where to fish? How do you 

know what, the weather will be like when you go to sea'?" 

"That's easy. The fish follow a fairly rcgular pattern of movement, 

based on tidal patterns, weather patterns and breeding pattcl'Ils. As 

for the weather, well, givell a few years experiellce, and a wee bit of 

luck, you can usually predict it for at least. a. couple of da.ys in advance." 

"Hmmmm. So, what we study lllight be different, but the concept is the 

same. \Ve are both interested in the ideas of regularity and repetition 

which, when guided by experience, allow us short-range predictability 

ill both space and time." 



"Your words, not mine, but I suppose so. But don't you use computers 

and math symbols and stuff?" 

"Aye, but don't you use charts, radars and satellite navigation?" 
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Although the concepts may be the same, I am not about to discuss the fishing 

patterns of the North sea. The types of patterns I shall address are those that 

occur in the physical sciences. Examples of such patterns include: sand ripples 

on beaches, desert dunes, and the bottom of shallow streams; the regular grooves 

that weathered rock can often display; the dimple structures on a beer can being 

compressed from above (a steady hand is required!); on the surface of a saguaro 

cactus; the formation of stripes (or rolls) when a thin layer of fluid is heated from 

below; the expanding waves and spirals that two competing chemicals may display; 

anJ the appearance of regular spatial structures across laser beams in nonlinear 

optical systems. 

This is the framework in which I will operate and this chapter will hopefully 

demonstrate that many vastly differing physical systems can be understood from 

a universal point of view. One might say that their differences serve to illuminate 

those aspects which they share in common. As to the definition of what a pattel'll 

is, the answer comes with observation. To quote a friend and colleague: 

Jl pattern is like pol'/l.ogmphy - YOIl know it when you see it.' 

The canonical example of a pattern-forming system is that of Rayleigh-Benard 

convection, shown schematically in Figure (2.1). An ideal fluid is placed between 

flat, horizontal plates, infinite in extent and perfect conductors of heat. When a 

small temperature differential (6.T) is applied, the fluid is at rest and a linear 

temperaturc profile connects the bottom plate to the top. The fluid is in a spa-

tial1y uniform state aIld this state, kIlown as thc coltduction state, represents the 

I from R. A. Indik, inspired by Senator .Jesse Helms colllnwnt. on pOl'llography "I lIlay not. be 
able to define it, but I know it whcn I sec it." 
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Figure 2.1: Convection rolls in the Rayleigh-Benard experiment. 
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equilibrium state of this system. The reader might already object. I would. After 

all, I have already used words like "ideal", "infinite" and "perfect", but these are 

not important here. In a real fluid, with real conducting plates, of finite extent, 

the fluid would still find itself in an equilibrium state for small 6T. The problem is 

that the applied mathematician might find it difficult to write such solutions down, 

so we (meaning the community) follow the rule: if it isn't important thcn simplify 

as much as possible. In fact, more often tha.n not the trick is to realise when 

the problem has becomc over-simplified, at which point an injection of realism is 

required. 

The ingredient which makes the above system interesting is the existence of a 

control parameter through which the spatially homogeneous equilibrium state may 

lose stability. The control parameter is composed of important physical quantities 

related to the system in quest.ion and ofteIl-times represents a bala.nce between 

extemal stresses or forces a.nd intema.l dissipative mechanisms. For example, in 

Rayleigh-Benard convection the control pararnetcr is kllown as thc Rayleigh IlUIll-

bcr R 

R = O'g6'I'(P 
~IJ 

and rcprescnts a balance between the destabilisillg buoyancy force and the sta

bilising dissipative force. It, is composed of the relevant physical constants ane! 
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parameters for this fluid system, that is, the thermal expansion coefficient 0', the 

acceleration of gravity g, t.he kinemat.ic viscosity [I, the thermal dif[usivit.y I\~, the 

plat.e separation d and the external temperature differential 6T. 

The spatially uniform conduction state loses stability as R is increased past 

some critical value Re. The fluid ent.ers a convective state because thermal ex

pansion (driven by 6T) overcomes the dissipative effects of thermal conduction 

and viscosity. The result is an inst.ability to a modulation with finite wavelengt.h 

Ae , which is of the order el, the only length scale in the problem. It is convenient 

to characterise t.his instability by t.he inverse of the wavelengt.h ke, Ik:1 = 27f / A,,, 

which defines the wavenumber of the modulation. If the plates are much wider t.han 

the modulation wavelength Ae , then saturation of this inst.ability often leads to the 

convective roll pattern shown figuratively in Figure (2.1) alt.hough, depending on 

the exact experimental configuration, superpositions of rolls forming squares and 

hexagons are also possible. If the plate width is comparable to the modulatioll 

wavelength /\e, then the boundaries will playa very important role in the satura

tion of the instability. This effect may be parameterised by the aspect, fatio, which 

is the ratio of the length of the spatial domain to the modulation wavelength. For 

the rest of this chapter, and for most. of t.his dissertation, I will concent.rate Oil 

systems which are large aspect mUo. 

Rayleigh-Benard convection is t.he canonical example of i\. pa.ttem-forming sys

telll because it possesses most. of the feat.ures and behaviours tha.t. many ot.her 

pau'em-f'orll1ing systclllS display. For example, in t.hc abscnce of some exLemal 

stress or forcing, many macroscopic systcms are typically in an equilibrium state, 

which may be spatially uniforlll. Incrcasing a control parameter rcsults in the spa.

tially homogeneous equilibriuIll sta.te losing stability to a finite wavenumber kc • 

This wavenumber dcfincs a basic spatial scale of the pattct'll and may be related to 

the physical properties of the system. In Ba.yleigh-B(~nard convcct.ion t.his is rather 
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easy because only one length scale exists, but in many cases it is a formidable task. 

Instability of the equilibrium state to a finite spatial scale is a precursor for 

pattern formation, and thus the concept of linear stability or, if you like, linear 

instability of the equilibrium state is a unifying theme for a vast range of physical 

systems. To discuss this in more detail, I will suppose that the physical system 

under consideration may be described by some microscopic equation, 

OtU = F(U, 0::, \7, ... , R) , (2.1) 

which represents a system of possibly n nonlinear partial differential equations for 

real fundions U = (U1(x, z, l), ... , Un(x, z,t)), governed by the control parameter 

H .. Furthermore, I will suppose that this system possesses several symmetries, 

namely, it should be translationally invariant in both space (x) and time (I.), and 

rotationally invariant in the x-plane. I have broken out the dependence of F on 

space into two components: \7 represents the gradient along x which denotes the 

transverse plane in which the pattern forms; and 0:; represents derivativcs in t.he 

longitudinal diredion, which is thick enough to support pattcrn formation in the 

transvcrse planc but thin enough to support only a few "modcs" in t.he longitudinal 

direction, for cxample, across thc plates in Rayleigh-Benard convcdion. 

Suppose that U = U c'! satisfies 

(2.2) 

for all valucs of thc control paramcter R. This defines the cquilihrium state of 

equation (2.1), which J will assurnc to be spatially uniform. To investigat.e its 

stability, expand cquation (2.1) about UeC! and keep only linear terms in U to giv(' 

'J. U "U " 8Fi I Ct =J..- ,I--ij =8U . 
.I u=u,,'1 

(2.:3 ) 

where £(U"CIl \7, f/" ... , Ii) is t.rallslatiollally invariallt.. The nat.ural represent.a.t.ion 

of U(x, z, I) ill t.he transverse plallc is in tcrms of the FOlll'ier lIlod(~s, exp(ik· x), 
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while the longitudinal structure is captured by certain "shape" functions un(z). 

The solutions to the linearised equations (2.3) take the form 

V(x, z, l) = exp(,\l)un(z) exp(ik· x) + C.C , (2.4) 

where un(z) is compatible with the boundary conditions on V. Only nOl~-trivial 

solutions (V =1= 0) of this form are interesting, and they only exist for certain 

complex eigenvalues ).n(k, R). By decomposing ).n(k, H.) = O"n(l<, R) + iwn(k, R) 

one may identify O"n as the growth rate of the perturbation to Vcel' and Wn as the 

perturbation frequency. 

The equilibrium state, V = Veep will lose stability when the growth rate 

O"n(l<, R) becomes positive. The region where O"n(k, R) > 0 is known as the unstable 

domain and its boundary, defined by O"n(k, R) = 0 (except in some special cases), 

is called the set of neutral stability surfaces Hn = R.(k, 11,). The point or set of 

points on these surfaces for which It is minima.l over 11, and k are called the cri tical 

point(s) (kc, He). Generically, there will be only one sllch k c. If there is more than 

one k for which H is minimal then there is a degeneracy. Such degeneracies often 

reflect the symmetries of the original system. 

Choose the eigenvalue \!(k, R) with the largest real part, and call it ,\(k, R) = 

0" + iw. Suppose that the dependence of £ on It is such that for H < He, O"(k) < 0 

and for R. = He, O"(k) = a for some k = kc. Define a reduced control para.meter, 

or stress parameter E, as 

(2.5) 

Figure (2.2a) shows the dependence of 0" OIl k alld c, ill olle transverse dimcIIsioIl. 

For c < 0 the equilibriuIll state is stable ami (T < 0, whereas for E = 0 the iIlstabiliLy 

sets ill (0" = 0) at. a WCtvenllmber k = k e . For E > 0 there is a band of unstable 

wCtvenumbers for which the equilibriulll sta.te is unstable. The insta.bility can be 

of two t.ypes: st.ationary if Lu(k,:} = 0 or oscillatory if w(ke) =1= 0 for c = O. The 
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Figurc 2.2: Grmvth ratc a as a fUIlction of wavcnumber k for variolls valucs of thc 
strcss paramctcr c, showing thc classification into typcs I, II and III. 

stationary pcriodic instability (lec i= 0, Wo = 0) is known as typc Is, while thc 

stationary oscillatory instability (kc i= O,w i= 0) is known as type 10 , 

Other classes of instability exist. If O"(k = 0) = 0 for all c thcn onc has t.he 

situation depicted in Figure (2.2b). Thc crit.ical wavenumber is lee = 0 and for 

c > 0 there is an unstable baIld, of width VE, so t.hat any pattern will occur on a 

long lcngth-scale ncar threshold (c = 0). Again the instability may bc l>taLionary 

(Lu = 0) or oscillatory (w i= 0). The last class of instability is shown in Figure 

(2.2c), where the maximum growth rate always occurs at k = O. As a result 

intrinsic pattern formation will be minimal bccausc there is no intrinsic length

scale. 

In summary then, pattcl'll-forming systems Illay be classificd in t.erms of the 

valuc of kc Ilcar c = O. For cxample, type 1 is spatially periodic with kc = 0(1), 

type III is uniform with ke = 0 and t.ype II is somewhere in betwcen with an 

ullstable band 0 < k < VE. Each class may be flll'thcr subdivided depending 

on the tcmporal instability: stationary if Wo = 0 and oscillatory if Wo i= O. 'T'his 

classification makes sense when the final state is govcl'lwd by the initial instability 

of the equilibrium state. 
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Assume for the rest of this chapter, and most of this dissertation, that we 

(meaning you and me) have a system which becomes unstable, at c = 0, to a finite 

wavenumber ke, through a type Is instability. What happens next? What type of 

pattern forms? Is it stable? What is its long-term behaviour? What are its defects'? 

All of these questions require us (still you and me) to find solutions to the governing 

nonlinear partial differential equations, which is either an impossible task, quite 

a formidable task, or rather easy. If one is very fortunate (and graduate students 

typically aren't), exact nonlinear solutions may exist and be easily obtainable. 

Unfortunately, many of the solutions that. we are interested in do not fall into this 

category. More often than not however, the equilibrium state is easy to compute. 

How then does one find other solutions? Two main opt.ions exist., well, three really. 

The first option is a recourse to numerical simulat.ions, which even for the expe

rienced computationalist can often be a very time-consuming task. But, speaking 

for myself, it is usually the first thing to do because, if you are careful and thorough, 

it can give quick insight. into the t.ypes of solutions that may arise. Furthermore, 

many effects that are very complicated t.o even formulate 011 paper may be included 

without too much ext.ra t.rouble. Complicated boundary conditions are an exarnple 

of this. 

The second option, which should preferably go hand in hand with the first., 

involves calculating solutions on paper. As I mentioned above, exact nonlinear 

solutions are rarely obtainable. Ana.\yt.ical solut.ions can be obtained however by 

operating in it regime where solut.ions may be calculated perturbativcly. There are 

two main regimes where t.his is possible, which are termed as nCllr lflrcs/wld alld 

fllr /rom lflres/wld. 

o Ncar Threshold (lei « L) 

In th is rcgi llle, c ;:::j 0, devia.tiolls from the homogeneous solu Lion arc "s III all " 

and the spatial alld temporal modlllatiolls of Ute basic patteJ'll arc "slow". (This 
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does of course beg the questions "I-low small is small?" and "How slow is slow'!". 

In fact it is precisely these questions, and others like them, that get most atten

tion at group meetings and working seminars: How small is small, how slow is 

slow, how close is close, how weak is weak and isn't this coffee awful.) Whether 

or not the coffee is bad, the concepts of "small" and "slow" are central to the 

idea of obtaining solutions close to threshold, because the governing microscopic 

equations are reduced to an equation for the "small" amplitude of the basic state, 

whose modulations are "slow". This equation is known as the amplitude cqlwliol1. 

In many cases, it turns out that the amplitude is Itot as small as one would like 

but, fortunately, the amplitude equations tend to predict the right sort of qualita

tive behaviour, even in regimes where they should be totally inappropria.te. The 

derivation of amplitude equations will play an irnportant role in this dissertat.ion, 

and I will shortly work through an example of this to highlight. the techniques that 

are used. 

o Far from Threshold (c = O( I)) 

In this regime, an amplitude expansion is ItO longer appropriate because the am

plitude of the basic state is no longer "small". Evelt arbitrarily far from threshold 

however, the basic state is often a periodic pattern of a nearly constant length-scale, 

on top of which there are weak distortions involving spatial fluctuations over scales 

large compared to this dominating length scale. This may be captured by deriving 

plwsc-diJTusioll equations which essentially describe t.he slow spatial and tempo

ral modulations of the gradient of the phase of the field, under the assllmption 

that the amplitude of the field is "slaved" to this gradient. The slaved cllllpli

tude assumption can break down close to threshold because the a.mplitude ma.y 

become "active", that is, it Illay no longer be defined by the gradient of the phase. 

Phase-diffusion equations arc most of tell lIsed to discllss the IOllg-wClve!cngt.lt ill

stabilities of a pattcl'Jl far from threshold, where amplitllde eqllatiolls are IlO 10llger 
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appropriate [8J. 

The third option IS to quit school, sCIence and academia, travel the world 

for years, pontificating in coffee shops, ruminating on trains, philosophising 011 

bicycles, to finally return home and write ten volumes (or more) about life and 

how pointless it all is. I am sure that most graduat.e students completing their 

Ph.D consider this option. 

In this dissertation I am going to concentrate OIl deriving and discussing ampli

tude equations because I will mostly be concerned with determining which paLtel'll 

is selected close to threshold. For concreteness, consider a system in two transverse 

dimensions which becomes unstable, for R > 0, to a finite wavenumber k = k:, 

through a type Is instability (see Figure(2.2a)). Furthermore, assume that t.he 

system is both translationally invariant and rotationally invariant. Rotational ill

variance implies that the instability is actually to a circle in k-space, with radius 

kc • Under these assumptions, an unstahle mode may be written, in the vicillity of 

threshold, as 

U = uexp(ik· x + O'l) + c.c, (2.G) 

wi th growth rate, 

(2.7) 

where k = Ikl and c ~ R - {{c. Equation (2.7) accurately captures the growth 

rate when the system is very close to threshold (c « 1) and the neutral stahility 

surface (0' = 0), or neutral stability curve in this case, is shown in Figure (2.:3a). 

Increasing c through c=O means that U = U cq becomes unsta.ble to allY Fourier 

lllode with wavenumber k, Ikl = kc • How about its directioll? As far as lincar 

instability is concerned, the systelll canllot distinguish one direction from the ncxt, 

it direct result of rotational degeneracy. To incorporate this degeneracy olle should, 

ill principle, include all possible modes with Ikl = kc • 
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Figure 2.3: (a) Neutral stability curve, defined by equation (2.7), showing that the 
system becomes unstable at E = 0 to a wavenumber k c • (b) Annulus of modes 
which become unstable for E > o. The shaded annular region has width vs and is 
centered on a circle of radius kc • 

These are not the only unstable modes. One can sec from equat.ion (2.7) that 

when E > 0 all modes which lie in the band 

(2.8 ) 

are also unstable. Though the critical I1lode k = kc grows fastest initially, all of 

the modes in this band arc ullstable. To incorporate this finite bandwidth erred 
one should, in principle, include all modes which lie in this bane!. 

The net result of the rotational degeneracy and the finite bandwidth crl'cct is 

that an annulus of modes of width vs should be included in (tny perturbation 

analysis. This annulus is shown in Figure (2.;~b). Although all of thesc Illodes may 

grow indepcndcntly in t.he lincar regime, the erred of nonlinearity will be to coupl(~ 

these modes so that, in general, some combinations of 11l0dcs will be favoured 

while others arc suppressed. It is precisely thc favoured combination of modes 

that will clct.cnninc the physical configuration of the pattern (if such a favoured 
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configuration exists). 

In practice, a two-step process is adopted to incorporate both of the above 

effects. Firstly, ignore the finite bandwidth effect and consider only the effect 

of rotational degeneracy. To incorporate the continuum of modes that lie on the 

critical circle is a difficult task. One approach is to replace the continuum of modes 

with N discrete modes arranged on the critical circle. In this case the solution may 

be written as 
N 

U = u 2:: Aj exp(ikj · x) + c.c ; Ikjl = kC) 
j=1 

(2.9) 

where each mode is defined by its wavenumber k j and complex amplitude Aj • Any 

two modes, k i and kj, subtend an angle of Oij defined by k i . kj = k~ cos Oij. The 

first part of the two-step process usually consists of deciding which configurat.ion 

of modes is preferred, while ignoring the finite bandwidth effect. This is still a 

formidable task because in theory all possible configurations of modes must be 

considered. 

If this were true in practice, we would all pack up and go home, well, at. least. I 

would. Fortunately, only a few combinations of modes typically arise, and this is 

true in many of the fields in which patterns are observed. One such special subset, 

of all possible combinations are known as the regular patterns, and are defined 

when all llearest neighbour modes subtend t.he same angle, that is, 0 = 360/N. 

These regular distributions of modes are shown in the Fourier domain ill Figure 

(2Ad-f) for N=1,2 and 3 while Figure (2Aa-c) shows t.he corresponding solutions 

in real space. The regular patterns for N=1,2 and 3 are t.herefore tile roll, the 

squarc and the hc:w!Jon. These are the most commonly observed regular patterns, 

in the context of type Is instabilities. 

Assume for the moment that perturbat.ioIl aIlalysis has revealed t.hat a roll 

solution is tl~e preferred configuratioIl, as shown in Figurc (2Aa,d). This defines 

a basic pattern at. a givcIl length-scale. Slow Illodulations of this patterll in bot.h 
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Figure 2.4: Ideal patterns formed by a single roll (a), a superposition of two per
pendicular rolls (b) and a superposition of three rolls at 120 (c). The corresponding 
arrangement of modes on the critical circle is shown in (d)-(f). 

space and time are possible, and can be captured by including the finite bandwidth 

effect.. This is the next step in the solution process. To do so the roll solution is 

written in the form 

U(x, l) = uA(x, t) exp(ikcx) + c.c, (2.10) 

where I have assumed that the rolls are perpendicular to the x-axIs. Further 

analysis will reveal that the complex amplitude A obeys the following amplitude 

equation 

(2.11 ) 

This is the generic amplitude equation that appropriately describes the behaviour 

of a. type Is system, and is known as the Newell-Whitehead-Segel equation (NWS) 

[9, 10J. It rnay be derived from t.he governing microscopic equations in a /lumber of 

ways and, though its form is generic, the detailed properties of t.he physica.l system 
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under consideration are contained within the real constants Il, TO, (0 and I which 

set the temporal, spatial and amplitude scales. 

Starting from a given set of governing microscopic equations, there are several 

ways of deriving this amplitude equation. Since the critical modes vary on temporal 

and spatial scales which are much slower than those associated with the other 

modes, one may introduce multiple scales in both space aIld time to formally 

separate the fast and slow evolution scales. An alternative method is to make use 

of mode projection techniques, which emphasises the idea that the critical modes 

are active, while the other modes are jJassive, that is, they are slaved to the active 

modes. In either case, the form of the equation is generic and may be written down 

with only a cursory knowledge of the system under consideration. For example, 

the linear terms may be determined by expanding the growth rate 0'( !..:, R) about 

the critical point (ke, Re). A Taylor expansion gives 

a( k, Il) = a( k" Ilc ) + ~~I, (Il- Ilc ) + ~n( k - ke ) + ~ ~;;, I} Il- Ilcl' 

(2.12) 

The first and third terms are identically zero because the expansion is about the 

critical point where O'(ke, He) = 0 and (fJO'/fJk)le = O. Thus, 

ark, /I) = ~~Iyl- fie) + ~~;I, (Il - H,)' + ~~::I" (I - I,)' 

(2.1:3) 

+ (J2 0' I fJIWk c (R - R:)(!..: - I.:c) + ... 

What are the leading order terms in this equat.ion? The system is close to threshold 

so that R- He = c is sInaI!. Equation (2.7) shows that the unstable baJld has widt.h 

(k2 - k;)2 = O(c) which Illay be re-wriLtel1 as (k - kc)2(!..: + /..:c)'2 = O(c). Sinc(~ 

kc is 0(1) one can see that (!..: - /..J'2 = O(c). The leading order cOlltributiolls are 
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therefore (assuming all derivatives are O( 1)) 

arrl 1D
2
rrl)2 (2 rr(k, R) = DR c (R - RJ + "2 Dk2 c (k - kc + 0 E ) , (2.14) 

which is of the form of equation (2.7). The first of these terms is just the growth 

rate of the unstable mode. The second term is more complicated, and its actual 

contribution depends on which modes one includes. 

The amplitude equation (2.11) was written down under the assumption that 

the solution consists of a pure roll in the x-direction, kc = (ke,O). Consider 

wavenumbers k close to this, say, k = kc + q = ("~c + qx, qy), which arc within 

the unstable annulus. For such a wavenumber, the second term of equation (2.14) 

becomes 

(k-k)= .+(q;+q~)+_l_(') .+((/;+q;~))2+ 
c q:J ')/. '1" ~qx 1. • •• 

4.J '-'c h·c /t·c 

(2.15) 

vVhat are the leading order terms in this expression? Clearly the wavenumber of 

the roll, k, may vary by as much as q.L' = 0(E1/2) and qy = 0(c11'1) anel still remain 

within the unsta,ble annulus (sec Figure (2.3b)). With this choice of scaling the 

leading term at O(c) is 
2 

(
1. 1,)2 _ ( qy )2 
fC - fCc - q" + -k . 'J • 

~ c 
(2.16) 

The wavenumber q represents a small change in the wavcnumber of thc roll, kc' 

This can be identified in real space with corresponding slow modulations in both 

x and y, that is, qx ~ -iDx and q!l ~ -ifA' so that 

(2.17) 

The growth rate close to threshold becomes 

(2.18) 

'rhe slow scales ill x and yare set. by t.he scales of qJ; allel (jy, Cllld t.hus )( = E'/".!:!:, 

V = E'/"y represent slow spatial scales of t.he roll. This equatioll is precisely the 

linear terms t.hat appear ill t.he amplitude equation (2.11), after a rescaling by c. 



The presence of different scales in x and y is, Oil first examination, slightly con

fusing. After all, the system was assumed to be spatially isotropic and rotationally 

degenerate and thus no distinction could be made as to what is x and what is y. 

The pure roll solution breaks this symmetry however, and it is natural that x and 

y should assume different scaling orders since the pure roll solution clearly favours 

one direction over another. This is IlOt necessarily the case for solutions which 

consist of patches of roils, or for other planforms, such as squares and hexagons, 

because each of these patterns have more than one dominating direction. In these 

cases it is harder to decide on appropriate spatial scales and it seems reasonable to 

make no distinction in scales which would result in a spatially isotropic amplit.ude 

equation [11]. 

To conclude this general discllssion of the form of the amplitude equation, I 

would like to add that t.he nonlinear t.erm of equation (2.1 L) may also be written 

down by inspection. Translational invariance in space implies that if U(x, l) is a 

solution, U(x + x') is also a. solution. From equation (2.10) this implies invariance 

of the amplitude equation under t.he transformat.ion 

A -f Aexp(ikc • x') , (2.19) 

and the lowest nonlinear term t.o do so is IA1211. Higher order contributions will 

arise, and may be pure amplit.ude terms (e.g. 1111"11) or may include spat.ial deriva

tives (e.g. oxlAI2 ;1). 

Although the form of the amplit.ude equatioll is generic, and Illay be written 

down by inspection, the coefficients may ollly be obtained by gett.ing out. your pen 

and paper (or compu t.er algebra progralll), and cieri ving. Earlier in t.his chapt.er, I 

said t.hat. there were several ways t.o derive amplit.ude equat.ions from a govcrIling 

set of microscopic cquat.ions. The t.echniques I will describe here involve introduc

ing slow spat.ial and temporal scales, and choosing all appropriate scaling of the 

amplitude of t.he llIost uIlst.able mode. This is kIlowIl as weakly nonlinear (wu/fjiiis 
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because the system is assumed to be weakly nonlinear so that the solution should 

be dominated by the most unstable mode determined from linear analysis. 

Continuing the general exposition, assume that there exists a set of microscopic 

equations, given in equation (2.1). Expand this system about the equilibrium 

solution U Cq to give 

(2.20) 

where the linear operator £(\7, oz,.'" R) was defined in equation (2.:3), and {JVd 

is a sequence of nonlinear terms of order (i+ 1), that is, Nl = JVl (UIU), JV2 = 

JV2 (UIUIU) and so forth. The coefficients, Ai, of the nonlinear terms are reaL 

Assume that the linearised problem exhibits a type Is instability at a wavenumber 

k, Ikl = I.:c , when R = Re. Solutions at threshold take the form 

U(x, z, l) = u(z) exp(ik . x) + C.c ; Ikl = I.:c , (2.21 ) 

where u(z) captures any longitudinal structure present, and may be parameterised 

by the transverse wavenumber k. For R > Rc , a.lliinear modes with Ikl = kc grow. 

One expects this growth to become saturated by the nonlinear terms to forlll it 

finite amplitude state. The goal of this next section is to determine what type 

of pattern constitutes this finite amplitude state, and this goal will hopefully be 

attained by carrying out the two-step process described earlier in this chapter. 

Firstly, the finite bandwidth efFect will be ignored anel the preferred pattern will 

be determined by deriving the appropriate amplitude equations, by means of wcaldy 

nonlincal' allalysis. Secondly, the finite bandwidth of modes will be re-illtrodllced 

ill order to determine the stability of the selected planfol'lll. 

\Veakly nonlillear ana.lysis proceeds by expanding the field U in all asymptotic 

series depending on the stress parameter c, 

U(x, z, I) = L Iln(E)UII(X, z, I) , (2.22) 
11=0 
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where the members of the series are determined by the nonlinear balances and /lo( c) 

is chosen to balance the linear growth rate with the leading nonlinear correction. 

The zeroth-order solution, Va, is taken to be a linear combination of the Fourier 

modes which lie on the critical circle, each with their own amplitude A j , 

N 

Vo(x, z,t) = uo(z) L Aj cxp(ikj · x) + C.c ; Ikjl = /;;c • (2.23) 
j=I 

To make allowance for the slow temporal dynamics, the mode amplitudes Aj are 

assumed to depend on multiple scales in time, Aj = Aj(1\, T2 , 13, ... ), defined by 

Ii = O'i(c)i, such that 

How does one go about choosing the asymptotic series {Pu} and {O'n}? The choice 

is guided by both experience and a desire to derive an amplitude equation of a 

certain form, and is usually justified, or adjusted, after an attempt is made at. a 

derivation. In general, the growth rate dictates the temporal scales, while the order 

of the nonlinearity that saturates the linear growth dictates the amplitude scales. 

I will consider three distinct regimes of behaviour: only cubic nonlinear terms are 

present, that is, Al = 0 and /\2 = 0(1); both quadratic and cubic nonlinear terms 

are present with /\1 = 0(1) and A2 = 0(c 1
/

2
); both quadratic and cubic terms are 

o Only cubic nonlinearity (AI = 0, A2 = l) 

In this case t.he genera.l set of microscopic equations read 

(2.25) 

This system becomes unstable a.t I? = He, with growth rate is proportional to 

c = (H - Rc)/ He, so that 7\ = ct. Assllming the amplitude satll1'atcs at cubic 



order then the appropriate amplitude scale is IlO = c l
/

2
• Under these assumpt.ions 

the asymptotic expansions take the form 

(2.26) 
at - caT} + [3/2a12 + [2aT3 + ... 

The linear operator .c and nonlinear operator JV2 are expanded about the solution 

Vo at threshold R=Rc. This takes the form 

(2.27) 

where 

(2.28) 

and 

(2.29) 

Now collect all the terms at each order in [ t.o obt.aill at first order 

(2.:30) 

This is the linearised problem revisited, with a general solution given by equat.ion 

(2.2:3). This solution constitutes t.he null-space of .co. Before continuing I would 

like to define the adjoillt. operator to .co because the null-space of the adjoint linear 

problem will play an important role in deriving the amplitude equations. Formally, 

one needs to define a space in which the operators exist, and one needs to define 

an inner product on t.his space also. LeL's dispense with formalities, and define the 

adjoi n t. operat.or by [12J 

< .coD, V >=< U, .c~IV > , (2.:31 ) 

where t.he bra.ckets <> will denot.e all appropriate inner-product. rr the adjoint. 

operat.or exist.s, its null-space is t.he solut.ion of 

,.:IV - 0 
"-'0 - , 



along with adjoint boundary conditions Of there are any). 

At second order the following equation must be solved 

o (c) : £0 V I = ° . (2.33) 

This equation is identical to the one at first order and the solutions are just the 

null-space of £0' If I choose VI = Va then I may define a new variable, Vllew = 

c1
/

2 V O + CVI, and continue the solution process using V llew ' The same result may 

be obtained by simply setting V I = 0, which I do for convenience. 

At third order, the following system arises 

(2.34 ) 

Before solving this equation one should ask: "Can this equation be solved'!" In 

fact, the amplitude equations for the Ai's capture the conditions uneler which 

equation (2.3 L1) ma.y be solved or, in other words, the solvability conditions give 

rise to the a.mplitude equations. How does this come about'! 

To answer this question, I will take you on a slight detou!'. Consider the 

following equation 
(Py 
-, 2 + y = cos(w:r) . 
(X 

(2.35 ) 

The null-space of (/2/ (LI:2 + 1 consists of the functions, It cos :/: + 13 sin x. The general 

solution to this equation for JwJ 1- 1 has the form 

. cos(:c) 
y(:r) = !lCOS:l: + I3Sl/l:/: + 1 2 ' 

-w 
(2.;)G) 

and the amplitude y therefore remains boullded for all x. If JwJ = 1, the gelleral 

solution has the form 

1 
y(:/:) = !lcos:r + J]sill:l: + 2:rsill:r, ( ') ')'-) ~." ( 

and thus !J -, (X) as :1: -T 00, that is, the amplitude becomes ullboullded. The 

term :/: sill :r, whose amplitude grows with x, is said to be a secular tel'll!. It 
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appears because the inhomogeneous term, cos .1;, of equation (2.3.5) is a solution of 

the homogeneous problem, and thus drives the system on resonance. In general, 

secular terms always appear whenever the driving term is itself a member of the 

null-space of the homogeneous problem. This type of idea may be posed formally 

in terms of the Fredholm alternative, which indicates when the equation .cD = JV 

may be solved in a particular space of solutions. In the simplest terms this equation 

may be solved if N is perpendicular to the null-space of the adjoint, that, is, 

< JV, V >= 0 (2.38) 

for all V satisfying .cAV = o. This is known as the solvability condition. 

You may be asking how all this relates to pattern selection? The answer IS 

simple. Equation (2.3 L1) is of the form .cD = JV and for a. solution to exist all 

components in JV should be perpendicular to the null-space of the adjoint, that is, 

V. Using the general solution Do in equation (2.23) gives the following 

.cOD2 uoL (aTIAjCikj'X + c.c) - .cjuoL (AjCikj'x + c.c) 
j j 

JV2 (uoluoluo) L (AmAl'A'l eikm
+l'+q"x + AmAl'A~ cikm

+I'-<I'
X (2.39) 

'fILl''l 

+ 

where km+l'+'l = kin + kp + k/. The null-space of £0 consists of t.erms of the form 

exp(ikj . x), and thus any driving term of t.he same form will be resonant. All of 

the linear terms are of this form. Some of the nonlinear terms arc also resonant., 

and arise from some special four-wave mixing cOlllbinations. The IIonlinear terms 

contribute ill severa'! ways: morial illlcmclion where jJ = q =f.m = j, JI = In =f. 

q = j andm = q =f. p = j, and modal sclf-illicmc/ioll where p=q=j. The moda.l 

interactioIl t.erms take the form 

cxp( ikj • x) cxp(ikp . x) cxp( -ikp . x) , (2AO) 
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and contributes 6A j LApA;. The modal self-interaction terms take the form 
p:/:j 

exp('ikj . x) exp(ikj · x) exp( -ikj . x) , (2Al) 

and contributes 3Aj Aj Aj. To avoid secular terms in t.he solution of equation (2.39) 

all of these driving terms must be perpendicular to the null-space of the adjoint., 

V. To ensure this, project equation (2.~~9) against. the adjoint. The following 

amplitude equations resuJt, 

N 

ToOTl Ai = ILAi - L ~/ij IAjl2 A; l = 1, ... ,N , (2.'l2) 
j=l 

where the coefficients are given by 

TO =< Uo,V > 
fl =< .cluo, V> (2.43) 
lij = - < N2(uoluoluo)' v > 

The cubic coefficients, I'ij, depend on the angles between the modes k . k j 

cos Oi.i. The diagonal terms arc all equal, that is, Iii = l.ij, and I will assume 

that Iii> 0 for alii. Furthermore, if chiral symmetry holds (0 -t -0), and I will 

assume that it docs, the cubic coefficients are symmetric, that is, lij = Iji. For 

completeness, multiply equation (2.42) by E, rescale the amplitudes {Ad by E I / 2 

and remember that at = EOTl • Thlls the standard form, 

is recovered. 

N 

ToOtA; = IlEAi - L lijlAjl2 A; ; i = L, ... , N , 
j=1 

The amplit.ude eqllations derived above describe the interaction of N Fourier 

modes Oil the critical circle, in t.he absence of a quadratic nonlinearity. In general, 

the amplitudes {A;} arc complex and may be writtell as 11i = (Ii exp(i</);). The 

amplitude equations (2.'1'1) arc phase-invariant. and t.hus the argument.s {r/)d arc 

arbitrary. As a result, a real version of t.he amplitude equat.ions can be written, 



without loss of generality (as the phrase goes) 

N 

TOUtai = Peai - L iija]ai ; i = 1, ... , N . 
j=1 

:38 

(2.45) 

The finite bandwidth errect has been ignored in the meantime and the question 

of pattern selection can be addressed by considering which distribution of energy 

among the modes {ad will be favoured. In theory, this is straight-forward because 

equation (2.4.5) forms a gradient system, 

z = 1, ... , N , (2.46) 

with the potential function V(aJ, ... ,aN) defined by, 

II-N INN 
V = - ~ L (L~ + - L L iija;a] . 

2 ;=1 4 i=1 j=1 

(2.4 7) 

This function is bounded below, for sufficiently large a/5, if 

N N 

L L iij(l~(J,] > 0 . (2.48) 
i=1 j=1 

Furthermore, the derivat.ive of t.he potential function reads, 

N 

Ut V = -TO 2.::( Ut ai)2 :::; 0 , (2.49) 
i=J 

and thus V can be regarded as a Lyapullov function [l~ll. This function defines a 

surface ill n-space, whose critical points (VV = 0) correspond to the fixed points of 

equa.t.ion (2A.5). The critical point with lowest value of V is guaranteed t.o be locally 

1ltablc alld t.he dynamics of (2AG) will natura.lly Illove towards this rninirnutn, 

provided the initial conditions lie withiIl its basi II of a(,t,ractioIl. Other types of 

critical point1l may exist, 1luch as other local miIlillla, local maxima, 1laclclle point.s, 

e.Lc. The type of each criticcd poiIlt can he clcl.crmincd, at. least ill prillciple, by 

evaluating the Hessian mat.rix 'H, 

'HV = (2.50) 
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at the critical point. This requires a knowledge of the stationary solutions of 

equation (2.4.5), which fall into three main categories: 

o Uniform equilibrium solution where (lj = 0 for all i = 1, ... , N. 

o Mixed-state solutions where (lj =f 0 for some i, or combination oft's. 

o Pure-state solutions where (lj =f 0 for all i. 

As an explicit example, consider the case of two perpendicular modes, which 

constitutes a square pattern in real space. The two-mode amplitude equations may 

be written as 

(2.51 ) 

where the diagonal term ,'II = /22 has been scaled to unity by scaling the ampli

tudes by 1/ v'fll, and / = /ld/l1. This system has three kinds of fixed points 

given by: 

o Uniform equilihrium state given by (lj = 0 for i = 1,2. 

o Mixed-state solutions given by (ll = Il, (l2 = 0 or (ll = 0, (l2 R with 

amplitude R = ±.Jilf. This defines the roll solutions. 

o Pure-state solution given by (/1 = 8, (l'2 = 8 with amplit.ude 8 = ±J Itc . 
L+, 

This defines the square solution. 

If € < 0 then the equilibrium solution is the only stable solutioll. For c > 0 the 

value of the Lyapunov fuuction for the IIniform solution, the roIl solution and the 

square solution ma.y be compa.red: 

V(Uniform) = 0 ; V(Boll) = - (tIL~)2 ; V(Square) = - 2/:l~~) , (2.52) 

and the dynamics fall int.o three separate regillles: 
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c > 0, y> 1 E > 0, -1 < 'Y < 1 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.5: Phase portrait of the two-mode amplitude equations (2.51), where R 
denotes the roll state and S denotes the square state. 

o Iff > 1, then rolls are stable with respect to squares. 

o Iff E [-1,1]' then squares are stable with respect. to rolls. 

o Iff < -1 the potential function is not bounded from below and the solution 

does not saturate at this order. This breaks the scaling assumptions on thc 

amplitude and new amplitude equations must be derived. 

The corresponding phase-space of equa.tion (2.51) is shown ill Figure (2.5). For 

c > 0, the uniform sta.te is an unsta.ble node and two regimes are possi ble: (a.) 

If , > 1, the roll states are stable nodes while the square state is a saddle with 

unstable manifolds toward the roll solutions; (h) Iff E [-1, IJ the squarc st.ate is 

a stable node while the roll statcs arc saddles with ullstable manifolds t.oward the 

square solution. A very interesting point to note is that the selected paLLcl'll 111 

this case is that with greatcst mean-square amplitude ([~IS = (aT + a~)/2. 
One wouldlikc to clerive a general criterion for paUcl'll selection in the cOlltext 

of the N-Illode amplitudc equa.tions. Such a criterion exists alld is Illotivated by 

the abovc eXcllnplc, whereby the solutioll with greatcst Illccln-sqllarc amplitude is 



selected. Sta.tiona.ry solutions of the N-mocle amplitude equations are defined from 

equation (2A5) by, 
N 

(li(/lc - L lijaJ) = 0 , (2.53) 
j=l 

for each i=l, ... ,N. This may be used in the Lyapunov function (2.47) to give, 

N 1 N 
1'£ '""" 2 '" <) V = -- L. ai + -pc L. ai , 
2 ;=1 4 i=l 

N 

or ill t.erms of the mean-square amplitude, N(l~ls = ~a;, 
i=1 

V= pcNa;ns 
Lj 

(2.55) 

Thus, the greater the mean-square amplitude, the lower the value of V. Since the 

dynamics are gradient, the pattern with the lowest mean-square amplitude will 

therefore be selected. 

An alternative approach to establishing a pattern selection criterion was first 

used by Schlut.er ct. al. [H]. This approach consists of linearising t.he amplitude 

equations (2.45) about any equilibrium solution, and determining which solution 

is stahle. The result depends on the mat.rix elements lij, and the au thors showed 

that if lij(i i= j) > Iii then rolls are the only stable solution. Thus, any initial 

distribution of energy in the N-modes will collapse into one mode, which defines a 

roll solution. 

Now I would like to tUI'll your attention back to the sOlllewhat more general 

case where both quadrat.ic and cubic llonlincarities are present. As mentioncd 

earlier in this chapt.er, two distinct rcgimes are possible, depending on the scale or 

the nonlinearities. 

O \ - 0(.::1/2) \ - 1 / 1 - '-' , /\2 -

In this case, the general set of lllicroscopic equat.ions read 

(2.5G) 



Again the growth rate is proportional to c, so that TJ = ct. This may be balal\ced, 

simultaneously, against both the quadratic and cubic terms by again choosing 

Jlo = c 1
/

2
. The asymptotic expansions take the same form as before 

The operators are expanded about U o to give 

N1(UIU) = CJV1(UoIUo) + O(c3/2
) 

N 2(UIUIU) = c3/2JV2(UoIUoIUo) + O(c2) . 

(2.57) 

(2.58) 

There are no changes at first order in the solutiOl\ process and because /\1 = 0(.::-1/2), 

there are also no changes a.t second order. At third oreier, however, there a.ppears 

an additional term arising from the quadratic nonlinearity, 

(2.59) 

Does this new term contain any resonant componellts? rr so, they must be reilloved 

otherwise they will lead to secular terms ill the solution of equation (2.59). The 

lIew quadratic term has t.he form 

JV1 (UoIUo) = JV1 (uoluo) I: (AiAjCik'+J'x + AiAjcik'-J'x + c.c) , (2.GO) 
IJ 

al\d resonant j,crms may arise if 

k i + k.i + k, = 0 . (2.6 L) 

Since all of these wClvevedors Illust lie 011 t.he crit.ical circle, t.his is oIlly possihle 

when the.)' Illut.ually suht.cIld an aIlgie of 120 degrees. This corresponds to the 

hexagoll showli iIl Figure (2.'1). Note t.hat. equilt.ioll (2.Gl) defilles all hexagollal 

pattei'll in this case because t.he uIlstable Illodes lie OIl a circle of radius /..:c. This 



critical circle was a direct result of rotational degeneracy and thus equation (2.GJ) 

may define other planforms depending on the geometry of the physical systcm. 

For example, a cylinder being compressed from above may form diarnond patterns 

because its symmetry gives rise to two unstable circles which, instead of being 

centered at the origin, are centered at some ko and meet tangelltial1y at the origin. 

The triad of wavevectors that fulfill the condition of equation (2.61) correspond to 

a diamond pattern in this case [15] . 

The amplitude equations remain unchanged, but for the case of N=3n (n = 

1,2, ... )' which contain a new resonant term that is quadratic in amplitude. After 

re-scaling they read 

ToUtA = W:Ai + aijlAjAj - L /'ijlAjl2 Ai ;i = 1, ... , N , ('> r •• » ~.O~ 

J 

where k i + kj + kl = O. Chiral symmetry implies that t.he quadratic coefficient, 

aijl, is independent of index. It is givcn by 

(2.63) 

The coefficient, )q, is a fudge factor whose sole purpose is to keep the algebra 

clear. It is the inner-product, < JVI(.I.), v >, that sets the scale of the quadratic 

nonlinearity. If it is of 0([1/2), then the asymptotic cxpansion of equation (2.5G) 

makes scnse and all the terms in equation (2.62) are at the same order. 

The amplitude equat.ions for all hexagonal planfonll, kl + k2 + kl = 0, rnay be 

written in the form 

(:UH) 

and were discussed in detail by Ciliberto ct. al. [16J. I have rescaled each ampli

tude by making the transformation Ai ~ ii;j"ffii. FlII'thermore, chiral sYlllmetry 

implies that /'12 = /'1:1 = /'21 = ~('2:1 = /':1I = /':32 and so I set /' = /'i;j~(ij. 



In contrast to the amplitude equations which arise in the absence of an hexago

nal resonance, this system is not phase invariant. In fact, the phases are correla.ted 

such that the total phase <I> = (Pt + ¢2 + ¢3 must be either ° or 7r. The solution as

sociated with <I> = 7r exists for pc > 0, but is always unstable. Assuming therefore 

that the total phase <I> = 0, the amplitudes may be taken to be real, again without 

loss of generality. This system is again gradient, with potential function given by, 

(2.65 ) 

The only change from before is the addition of a new term, (]"([1([2([:3, resulting 1'1'0111 

the resonant hexagonal interaction. This systern is still Lyapunov, and again pat

tern selection is reduced to a question of determinillg the minima of the Lyapunov 

[unction V. Again the fixed points of the dynamical system (2.64) are required. 

The amplitude equations for an hexagonal planform possess [our kinds of sta

tionary solutions: 

o Uniform equilii'riulll state, defined by (li = 0 fori 

c < 0, and unstable for c > 0. 

1,2,3. It is stable for 

o Roll states, defined by a[ = R = ±#' (/'2 = 0, (La = 0, or any circula.r 

permutation. They are unstable for C < C2 = (]"2 / p( '.." - 1)2, and stahle for 

o Hexagonal states, defined by ([[ = (l'2 = ([a = fI, where [j is a. solution of 

(J + 2,..,,)1[2 - (]" [j - Ile = o. 'rhe exist for C > C[ = -(]"2jtlll( 1 + 'y). The 

upper branch is stable only for C[ < C < C:3 = (]"'lh' + 2)/llh - I )2; the lower 

branch is a.lways unstable. 

o Mixed-state solutions, defined by a[ = R, (/'2 = !?" (l1 = [I, or allY circular 

perlllutation. The amplitudes are givell by R = ±J(llc - [['2)/( I + I) alld 

U = (J/h - i). They (~xist [or C > C'2 and are always unstable. 
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Figure 2.6: Hexagon-Roll phase space, showing amplitude of roll stat.e Il and 
hexagon state I-I as a function of the st.ress parameter c. Solid lines denotc stable 
st.ates, dashed lines denotc unstable stat.es. 

These solutions are summarised in Figure (2.G). The bifurcat.ion to the hexago

nal branch is transcritical, and the region of t.ranscriticality extends below thresh

old until CI = 0(0-2
) = O(E). Cubic sat.urat.ion turns t.his branch back over, and 

leads to an hexagonal amplitude at threshold (c = 0) of 0(0-2
) = O(o::} The hexag

onal branch eventually loses st.abilit.y t.o rolls, at. E3 = 0(0-2
) = O(c). This clearly 

demonst.rates t.he importallce of t.he scale of 0-. 

The above result.s indicate that., in t.he cont.ext. of the N=3 amplitude equatiolls, 

hexagonal patterns are select.ed close t.o t.hreshold. One call go further and say t.hat 

hexagonal patterns are genericaJly selected close to t.hreshold, assuming of course 

t.hat. 0- =I- o. To see that t.his is indeed t.he case, evaluat.e the Lya.punov funct.ion 

(2.G5) at. t.he fixed poillts of (2.()i1) to give 

(:2.G6) 

where k i -I- Ie j -I- Ie l = o. Hexagonal pat.Lcl'lls Cblrly give tllC lowest value of tilt' 

Lyapllnov functioll close t.o threshold and will therefore Iw generically selected 
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provided that ()" f. O. I will discuss the special case of ()" = 0, after visiting the last 

regime of behaviour, namely where the quadratic coefficient ()" is 0(1). 

In this case, the general microscopic equations read 

(2.67) 

The growth rate, which is proportional to E, must again be balanced against the 

lea.ding order nonlinear contribution, which is JV1(UIU) in this case. The appro

priate choice of scales is Tl = El, flo = E. The asymptotic expansions take the 

form 

(2.68) 
~l - cG~l' + c 3/ 2 ~1' + c2G~1' + Vi - '-- J 1 '-- V 2 '-' J:1 ••• 

The operators are expanded about U o to give 

JVj (UIU) = E2
,;Vl (VoIUo) + E3(No1 (UoIUd + JVJO(U1IUo)) + Ok") (2.69) 

JV2(UIUIU) = E3JV2(UoIUoIUo) + O(E'I) . 

At first order in E the equations read 

O(E) : LoUo = 0 (2.70) 

Again, the general solution is given by equation (2.2:3). 

At second order in E the following equation arises 

(2.71) 

This can only be solved after the secular terms have becn rcmoved. The resulting 

solvability condition reads 

(2.72) 
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where the coefficient are given by 

TO =< UO,V > 
fl =< CIUO, V> (2.73) 
a = - < NI(uoluo), V> 

If a =I 0 and is of order one, there is no sense of balance here. This equation 

correctly captures the transcritical natUl'e of the bifurcation, but. it fails to saturate 

at t.his order. Cubic saturation does not. come into play until the next stage in 

t.he solution process, and thus there can be no simultaneous balance between the 

linear, quadratic and cubic terms. The amplitude at threshold will be 0(1) and 

the expansion it therefore invalid. In this case, weakly nonlinear analysis is not 

an appropriate technique because the system is no longer weakly nonlinear close 

to threshold. Which pattern is selected then? Following the arguments presented 

in the previous section, OIle would expect hexagons to dominate, at least close to 

threshold, because they define a finite amplitude state (order one in this case). I 

do not know if this can be proved in a general sense, but it seems to be borne out 

by experience. 

Finally, I would like to consider the case where, for some reason, the quadratic 

coefficient o' is zero, even though the quadratic nonlinearity JV1 is present. This is 

true when the driving terms of equation (2.71) are automatically perpendicular t.o 

the null-space of the adjoint. This may happen accidentally, that is, by a particular 

combination of parameters, or may be forced by some general synunetry of the 

governing equation. One such symmetry, immediately evident. from t.he amplitude 

equation of (2.611), is the following. If the system is invariant under inversion, that 

is, Ai --l- -Ai, then a == O. If this is the case, the appropriate choice' of scales are 

'1\ = cl and I'o = t;1/2. The eqllation at first order is the sallle as ever, hut t.he 

equation at second order reads 

(2.7,1 ) 
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This equation, minus any resonant terms, mllst first be solved. A particular solu

tion may be written as 

VI = lil(Z; k) L J1iJ1.iCiki+J'X + C.C 

ij 

where the paramcterisation of lil by k has been explicitly included. 

(2.75) 

'rhis particular solutioll of equation (2.7/1) contains all non-resonant compo

nents. Not only docs it include contributions away from the critica.l circle k i- /';c, 

it also includes modes which lie on the critical circle, but which a.re a.utomatically 

perpendicula.r to the null-space of the adjoint,. Assume, for the 1lloment, that this 

solution may be calculated explicitly. Thcn the equation at third order in c reads 

(2.7G) 
JV2(UoIUoIUo) 

Once again, all secular terms must be rellloved, which gives rise to the following 

amplitude equation (after re-scaling) 

(2.77) 

where the co(~fficient arc as before, except the cubic coefficients have an additional 

con t ri hu tion 

(2.78) 

Earlier in this chapter, llIuch earlier in fact, I wrote dowll thc gCIl(~ric alllplitudc 

equation tha.t described a. type Is instability to a stat(~ consistillg of straight, parallel 

rolls. Sillce then, I have cOllcentrated on deriving the gencric amplitude equatiolls 

describing a pa.Ucrn cOllsistillg of possibly N modes. This system is Lyapullov, alld 

thus the pattern with lowest energy is scl(~c1.ed. This is based on tire asslllllptioll 

that the finite balld of modes excited ahove threshold, which I ha.ve igllored, docs 

llot affeeL the peltLcrn selection crit.<'l'ion. BaLher, it. will govern til<' spatia.l sta.bility 
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of the selected planform. Since I am unsure as to how to proceed in general, assume 

now that the selected planform consists of straight parallel rolls. As before, the 

amplitude equation including the finite bandwidth effect reads 

(2.79) 

The derivative terms may be obtained by making the scaling assumptions X = 

E
l

/
2x and Y = El/'Iy , as discussed earlier. For convenience, assume I > 0, rescale 

x by ~o, y by ~~/2, t by TO/ f-l, and A by 1/ yfiFi. The result is 

(2.80) 

A simple nonlinear steady-state solution of (2.80) is 

A(x) = Ak exp(iq:r) (2.81 ) 

with amplitude 

( 
2) 1/2 Ak = ± E - q (2.82) 

Note that the roll wavenumber is BOW Ie = h: X = (h:c + q) X, and the variation q in 

wavenumber k is assumed to lie within the unstable band. 

The stability of this solution may be tested by assuming that 

A(x, t) = (Ak + a+(t) exp(iQ· x) + CL(l) exp( -iQ· x)) exp(iq.T) (2.8:3) 

Replacing into the amplitude equation (2.80) and linearisillg gives 

where 

2 :! P =t:-q (2.8G) 

and 

(2.8G) 
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The growth rate of the perturbation is 

(2.87) 

and for every q, the region where O"q(Q) < 0 for all Q is known as the sta.bility 

balloon, or the "Busse" balloon. 

The neutral stability curve may be recovered by setting Q = 0 so that k = !';c+q. 

In this case 

(2.88) 

and is thus defined by 

(2.89) 

This marks the onset of the Ilonlinear solution (2.81) and the limit. of stabilit.y of 

the uniform solut.ion J1 = O. 

The Eckhaus stability curve, which corresponds to instability along the roll, can 

he found by considering perturbations stich that (J!I = O. Theil U+ + U_ = 'let;. 
anel U+ - U _ = 'iqCl:c. Thus 

Instabilit.y will set in if q2 > qf;; where 

or in terms of the tot.al wavcnulllber k 

If' (/ > (& then t.he fastesl. growillg wavenumber is 

( :~"2 j' 'J) 2milx = -2 (q - f c~)(f + (r 
Liq 

(2.90) 

(2.91) 

(2.!)2) 

alld (Jmax -, 0 as q -t (/I.;, tha.t is, the illsta.bility ocetll's first at IOllg wavclcllgLhs. 
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Figure 2.7: Stability boundaries [rom the amplitude equation (2.80), showing 
wavenumber k versus stress parameter c. N denotes neutral sLability curve; E 
denotes Eckhaus curve; and Z denotes Zig-Zag curve. 

Finally, t.he Zig-Zag stability curve, which corresponds to inst.ability perpell

dicular to the roll, can be found by considering perturbations such that Q,v = o. 

(Q ) _ 2 (+Q2/')I.)2 (J'q .!I - q - q !I ~t.;c 

Instability will set in if q < 0, with fastest growing WcLVCllllIl1bcr 

Q2 __ ,)1. 
. !\lilX - ~ft.cq (2.95 ) 

and again QlIlax -t 0 as q -t qz = 0, that, is, the instability agaill ocelll's first at. 

long wavelengths. 

These st.abili ty resul ts are slllllmarised ill Figu re (2.7). r none d i lIlensioll, sta.

bilit.y of the roll solution is lilllited by the Eckhaus illst.abilit.y which corresponds t.o 

the growth of a pertmbatioll aloIlg t.he roll. III two dimellsioIls, t.he st.abilit.y regioIl 
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is further reduced by the Zig-Zag instability which corresponds to the growth or 

perturbations perpendicular to the roll. 

The goal of this chapter was to introduce you to the concept of pattel'lls, and 

to some o[ the techniques that have been developed for their study. The themes 

that I have emphasised include: lincal' instability; basic lcngth-scalc; multiplc scalc.') 

in lim.c and spacc; amplitudc cquation.'). The ideas and methods, presented herp 

in generality, will be applied, in chapters [our and five, to a few specific pattcl'll

forming systems that arise in nonlinear optics. To this end, I had better tell YOII 

(and my brother) what nonlinear optics is all about. 
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Patterns in Nonlinear Optics 

3.1 Introduction 

The general requirements [or pattern formation, presented in t.he last chap

ter, include translational symmciry, reflection symmetry and possibly 1'Olaliollal 

symmetry; symmetry-breaking bifurcation to a finite length-scale; spatial coupling; 

nonlinearity; and aspect-mtio. Many physical syst.ems possess these properties and 

satisfy these requirements, and thus the ideas present.ed in the previous chaptf'r 

are universal in the sense that they do not depend on the specific properties of 

a given system. What the previous chapter did not deal wit.h were feat.ures that. 

real patterns possess or are influencecl by, and in general t.his depends in detail 011 

the particular properties of t.he syst.em under consideration. There are, however, 

several concepts that real systems share, such as dejects and bounda/'y c./Iects, and 

I will have t.he opport.unit.y to mention these here. 

If the ideas of pattern formation are universal, why bother with a. chapt.er 

on patterns in nonlinear optics? vVhy not. concentrate on st.udying model systems 

and model equations, ad nallscllm? \Vhy has patt.el'l1 formation in nonlinear opt.ics 

been receiving more and rnore attent.ion in t.he past couplc of years'? There are, of 

course, a plethora of answers t.o t.hese silllple quest.ions, depending on who you ask. 

Personally speaking (and t.hat. is all [ call do), t.hcre are several ad vant.ages alld 

disadvant.ages t.o addressing t.he quest.ion of patt.crn formation in a real physical 

cont.ext.. I will begin wit.h one of t.he disadvant.ages, which is that it. can become 

very difficult. t.o disseminate OIlC'S results alld decide which syst.em propert.y is 

producing which efFect. This is the advalltagc of model systems alld equatiolls, 

which are built. in block-forlll t.o reproduce Lhe various erl'ccts t.hat, real syst.ellls 
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exhibit. Adding new terms to existing model equations has become an industry in 

itself because, as one might expect, every addit.ion reveals an ever deeper, possibly 

more complex, layer of behaviour. Perhaps one of the greatest advantages of 

modeling real systems as opposed to model systems lies in the fact that the real 

world can conjure up many more variations, modifications and scenarios than the 

theoretical scientist can. This is particularly true in nonlinear optics, because the 

field is driven by the promise of applications and devices. 

Nonlinear optics, which might be defined as the study of the interaction of 

intense light with matter, was bol'll with the invention of the laser in the 1960's. 

To be more precise, nonlinear optics requires light which is intense enough to 

exploit the inherent nonlinearity of matter. When the laser was invented, such 

interactions required large intensities, but nowadays systems with such high degrees 

of nonlinearity are being used and have only modest power requirement.s. Perhaps 

the clay will arrive whell we can sit at home, get out our flashlight, a couple of 

lenses and a little black box of nonlinearity, and watch patterns form Oil the walls. 

In a sense, nonlinear optics is no difI'erent from any other pattern-forllling sys

tem. The incestuous coupling between rnatter and light provides nonlinearity, while 

spatial coupling is provided by difI'raction, which describes t.he nat.mal desire of 

light to spread. In convection problems, patterns are formed by t.he self-interactioll 

of fluid uncler heating, while in Ilonlinear optics, patterns arc formed by the inter

action of laser beams with nonlinear mcdia. In the previous chapter, I made the 

assumption that the pattern wOl\ld form frorn an initially uniform st.at.e, alld given 

this initial flat state, I introduced the concept of aspect-ra.tio, which relates the 

extent of the transverse domaill to the critical wavelength of the pattem-forming 

instability. In nonlinear optics, tl1c Jaser beam provides a "piggy-hack" for tile' 

pattern, and is certainly not a uniform plane-wave (k = 0). In fad, typica.l lasers 

can operate with it variety of tl'Clnsverse profiles, anel often times the beam is Galls-
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sIan. This immediately leads to finite-beam effects, which may be equivalent to 

having a stress parameter profile. If the Gaussian beam is very wide with respect 

to the pattern-forming wavelength, then locally it is approxirnately translationally 

invariant, and the ideas of the previous chapter may be applied. In general, the 

Gaussian beam can only be considered to possess rotational and reflection sym

metry, and pattern selection is dictated by the breakillg of these symmetries, as 

opposed to the breaking of the translational symmetry of a flat, uniform state. If 

the beam tapers off gradually then it can display coexistencc of different patterns 

which should exist and be stablc at different values of t.hc stress parametcr. 

In this dissertation, I am going to concentrat.e wholly 011 pattern formation 

111 passive nonlinear optical systems. The definit.ion of passive is easy: a passive 

system is a system that. is not active. Though there is no absolute definit.ion of 

passive systems or active systems, examples of a.ctive systems include lasers and 

amplifiers, where the medium is in an "inverted" state anel t.he fields are seeded 

by the process of spontaneous emission. On the other hand, in passive systerns, 

the medium plays the role of intermediary, a.llowing for the excha.nge of cnergy 

between fields, and may absorb some in the process. 

3.2 Review of pattern formation in passive nonlinear op
tical systenlS 

Pattc[']} formation in nonlinear opt.ical syst.eIlls has attracl.cd so much atten

tion in the last few years that there ha.ve already bccn several reviews writ.LclI Oil 

thc subjecl.. Most of the early work (pre-1990) Oil t.ransverse crfects in nonlincar 

optical systems was reviewed by N. B. Abraham and W .. J. Firth ill a special is-

sue for the Journal o/lhe Oplical SocieLy 0/ America (.10SA B) [IS], which also 

contains a large numbcr of origillal papers. Tlw most cmrent review of lIolllillear 

optical systems is d\le to appear as a, special issue of Chaos, Solitons ([lid f/'mc-
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lals, edited by L. A. Lugiato [19]. In the interim, the subject has been a topic of 

many conferences (and presumably many theses), and the subject of the forty- first 

Scottish universities summer school in physics was Nonlinear dynamics and spatial 

complexity in optical systems [21]. It is appropriate for me to review the litera.ture 

on patterns in nonlinear optics, but this is not meant to be definitive nor complete 

(I will leave such reviews to those with far greater experience). I will conce1ltrate 

entirely on passive systems and, in particular, only on those passive systems which 

are relevant to this dissertation. This should present a fairly complete review of the 

experimental results which have been reported in the literature (there just aren't 

that many), but will only include a limited number of the theoretical papers. By 

the time you read this (whoever you are), this will already be hopelessly out of 

date because there are quite a number of papers, both experimental and theoreti

cal, which are in the process of being published. Still, it will help to set the stage 

for the theoretical work in chapters four and five. 

3.2.1 Experhnental papers 

In the context of passive systems, the experiments of Grynberg ct. al. [22] 

on counterpropagating laser beams in Sodium vapour (published in 1988) was the 

spark that set fire to the relatively new field of pattern formation in nOlllillear 

optics. They (meaning the authors of that pa.per) reported the observatioll of 

a transverse instahility when two counterpropagatillg laser beams interact with 

an atomic vapour, namely Sodium. The laser was pulsed (pulse-width rv 0.5/IS), 

and detuned OIl the sclf-focusillg side of the D2 resona.llce lille of Sodiurn. The 

illstabilit.y, which preserved the polarisatioll state of t.he input beams, avpcarcd 

as a conical emission around the pump beams axis, and COlTcspollded to a rillg 

ill the far field with emissioll <lllglc '" 7 x lO-:l radialls. They also observed the 

break-up of this ring (ullder which conditiolls is llot clear) into a. set. of six coherent 

beams that formed a hexagon in the far field. The ring was also showll to hr(,<1k-
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up into two spots symmetric with respect to the pump beams, when one of the 

pump beams was tilted at a slight angle ('" 10-2 radians) with respect to the 

other. Whether or not the hexagonal far field emission corresponded to a near 

field array of hexagons, or whether the two-spot far field emission corresponded to 

ncar field rolls is unknown because no near fielel images were shown (if they were 

even obtained), nor was the beam width given. It is most probable, however, tha.t 

the beam widths were only wide enough to accommodate a few spots and thus 

pattern selection would likely have been determined by boundary cfl'ects, but this 

is all conjecture on my part. 

Another experiment which demonstrated pattern formation was published by 

A. 1. Gaeta ct. at. [23] in 1989. Using a pulsed laser source, they show the 

formation of far field hexagons using counterpropagating laser beams in a cell 

containing CS2 • This experiment is rarely cited in t.he literature, because the 

mechanism responsible for the instability is Stimulated Brillouin Scattering which 

couples the electric fields to an acoustic wave in the medium through the process 

o[ electrostriction. In the same year, J. Pender and L. Hesselink [2(1] reported on 

a new type of conical emission when laser beams interact with a sodium-seeded 

flame. They [ound a far field ring when the flame was excited by either a single 

pump, or a double pump, tUIled close to the ])2 resonance line (5SD nm). The laser 

was pulsed (pulse-width", 3.5 ns), and was weakly focused to a beam width of 

11mm. The ring appeared at an angle of about 10 and a quick calculation reveals a 

critical wavelength of'" 0.0:3 mm (kc = ko/O). If this far field ring was evidence of 

pattern formation in the near field then there may have becll 1'00111 OIl t.he beam 

for a decent. llumber of spot.s. 

In the following year (1 DDO), .J. Pender and L. Hcsselink [25J rcported OIl a. seL 

of follow-up experiments, where they again used eit.her a single pump beam 0[' t.wo 

count.erpropagat.ing pUIllP beams, tUlled closc t.o t.he 1)2 resonance lille of Sodiulll. 
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The laser was pulsed (pulse width rv 3.5 ns), and the instability preserved the 

polarisat.ion state of the input beams. Their far field emission ring (rv 1°) would 

break into an hexagon when either a weak probe was directed into the flame at the 

angle of the ring, or spurious reflections in the flame were present. They observed 

this phenomenon on both sides of resonance, and with either single or double pump 

beams, though they did report that the hexagon was sharpest ror the double pump 

beam experiment on the self-rocusing side. As in their previous experiment, the 

beam width was Llmm and it is likely that they had enough room on the beam to 

accommodate a large number of spots. 

In a not too-dissimilar experiment, D. Gauthier ct. al. [26J (1990) reported 

the observation of an instability due to cOllnterpropagating laser beams in Sodium 

vapour (a follow-up to an earlier experiment in 1988 by D. J. Gauthier, M. S. 

Malcuit and R. W. Boyd [44]). In contrast to the experiment or Pender and 

Hesselink, they used cw beams (beam width rv 0.55 mm) and the instability in this 

case appeared in the orthogonal polarisation to the pump beams. For detunings 

close to the D 1 resonance, they showed a four-lobed structure ill the far ficici, 

though they were mostly interested in demonstrating bistability in this system. 

They did not report on the emission angie and showed only far field paUc1'lls. 

In the same year, M. Kreuzer, VV. Balzer and T. Tschudi [28J reported on the 

formation of spatial structmes ill an opt.ica.l syst.em cont.aining a nemat.ic liquid 

crystal as the nonlinear clement. They denlOnstrate a sequence of metastable 

patterns, which usually end up in a state with six-fold sYlllmetry. This experiment 

is somewhat different from the ones discussed above, because it was performed in 

a Fabry-Perot resonator cavity. As such, it is lIot clear to IllC if thc images they 

show are a result of spoIltaneolls symItletry breakiIlg of the laser beam or if the 

traIlsverse cavity modes become involved. The syst.em was, however, operatillg ill 

a bistahle regime, similar to the experimellt of Gauthier ct. al. [2GJ. 
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Interpretation of these early reports on pattern formation is rather difficult 

because the authors were mainly interested in displaying novel, nonlinear optical 

phenomena, and interest in patterns was secondary. As a result, important physical 

parameters were not always reported, for example, beam width or emission angle. 

These two physical characteristics are important because the ratio of beam width to 

spatial pattern scale (defined by the emission angle) defines the asped-ra.tio of the 

system. When these characteristics were rcpot'ted, however, the ratio of beam size 

to spatial pattern scale was in general only large enough to accommodat.e a small 

number of spots on the beam, that is, small aspect-ratio systems, and thus pattel'll 

formation was more than likely governed by finite-beam effects. This is certainly 

true in the experiments of A. Petrossian ct. at. [29], who reported in 1992 on 

pattern formation for counterpropagating laser beams in Rubidiurn va.pour. This 

was the first paper to really devote itself to a careful investigation of patterns, 

and the authors presented bifurcation diagrams summarising the observations as 

a function of both laser frequency and intensity. The instability was studied using 

cw laser beams tuned nearly resonant with the 5S 1/ 2 --t 5P1/2 transition of atomic 

Rubidium, and the emission was observed in the orthogonal polarisation t.o the 

pump beams. Depending on laser intensity and frequency, a variety of paUel'l\s 

were observed including rings, hexagons, rolls and a "2+2" spot configuratioll. 

Near field pictures were also presented, and show quite clearly that the system was 

"small", with about nine spots for the hexagonal case, and five rolls. They did 

not show neal' field pictures of the "2+2" spot configuratioll, but suggested at a 

conferellce [:30J that this did not correspond to a square pattern because there was 

110 phase correlation between the two sets of spot.s. They also point out that the 

far field was often mnch more clearly defined than the near field, a.nd suggest that 

this might be cine to rapid evolution of the phase. 

Olle of the lllajor difficult.ies encoulltered ill the first experimellts was providillg 
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a wide enough beam to support a large number of near field spots. The limiting 

factor was the power that could be supplied by the laser beam versus the nonlinear

ity that could be provided by the material. In the case of counterpropagating laser 

beams this was particularly restrictive. A further difficulty was the experiment 

itself, which was complicated to model and interpret. This lead to both theoreti

cal work and experimental work on a less complicated system, namely an optical 

feedback mirror system, which consisted of a pump beam propagating through a 

thin slice of nonlinear material, and a single feedback mirror. The first report of 

an experiment on such a system also appeared in 1992 by R. Macdonald and H. 

J. Eichler [31], their nonlinear element being an hybridly-aligned nematic liquid 

crystal. They reported the observation of hexagons in both the near field and 

far field. Unfortunately, t.he authors were limited to a beam width of 2mm, in a. 

system with critical wavelength rv OAmm, and therefore the number of spots was 

again very small. 

In the following year (1993) there were more reports of pattern formation ill 

optical feedback mirror experiments. lVI. Tamburrini ct. al. [32] performed all 

experiment using a cw laser beam propagating through a thin homeotropically

aligned liquid crystal film in the presence of a single feedback mirror. Hexagotlal 

pattems were reported, with measurements ill both the near field and the far 

field. Typical transients would last about. Olle mitlute, and the resulting pattems 

would remaill stable for several haUl'S afterward. The hexagons were stahle up to 

20% above threshold, arter which pellta-hcpta defects were observed and thcIl an 

apparetltly chaotic pattern. Again the beam width to pattcrII wavelength ratio was 

such that the beam cOllld only accornmodatc lip to abou t a dozen spots. In it follow

up experiment, E. Ciaramella, .M. Talllburrini and E. Santalllato [3:3] reported 

on hexagonal patt.cl'll rorlllatioIl whell the siIlgle feedback mirror or t.he ahove 

experimellt. was replaced wit.h Ct "virtual" mirror, t.hus siIllulat.ing a "Ilegative" 
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mirror-to-cell distance. They observed steady-state hexagonal pattern formation, 

after initial transients lasting about thirty seconds, for laser intensities larger than 

some threshold value, and also report that no stationary state is reached when the 

system is stressed about 20 % above threshold. 

In another experiment using a liquid crystal light valve under optical feedback, 

E. Pampaloni, S. Residori and F. T. Arecchi [34J reported on experimental evidence 

of the transition between hexagons and rolls (see chapter two and S. Ciliberto et. 

al. [16]). They show both near field and far field pictures of patterns consisting of 

rolls and of hexagons. In particular, they demonstrate how the finite-width of the 

Gaussian beam manifests itself by showing a ncar field picture consisting of rolls 

in the central portion of the beam, and hexagons on the trailing edge where the 

"stress parameter" is not as large. They also show both "positive" and "negative" 

hexagons, the latter being obtainecl by a 1800 image rotation within the feedback 

loop. 

Still in 1993, there appeared the first report of pattern formation llsing beams 

wide enough so that the system could be said to be large aspect-ratio. 13. Thliring, 

R. Neubecker and T. Tschucli [35] reported on their experiment using a liquid 

crystal light valve system under optical feedback. Though their liquid crystal light 

valve system is an hybrid device, it provides an effective optical Kerr nonlinearity 

with a very large coefficient of nonlinearity. In one experiment, using a beam widt.h 

of only 4mm they observed hexagonal structures consisting of only a small number 

of spots which, when pumped harder, gave way to optica.l turbulence or lIIelling. 

In another experiment using a J5mm beam, they show a beautiful ncar field image 

of their beam with a central region consisting of about one hundred spots arranged 

in an hexagonal array (which looks equilateral 1.0 me), surrounded by rolls which 

taper ofF and disappear at the edge of the beam. Interestingly, in some places t.hey 

disappear para.llcl to the beam edge while in others it. looks as thollgh they fade 
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out perpendicular to the edge of the beam. In both experiments they report their 

patterns as being both stable and stationary. 

Another report of pattern formation to appear 1I1 1993 was published by T. 

Honda [36], and concerned hexagonal pattern formation due to counterpropagating 

laser beams in a photorcfractive crystal. Using cw laser beams, the author observed 

hexagons which appeared with the same linear polarisation as the pump beams. 

The backward propagating pump beam was provided by either (i) a self-pumped 

phase-conjugate mirror, positioned behind the crystal, or (ii) by the back surface of 

the crystal itself. This experiment is more like the feedback experiments except the 

medium could hardly be considered as t.hin in this case. Hexagons were observed in 

either experimental configuration, t.hough two spots were observed in (ii) when the 

pump beams were misaligned by tilting the crystal. Perhaps the most interesting 

feature of this experiment is that the author measured t.he far field emission using a 

couple of different exposure times and observed, on very rapid time scales, that the 

hexagons repeatedly appeared and disappeared at difrerent positions. When the 

exposure time was increased three hundred fold, a ring was observed. This suggests 

that the rings observed in the previous experimcnts may have been rapidly rotating 

hexagona.l filaments, especially in the case of the pulsed experiments. 

There were also a few experiments on pattern formation in nonlinear cavities 

reported in 1993. F. T. Arecchi ct. at [37] pcrformed a detailed study of the transi

tion from small aspect-ratio to large aspect-ratio behaviour in a system consisting 

of a photorcfractive oscillator cavity. In particular they found that pattel'll forma

tion in a small aspect.-ratio system was dOlllinated by a sllpcrposition of the free 

cavity modes. This lllakes interpretation of cavity experiments difficult, because 

I am interested here in the spontancous sYIllmetry breaking of a laser bcam, or 

of one, given transverse I1Iode, and not iII the interaction of the mallY transverse 

modes of the cavity. FiIlally, P. La PenIlil aIld C. Ciusfrcdi [:38] reported OIl spa-
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tiotempora.l instabilities in a Fabry-Perot resonator filled with Sodium vapour, but 

I find their paper too confusing for me to make any sense of it. 

In this last year (199L1), the reports of pattern formatioll in passi ve nonli nea.r 

optical systems has continued. F. T. Arecchi, A. V. Larichev and M. A. Vorontsov 

[39] gave experimental evidence for polygon-type patterns in an optical feedback 

system consisting of a nonlinear resonator and a liquid crystal light valve. For 

a small beam they observed patterns that were composed of a small number of 

spots arranged on the beam in the fortn of a polygon. \Vhell they opened the 

a.perture up, however, they found a beautiful example of rolls exhibiting a large 

number of defect structures. In this system, the roIls were normal to the boundary, 

but they only showed one tantalising picture of paLt.ern formation in this regime. 

In a. follow-up paper, E. Pampaloni ct. al. ['10] gave more details 011 boundary

induced optical pattern formation, showing the formation of polygonal patterns 

with symmetry determined by the aperture width. 

More recently, G. Grynberg, A. Maitre and A. Petrossian [4 J] reported 011 

the generation of cross-polarised .flowerlike patterm; generated by a laser beam 

transmitted through a cell of rubidiurn atoms with a single feedback mirror. They 

showed pictures of flowerlike structures composed of varyillg number of petals, 

and suggest that pattern selection in this system is associated with the strong 

saturation of nonlinearity. I anl not able to comment on this because I don't know 

ellough about this opt.ical pumping 1I0nlinearity, but it is certain to lead to further 

investigation anel experiIllents. 

3.2.2 Theoretical papers 

In contrast to the experimclltal results that. have been report.ed to elate, there 

is 110 shortage of theoretical papers 011 th(~ subject of paLterII forlllatioll in passiv(' 

sysLcms. For the remainder of this review section, I will presen(, a hrief overview 

of the papers that have dealt with three of the most popular sys(,cllls: a Ilolllillear 
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with feedback mirror; and a cavity containing a nOlllinear medium. In particular, 

I will concentrate on papers which deal with transverse instabilit.ies in the plane 

(x) perpendicular to the direction of propagation (z). Many papers have appeared 

dealing with analogous instabilities in the time domain, but I WOIl't. deal wit.h those 

here. 

Counterpropagating laser bealUS in a nonlinear luedium 

The considerable interest ill this system over the last decade has \well drivell by 

a number of factors. Firstly, the interact.ion is conceptually very simple, yet leads 

to a vast spectl'llm of prcdict.ions a.nd behaviours. Secondly, counterpropagat.ing 

waves are present in rnany optical or opto-elect.ronic devices, and it is important 

to determine the stability charact.eristics of such devices. 

Several instabilities, associated with difI'erellt crI'ects, ha.ve been predict.ed and 

observed. The three main instability mechanisms arc: inst.a.bility associat.ed wit.h 

a scalar field which is termed, somewhat. misleadingly, as amplitude illstability ill 

t.he lit.erat.ure; inst.abilit.y associat.ed wit.h t.he vector nat.llre of the electric ficld 

which is termed as jJolarisation illstability, because t.he instability appears in t.he 

orthogonal polarisation to the pUIIIP beams; alld inst.abilit.y associated with the 

finite response time of t.he medium. Most of the theorcLical papers to appear 

ha.ve been devot.ed t.o t.he st.udy of scalar fields in instantalleous Illcdia, and I will 

concent.rat.e on t.hese here. IVlost of the early work, however, revolved around planc

wave inst.abilities (Ie = 0) due to the vector Ilature of the fi(~ld or L1lc finite response' 

time of the medilllll. For example, plalle-wClve illstabilities were predicted in 19S'1 

by Y. Silverberg alld I. Bar-Joseph [112], and were associated with the material 

respollse tillle. III 1987, A. L. Cadit ct. al. ['I:~l showC'd that cOllntcrpropagatillg 

waves in ,til isotropic Kerr lIledilllll should become ullstable at Ie = 0, throllgh 

a polarisatioll instability (Lhey a.lso illclllded tlw finite IIIaterial response Lilll(~). 
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More recently, W. J. Firth and C. Penman [45] (1992) presented a detailed analysis 

including both diffraction and dispersion, while a full treatment of arnplitude and 

polarisation instabilities (including the finite response time of the medium) was 

presented by C. Penman, W. J. Firth and C. Pare [L16], and by A. L. Gaeta and 

R. W. Boyd [47], both in 1993. 

Concentrating now on the scalar, instantaneous case, S. N. Vlasov and V. r. 
Talanov [48] (1979) were the first to perform a linear stability analysis of the 

counterpropagating system, in which they predicted a finite-I( instability. The 

experimental observation of hexagons by Grynberg cl. al. [22] in 1988 stimulated 

further interest and, shortly thereafter, several t.heorctical papers appeared on the 

subject. The first was by G. Grynberg [49], who gave a physica.l explanation for 

the formation of hexagonal pa.tterns in terms of phase-ma.tching requirements. The 

other papers, one by W .. J. Firth and C. Pare [50] in 1988, and the other by G. 

Grynberg and J. Paye [5J] in ea.rly 1989, both showed the neutral stability curves 

for t.his system. Firth and Pare also presented the results of the first computer 

simulations (one transverse dimension), showing Gaussian beams developing deep 

spatial modulat.ions, ill accordance with the linear stability analysis predictions. 

A few years lat.er (1990), W .. 1. Firth, A. Fit;"gerald and C. Pare [52] published 

a more detailed analysis of the system (including dispersion), and showed more 

simulations of Gaussia.n beams in one transverse dimension. AI, the salllc titllC, 

G. G. Luther and C . .1. i'vlcKinst.rie [5:~J published a paper dealing with the more 

gcneral t.opic of t.he transverse modulational insta.bility of collincar waves, t.o which 

t.he cOllnt.erpl'Opagating beam syst.em belongs. (See also thc Ph.D t.hesis or G. G. 

Lttthcr [5 /1J.) III the same year, C. Penman, W .. J. Firt.h and C. Pare [.15] cOllsidered 

the Illodulat.ional illstabilit.y of count.crpropagat.illg beams ill a I\err mediulll di

vided into thin slices, and showed that thc division or the cOllt.inllolls I\err slab into 

slices could lead to spllriolls inst.abilit.ies. This has illlportant conseqllences with 
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respect to numerical simulations, and will be discussed in the chapter on numerical 

methods. In 1992, the first report of numerical evidence for hexagonal patterns 

was published by R. Chang ct. al. [56]. The simulations were performed for a 

self-focusing nonlinearity, and showed stable hexagonal pattern formation on the 

central portion of a Gaussian beam, after an initial transitory period during which 

far field ring structures were observed. They suggested that the ring emissions of 

Pender and Hesselink [24, 25], and Grynberg ct. at. [22], may have been a result 

of using pulsed laser beams. Numerical simulations also revealed a penta-hepta 

defect pair when the beams were slightly misaligned. Later that same year, J-Y. 

Courtois and G. Grynberg [57] reduced the counterpropagating equations to a sim

pler model, and derived amplitude equations to show analytically that hexagons 

should be expected for a self-focusing Kerr mcdiulll. Their reduction, which in

volved removing the longitudinal dependence of the fields, results in an equation 

which is similar t.o that relevant to propagation in a nonlinear cavit.y, and I will 

discllss this later. 

This year, J. B. Geddes rI. at. [58] published a detailed weakly nonlinear 

analysis of the full cOllnterpropagating equations, predicting hexagons in a self

focusing medium and squares in a self-defoclIsing ll1ecliurn. This was confirmed by 

computer simulation, the results of which also showed evidence of a Hopf bifurca

tion, close to threshold, which clestabilisecl the hexagonal pattern, and gave rise to 

a dynamic intcraction between the fundamental hexagon and one of it.s harmonics. 

An explanation for this phenolllenon, in t.erms of a coupled amplitude model, is 

due to appear as part of Lhe upcoIlling special issue of Chaos, Fmcla/s and Nfl/lin: 

[59]. 

Thin nonlinear mediulu with a feedback luirror 
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The difficulties inherent in analysing the counterpropagating system motivated 

W. J. Firth [60] (1990) to suggest a simpler systemt, one which would display 

the same features as the counterpropagating system, yet be analytically tractable. 

This system consists of a thin slice of Kerr medium, coupled to a single feedback 

mIrror. In analogy with the counterpropagating case, pattern formation arises 

because the phase modulation on the bearn provided by the nonlinear mediurn 

would be converted by diffraction to amplitude modulation, and so forth. He 

considered that the Kerr effect was provided by photoexcitation, with relaxation 

time T, and diffusion length ID, and showed that there would be eit.her a. static 

or dynamic instability to a finite wavenumber, depending on the ratio of T to the 

round- tri p ti me Tn to the mirror. 

These predictions were confirmed by simulation in 1991, where C. D'Alessandro 

and W .. J. Firth [61] showed hexagonal pattern formation close to the instability 

threshold, and more turbulent patterns further from threshold. The following ycar, 

t.he senne pair [62] published a detailed weakly nonlinear analysis of the problem, 

predicting hexagonal pattern formation. They a.lso showed thc results of more nu

merical simulations and, in particular, they carefully studied the transition from 

stable hexagons to more turbulent sta.tes, which they describe as being states of 

spatio-temporal chaos. As they increase the stress parameter, the spots which 

COlllpose the regular hexagonal patteI'll start to wobble, aIlel move around. Fur

ther from threshold, the spots become more free 1,0 rnovc, and do so, yeL reLa.iIl 

c1ernents of cUI hexagonal symIlletry. Even flll'ther froIll threshold, the spots move 

around very quickly a.nd lose any trace of sYllllllctry. The experiI1lcIltal paper of 

IL l\,1Iacdonald aIld I-I. Eichler U31], which appeared later that year, would seem to 

provide experimental evidence for pattel'll formatioIl ill this systelll. 

ll1c told mc that hc sat down one weekend, worked it, all out, suhmitted the paper 011 the 
lllollday and had it. accepted by t.he wcdnesday! 
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The simplicity of this system, from both an analytical and experimental view

point encouraged further work, particularly on the effects of boundaries and finite 

beams. F. Papoff ct. al. [63] studied these effects in detail, and developed a theory 

based on symmetry arguments. They predict that the primary bifurcation of the 

Gaussian beam is to a succession of polygona.l figures, and that secondary bifurca

tions may lead to rotating patterns, which they confirmed by numerical simulation. 

These predictions were later verified experimentally by Parnpaloni ct. al. [LlO]. 

Patterns in a passive ring cavity 

It has been known for quite some time that a nonlinear cavity driven by a 

coilerellt input field can show a number of non-equilibrium phase transitions, in

cluding optical bistability, and transverse pattern formation. The appearance of 

the book Optical bislabilili/: Controlling light with light, by H. M. Gibbs [64] in 

1985 testified to the rapid growth of the field of optical bistahility, which was 

driven by its potential application to all-optical deviccs. As in a laser system, 

many bistable devices consist of a nonlinear mcdium within an optical resonator, 

except passive bistable devices are excited only by the incident light field. T'he 

literature on bistability and related phenomenoll is huge, and I will concentrate 

only Oil the papers relcvallt to this dissertation. 

The possibility of trallsverse instahility o[ the intcmal field of a passive ring 

cavity has been considered by several authors, in a few different regimes. D. W. 

l'vIcLaughlin, .T. V. l'vlololley and A. C. Newell showed in IDS.') [65] that a plane-wave 

or quasi-plane-wave could becomc unstable to perturbations of a finite wavelength. 

This result was based on the assumption that. t.hc cavity could be described by 

ell\ i nfi ni tc eli Illcnsional map of the ci rculat.i ng field, anel was followed in 1988 

by Illore detailed analysis by A. QlIan~cddilli, H. Adachihara and .1. V. Moloney 

[GG], showiIlg patterIl fonnat.ioIl iII one transverse dimeIlsioIl OIl Lhe surface of 

a GaussiaIl beam. A few yeilrS later (1990), .1. V. Moloney c/. at. [G7] exteIlded 
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their computations to include a second transverse dimension, and published a paper 

showing that metastable patterns could appear across a broad laser beam. Pattern 

formation in this system leads to an interaction between saturated solitary-wave 

ringlike structures and filaments. 

If the evolution of the field within t.he cavity is very slow with respect t.o the 

round-trip time of the cavity, then the mean-field limit may be applied. This 

amounts to assuming t.ha.t t.he change in each pass of the cavity is so small that. 

it. can be averaged out and an equation for the field at t.he output of the cavity 

can be written instead. L. A. Lugiato and R. Lefever [68] (1987) wrote down 

the appropriat.e equation, and showed that. t.his mean-field cavity equation could 

exhibit a finit.e-I( instability, providing numerical evidence in one transverse dimen

sion. In the following year, L. A. Lugiato and C. Oldano [69] published a careful 

analysis and reduction of the appropriate equations describing a cavity (ring or 

Fabry-Perot) filled wit.h t.wo-Ievel atoms, and showed that the equations could be 

reduced t.o the mean-field cavity equation of Lugiato and Lefever. 

The first paper dealing with pattern formation in t.he mean-field cavity model in 

two transverse dimensions was published ill 1992 by \,y. J. Firth ct. al. [72]. They 

showed, by means of weakly nonlinear analysis, that the uniform sLat.e becomes 

unstable in a self-focusing rnedium to the formation of hexagons, and provided IIlI

merical evidence of hexagonal pattern format.ion. They also showcd a pent.a-hepta 

defect when the system is stressed further from threshold. For a self-defocusing 

medium t.hey suggest t.hat. because the pattern-forming instabilit.y coincides with a 

bistable regime, stationary t.ransverse pattcrns will not be observable because the 

inst.ability will simply drive Lhe syst.em frolll the lower branch Lo the upper branch. 

III the above papers, the implicit assumption that the internal field in the cavity 

preserves the polarisation state of the input field was made. l.."lore recently (L9D·I), 

several authors have tUl'1Icd their attention to the possibility of a polarisation ill-
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stability in this system. A. P. Sheppard and M. Haciterman [73J have report.ed on 

the possibility of a new class of dark circularly symmetric solit.ary wave solut.ions 

in a self-defocusing medium, which form polarisa.tion domains. .J. B. Geddes ct. 

al. [7'1J have extended the mean-field cavity model to include the full vector nat.ure 

of the electric field. There a.re now two possible sources of instability, one of which 

corresponds to the scalar instabilit.y and leads to hexagonal pattern formation in a 

self-focusing medium, the other one corresponding to a polarisation instability giv

ing rise t.o rolls and more exotic structures in a self-defocusing medium. Ana.logous 

st.udies have been made for dispersive ring cavities [75], or for ring interferometers 

where polarisation effects are replaced by the directions of propagation around the 

cavi ty [76J. 

3.3 Derivation of model equations 

The review presented above, though lIOt. complete, demonstrates that the field 

of pattern formation in nonlinear optics is very active. It, is time to tum your at

tention from this general review to a. few specific systems, which will be presented 

ill chapters foul' and five. Two systems will be considered in some detail: counter

propagat.ing laser beams in a nonlinear Kerr medium and polarisat.ion patterns in 

a nonlinear cavit.y in t.he mean-field limit. Before doing so, I would like to spend 

t.he rest of this chapter setting up the model equations ill generality, discussillg as 

I do so the various approxima.tions tha.t Illust be used. 

As ever, thc appropriatc starting point is ?vlaxwcll's equations, ill the abscnce of 

free chargcs, no currellt flows alld no magnctisatioll. The equations for the elect.ric 

alld magnet.ic illtensity fields E and H ane! the electric amI Illagnetic inductioll 



fields D and B are given by, 

aB 
V x E = -- v· D = 0 , at ' 

aD 
V x R = at ' v·B=O. 

These equations are complemented by the following constitutive relations, 

B = IloR , D = toE + P , 

where P is the electric polarisation and Iloto = 1/ c2
• 
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(3.2) 

The field equations (3.1) lTlay be combined with the cOllstitutive relations (3.2) 

to gi ve an equation in terms of E and P, 

2 1 a2E a2p 
V E - -- - V(V . E) = /lo-. - . 

(;2 Dt 2 ot2 

This equation~ known as the wave eq1lation, describes the evolution of the electric 

field E, and its coupling to the medium, whose properties are captured by the 

electric polarisation P. 

Assume IIOW that the polarisation P may be cxpallded ill a powcr scnes III 

terms of the electric field E, and that the polaril:;ation at time I depellds ollly 

on the installtaneous value of the electric field. 2 Under these assumptiolls, the 

polarisation may be wri ttCIl as, 

P = toX(I): E + toX(2) : E E + toX(:l) : E E E + ... 
(:3.:1) 

p(i) + p(2) + p(:l) + ... 

The cOllsta.nt X(l) is kllown as the linca!' optical susceptibility, while \(2) alld \(:l) 

are known as the secolld- aIld third-order nOIlliIlear optical susceptibilities. For 

general vector fields X(i) is a secoIld-rank tCllsor, X(2) is a. third-raIlk tCIlsor and 

so forth. III mcdia which posscss inversioIl symmetry (liquids, gases, amorphous 

~,[,his illlplies through the KraIlters-KI'OlIig relatioIls that Llw lIwdiulll is bot,h losslcss aud 
dispcrsiolllcss. 
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solids, and many crystals), the second-order susceptibility X(2) vanishes idcntically. 

The second-order polarisation p(2) will not be considered any further in this dis-

sertation. 

If the electric field is centered at some frcquency w, then bolh it and the electric 

polarisation may be wri tten as 

E = E exp( -iwl) + c.c 
(:3.5) 

p = P exp( -iwt) + c.c . 

where E and P are the electric field and electric polarisation cnvelopes. From now 

on I will drop the - , and E and P are understood to be the envelopes. Replacing 

(3.5) into the wave equation (3.3) gives the following equation for the cnvelopes, 

where the background index of refraction no is defined by 116 = 1+ X( I). Note that 

this is 1,0 lowcst-order in time. 

Consider now an isotropic Kerr medium. Thc thirel-oreler nonlinear polarisation 

for such a systcm is particularly sirnple, and may be writtcn in the form [78], 

p(3) = :koX~~)11 ( A(E . E*)E + ~ (E . E)E*) , 

where thc coefficients A and B arc given by, 

(3) (:3) 0) (:3) 
A = (Xl1"22 ~)XI"2I'2) and [3 = ~XI"221 

(:l) , 
XliII XlIII 

a.lld are related by the simple formula., 

13 
A+

2
=1. 

(:3.7) 

(~3.8 ) 

rrhe 81 possibly independent clcments of X(:3) havc becn reduced to only three 

i ndepenclcllt clements by isotropy. For i1 Kerr non Ii nea ri ty this nUllllwr is reduced 

to two because X\~)12 = X~%'2' and the coefficients 11 and f] capture this dreet. 



The values of A and 13 depend on the specific physics being cOllsidered: ;\ = 1/,1, 

B = 3/2 for molecular orientation; A = 2/3, 13 = 2/3 for nOJ1l'esonant elect.ronic 

response; A = 1, B = 0 [or elect.rostrict.ion. 

The wave equation for a field centered at frequency w, 111 Lite presence of an 

isotropic Kerr nonlinearity, is therefore 

1/2 ( . a ) \7 2E + -f 21W-;- + w2 E - \7(\7 . E) = 
c at 

(3.10) 
3 2 (3) !3) 

W XlIII (A(E. E*)E + -(E· E)E* . 
c2 2 

This is a full vector equation in three-space (x, z) and is rather difficult to solve, 

so some approximat ions are in order. 

Assuming that the field E propagates mostly a.long t.he z-a.xis, one can make 

a systematic scaling o[ the tra.nsverse and longit.udinal directions, in powers of 

the beam waist of the field and the difl'ract.ion length respect.ively. IV1. Lax, W. 

H. Louisell and W. B. McKnight [79] showed that to lowest order the field is 

purely transverse and that the term \7(\7 . E) can be ignored. The first.-order 

correct.ion to this is a longitudinal component to the field. I will usc the zcrot.h

order approximation throughout, though it should be bOl'lle ill milld that any 

transverse instability will necessarily introduce a component. of t.he field which is 

not parallel to t.he z-axis. Still, the paraxial approximation will be effective as long 

as this angle is "small". 

Under this approxima.tion, the wave equa.tion (:LIO) becomes 

This equa.tioll forllls the basis for both models that will be considered in this disscr-

tation, and is valid under all of the conditions and asslllllptions tha.t I have made 

so far, that is: lossles8 alld dispersionless media; illsta.Ilta.llcous Illaterial respollse; 
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Figure 3.1: Nonlinear Kerr medium of length L, centered at z = 0, illuminated by 
counterpropagating beams F and B. 

slowly varying envelope approximation; Kerr nonlinearity. Based on thcse assump

tions, I will spend the rcst of this chapter deriving the model equations [or the two 

nonlinear optical systems that I have in mind, namely, cOllnterpropagating waves 

in a Kerr sla.b, and propagation in a nonlincar cavity. In subsequcnt chapters I 

will analyse each model and commcnt, where appropriatc, Oil wha.t efrect these 

assumptions have. 

3.3.1 Counterpropagating laser bealTIS 

Consider the system shown schematically in Figure (3.1), which consists of 

countcrpropagatillg fields F' and B in a 1I0niinear KelT slab of icngth L. For 

simplicity, thc vector nature of thc fields will bc ignored aile! the slab is asslllllCd 

to have pcrfect anti-reflection coatings. Helaxation of eithcr of these assumptiolls 

would lead 1.0 plane-wave instabilities (k = 0), which are 1I0t of interest here. 

Assuming that propagation is mostly along thc IOllgitudinal direction z, the electric 

field CIIVeiOPC E may be written as, 

E(x,z,l) = F(x,z,l)exp(il..·oz) + JJ(x,z,l)exp(-il.·oz) , ( ;3.12) 
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with wavenumber ko = wnol c. The left-hand side of equation (3.11) becomes, 

(
2iwn6 DF' 2 . DF') . 
~ Dt + \7 1.F' + 21,ko Dz exp(zl,:oZ) 

+ (3.13) 

( 
2iwn6 DB 2 . DB) . 
~ Dt + \71.13 - 2zko ()z exp( -zko::) , 

where \7i is the Laplacian operator in the transverse plane x, that. is, \7i = D;+D;. 

To obta.in this equation, the counterpropagat.ing fields F' and 13 are both assuIlIcd 

to be slowly varying in z so that the second-order derivative t.erms in z may be 

ignored. This approximation is valid whenever 

Since the fields are scalar, the driving terms on the right.-hand-side or equat.ioll 

(:3.11) collapse to t.he usual scalar Kerr term, IEI2E. For t.he count.erpropagat.illg 

fields of equation (;L12), this takes t.he form 

(:3.15) 

Notice that. the form of the nonlinearity has lead to driving terms at ±2iko. 

These are known as "gra.ting terms" because they arise from the short wavelength 

(rv r. 1 leo) index grating t.hat is set-up by standing-wave interference or the cOlln-

Lcrpropaga.ting fields F and B. T'hcse gratings will only exist. if the material 

difrusion length 1J) is short enough to permit t.heir rormation, ot.herwise they may 

be "washed-ollt.". To makc allowance for this possibility, I will IlIultiply thelll by a 

factor h = 1/( 1 + .H:a I7)) , which may take on valucs hct,wccn 0 and 1 (ir !"'OID ~ 1 

t.hen Ii -? I, while if !..:ollJ ~ 1, Ii, -} 0) [/IG]. The nonlinear t.erlll of eqllat.ioll (:U5) 

bccome's, 

{ 

(1F'12 + (1 + h)I1312) Fexp(iko-::) 
IE/,21~ = + 

(1131 2 + (I + h)WI2) lJcxp(-i!..·o::) . 
(;3.1 G) 
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Note that this is obtained by projecting the nonlinear terms of equation (3.15) onto 

exp(±ikoz). The terms at exp(±3ikoz) project to zero because they have rapidly 

varying phase compared to the terms at ±ko. Replacing both equation (:3.13) and 

equation (3.16) into equation (3.12) gives the following coupled cvolution equations 

for the countcrpropagating fields F find B: 

no of of 
--+-
c at oz 

no oB oB 
----
c 01 oz 

The dimensionless form of equation (3.17) is more convenient and reads 

of of 
at + oz = if3ViF + iD(1F12 + GIBI2)F 

oB oB = if3V'iB + i D( IBI'2 + GI FI2)B , at - oz 

(3.17) 

(:.L IS) 

where z has been scaled to the slab thickness L, and I to the transit time noL/c. 

The diffraction parameter f3 = L/21.:ow6, where Wo represents some characteris

tic scale in the transverse direction. 'rhe control parameter D scales Kerr crfect 

(:31.·oX~~)1l/2n6), slab thickness, and field amplitude into a single parallleter of non

linearity, such that a singlc field of unit amplitude experiences a self-phase shift 

of f) radians in traversing the slab. If the medium is self-focusing (X~~)ll > 0) 

then D > 0, while if the mcdium is self-defocusing (X~::)ll < 0) then f) < O. The 

remaining pa.rametcr, G = 1 + II, relates the sclf- and cross-phase modula.tions. 

Physically, G takes values between 1 and 2, but all rcal values call be analyscd in 

a single framework. Equation (:3.18), along with the boundary conditions, 

F(x,z = -1/2,/) = ji'o(x,/) aile! lJ(x,z = +1/2,1) = f3o(x,/), (:U9) 

forms the model systcm for countcrpropagating waves in a nonlinear Kerr slab, 

and will be studied in chapLer four. 
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Ring Cavity Fabry-Perot Cavity 

Figure 3.2: Cavity configuration in either ring or Fabry-Perot geometry. E/ is the 
input field and E is the internal cavity field. 

3.3.2 Propagation in a nonlinear cavity 

The basic model consists of a cctvity, Fabry-Perot or ring, which is filled with 

an isotropic Kerr medium and driven by a linearly polarised input field (see Fig

ure (3.2)). Lugiato and Oldano [69J provide a clear, detailed presentation of the 

derivation of the model equations for a cavity filled with two-level atoms, un

der the following assumptions: only one longitudinal mode is relevant; the atomic 

variables may be adiabatically eliminat.ed; the mea.n-field limit is appropriat.e. The 

same equation may be derived on the assumption t.hat the cavity is filled with a 

nonlinear Kerr medium, and equation (3.11) is the starting point. 

Consider t.he ring cavity shown in Figlll'e (3.2). What I ant about to say will 

hold true for the Fabry-Perot ca.vity, with suitable changes in the definition of sOllie 

parameters. A coherent field EI is injected into the cavity at :; = 0, the internal 

field E propagat.es around the cavity which is assullled to be filled with a nOlllillear 

Kerr medium so that. eq uaLioll (3.11) holds. 'rhe appropriate boulldary colld i t. ions, 

specified a.t the entrance/exit to the cavity, read: 

E(x,:; = 0, I) = TEl -I- Hc- i8oE(x, z = L, I) 
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where T and R are the transmission coefficient and reflection coefficient of t.he 

mirror respectively. The parameter Do is the cavity detuning parameter, which 

accounts [or the detuning between the circulating cavity field and the nearest 

longitudinal cavity mode. 

One may expand the field E in tenns of the empty cavity modes exp(i/':mz), 

/.;m = 27rTnj L, and derive coupled mode equations. In the single longitudinal 

mode approxilnation, only the mode nearest the field frequency w is retained, alld 

the equations are projected onto this mode. For the ring-cavity this amounts to 

assuming that the dominant dependence in the z-direction is of the form exp(il,·cz). 

In the mean field limit, any further depcndcnce of the field E on z is removed, and 

an equation including only spatial and temporal derivatives ma.y be derived. The 

generalisation of the mean-field model of Lugiato and Lefever reads 

(:3.21) 

where 0 is the cavity det.uIling parameter, (l measures the relative strength of tra.ns

verse diffraction, and 11 = +1(-1) indicates self-focusing (self-defocusing). This 

forms the basis of the model that will be used in chapter five to investigate polarisa.

tion patterns in a nonlinear cavity. As mentioned earlier, this [nean-field llIodel of 

a Ilonlinear cavity may be identified [72] with a model for the cOllIltcrpropagatiIlg 

beam system proposed by Courtois and GrYIlhcrg [57]. 
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Patterns due to Counterpropagating 
Laser Beams 

4.1 Introduction 
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Many nonlinear optica.l systems incorporate cOllntcrpropagating beallls, espe

cially those based on Fabry-Perot etalons, as are most lasers and bistable devices. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, counterpropagating beams may become Ull

stahle even in the absence of a cavity. The scalar instability (fields preserve initial 

polarisation sta.te) was observed and studied experimentally in Sodium vapour by 

Grynberg d. al. [22J and by Pender and Hesselink [24, 25], with observations 

of hexagons ill self-focusing media. Experiment.al observations of the polarisation 

instability were reported by Gauthier ct. al. [2G], who showed a far field four-lobed 

stmcture, obtained in all experiment usillg Sodium vapour, while Pctrossiall ct. a/. 

reported 011 rings, rolls, hexagons and a "2+2" spot configuration in cUI experiment 

using Rubidiulll vapour. 

In parallel with the above experiments, analytical and computer invest.igations 

['19,50,51, 52, 56, 57, L15J of appropriate models lent crcdellce to the hypothesis 

that these pattel'lls cOllld be ascribed to self- and cross-phase modulations of t.he 

counterpropagatillg fields. Analytical reslllts, ill the linear limit, gave thresholds 

and characteristic length scales ill acceptable agreemcnt with the experiments, 
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while simulations in both one [52] and two [56] transverse dimensions confirmed 

the linear analysis, and suggested that hexagonal patterns are indeed the natural 

formation, at least for self-focusing media. 

In this chapter, I am going to devote myself to the study of the scalar instabil

ity due to counterpropagating laser beams (of equal intensity) ill all instantaneous, 

nonlinear Kerr medium. By reformulating the previous linear anaJysis of this sys

tem [ItS, 49, 50, 51, 52], I will show that two different pattern-forming modes exist, 

indeed co-exist, in this system, and that the system may become unstable to one 

or other of these modes, depending on the system parameters. Then, by means 

of weakly nonlinear analysis, I will prove that the quadratic coefficient responsible 

for hexagonal pattern formation (discussed at length in chapter two) is non-2ero 

for one of these modes, and identically vanishes for the other. In particula.r, it. 

is non-zero for a self-focusing medium, am! hexagons would be expected in this 

case, and vanishes for a self-defocusing medium if short-period index gratings arc 

present. For the case of a self-defocusing medium, further analysis suggests that 

a/mos/' square patterns might be expected, but the amplitude expansion fails to 

saturate at cubic order, and thus nothing further can be said on paper. Saturation 

at quintic order is found llumerically however, amI simulations in two transverse 

dimensions give rise to patterns with square symllletry. Chang ct. at. [5G] have 

already presented numerical results for counterpropagating Gaus!-iian beams in a 

self-focusing medium, hut I will present numerical results using pla.ne-wave fields 

and show that in a self-focusing Illedium, the fundament.al hexagoll may des1.ahilisc 

(even below threshold) via a Hopf bifurcation, leading to a dynamically exchange of 

energy between the fundamental hexagon and another, harmonic, hexagon mode. 

Finally, I will pre!-ient analytical evidence 1.0 show LhaL sllch a scenario can be an1.ici

pated whenever Lite harlllonic hexagoll is weakly damped. 'rhis type of in1.eraction 

is silllilar to phenomena that have recently been observed ill chemical pat.Lcrtls 
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Figure 4.1: Nonlinear Kerr medium of length L, centered at z = 0, illuminat.ed by 
counterpropagating beams ]I' and 13. 

(a.lbeit far from threshold), which the aut.hors term as "black-eye" pat.terns [11]. 

4.2 Basic model and equations 

The basic model describing t.he interadioll of counterpropaga.t.ing laser beams 

in an instant.aneous, nonlinear I<err medium was present.ed in t.he previous chapt.er, 

but I will summarise it here for completeness. Consider forward and backward field 

envelopes, ]I' and 13, in a Kerr medium of lengt.h L, as shown in Figure (4.1). For 

simplicity, t.he mat.erial response is assumed t.o be inst.antaneous and the fields, 

and any instabilities, are assumed scalar. Inclllding the vedor nature of the fields 

or t.he material response leads t.o plane-wave instabilities [43,114], something that I 

want. t.o avoid. Furthermore, t.he Kerr slab is assumed t.o have perfect antireflection 

coatings since otherwise cavit.y inst.abilit.ies [80] IIlay be present.. 

\Vith these assumptions in mind, t.he model equat.ions arc given hy, 

DF dP 
():z +75l = i(3\12P+iD(IFI2+GIBI2)F, 

aB DB --. +- = i(-J\1 213+iD(llJI 2 +OJFI2)IJ, az at 
where z has been scaled to the slab thickness to and I to the transit time lIoL/c. 

The La.placian \1 2 is in the t.ransverse coordinat.e x only, alld j3 is the difrraction 
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parameter. The control parameter D scales Kerr eITect, slab thickness, and field 

amplitude into a single parameter of nonlinearity while the grating parameter G, 

which relates the self- and cross-phase modulations, t.akes physical values between 

1 and 2, but I will analyse all real values in a single framework. 

Boundary conditions are all-important in this problem: I assume that the slab is 

irradiated from each side by constant input beams, so that the boundary conditions 

read: 

F(x, z = -~, l) = Fo(x) , 
2 

1 
13(x, z = +2"' l) = Bo(x) . 

Stability of any solution pair F,13 is then a boundary value problem, not an eigen

value problem: it requires that all solutions of the lincarised equations consistent 

with the boundary conditions must be damped in (,imc. This is in marked con

t.rast to related propagation problems [81], where stability merely requires that all 

eigenvalues of the perturbation matrix have negative real parts. 

The counterpropagating fields propagate along separate characteristics, namely, 

F propagates along l + z, while 13 propagates along l - z. The invariance of the 

model equations (Ll.l) under phase rotations of either F or B gives rise to the 

followillg conservation laws for the fields along their respective characteristics: 

(:1.:3) 

wherc the <> brackets denote either an integral or an average over transverse 

coordinates, while the derivatives are along the characteristics. 

For the rest of this chapter I will assume that the input. beallls are plaIlc-

waves, that. is, they arc independcnt. of t.ransverse coordinat.e x. These plane-waves 

constitute the uniform equilibriuJll stat.e that was disclIssed in chapter two. The 

conservation laws (/t.;n give rise to the followillg simple zero-order homogelleolls 



solution, 

Fo(z) = Fo(-~)exp (iD(1 +O)(z+ ~)) , 

Bo(z) = Bo(+~)exp (iD(1 + O)(~ - z)) . 
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(4.'1 ) 

In the analysis and numerical investigations I adopt a scaling such that thc input 

amplitude is unity and vary D, which is equivalent to varying the input intensity 

(or indeed the slab thickness or Kerr coefficient). Because of the conservation laws 

(4.3) and the absence of reflections, instability in this system arises through spatial 

redistribution of thc optical energy as it travcrscs the slab due to cross- and self

phase modulation. This redistribution involves all three spatial dimensions in an 

esscntial way. 

It is the linear, and nonlinear, stability of the uniform solution (4.4) which r 

am going to consider ill the following sections. III order to do so I makc a change 

of variables to a basis most convenient to display the structure and symmetries of 

the problem. First set 

F = Fo(t +.n , 
B = Bo(l + b) , 

along with the boundary conditions, 

J'(z = -~) = 0 . 2 ' 

On rcplacing (4.5) int.o (4.1), t.he following coupled equations arise: 

i/JV2f + iD(U + r + 1f12) + G(b + b* + IbI2))(l + f) , 

(at - o,Jb = i(3\12b + iD( GU + r + 1I12) + (b + b* + IbI2))(1 + b) . 

(cl.G) 

By an appropriate choice of basis, these coupled equations can be written in the 

form of the gencral systcIll that was introduced in chapter two. The basis that is 



most convenient for analytical work consists of linear combinations of f, I*, b, b*, 

and is given by, 

( 

f + r - (b + b*) ) 
u- (V) _ -iU-f*+(b-b*)) 

- W - f + r + (b + b*) . 
-iU - r - (b- b*)) 

(4.8) 

Under this transformation, the governing equations (/1.7) may be written in the 

form, 

(4.9) 

with boundary conditions given by, 

1 1 
V(x z = --) + W(x z = --) = 0 , 2 ' 2 ' 

(4.10) 

The detailed form of the operators in (/1.9) are shown in Appendix A. The linear 

operator [, = Oz - }\II, 11;[ being a matrix which depends on \72
, JJ and O. As 

sllch, [, is a linear operator that possesses translational, rotational and reflection 

symmetry in the transverse plane x. The nonlinear operators arc of the order 

indicated by their arguments, that is, JVj is quadratic while JV2 is cubic. The 

matrix J arises from the counterpropagating nature of the fields. 

4.3 Linear analysis 

In this section we wi II review the lincar stahi I i ty an alysis of (d. 9), a nd present 

new results which turn out to play all irnportant role in deciding which plan

forms our nonlinear syst.em Illay select. It has previously been shown [52] that, in 

most parameter regimes, Lhe equilibrillIll plane-wavc st.ate becolllcs unst.able, on 

incrcasing /D/, to a t.ransversc pertmba(,ion wit.h finit.e wavenllIllber, a precursor 

for paUcrJI formatioll. Thc result.ing inst.abilit.y is stationary ill the sense that 

it.s tcmporal freqllency is I':ero. For self-focllsing Ilwdia. (IJ > 0), all vallles of G 
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(G -=1= 0) result in such an instability. For self-defocusing media (D < 0) however, 

there is a set of G for which the equilibrium solution first becomes unstable to a. 

short-wavelength perturbation, which actually coincides with the phase-conjugate 

oscillation (PCO) limit [52] of this system. We will only consider values or G [or 

which this is not the case. 

4.3.1 Linear equations 

The linearised equations are obtained by dropping all nonlinear terms in (4.9) 

to give 

(<t.l1 ) 

\IVe look for solutions or the form 

U(x, z, t) = u(z) exp(ik· x + At) , A = (j + 'iw (4.12) 

which must satisfy the boundary conditions 

(4.1;~ ) 

Scveral authors have previously analysed this problem in great deLail HS, 50, 52, 

45, 53]. The t.hreshold for instability or the homogeneous solution (4.'1) is obtaincd 

by setting (j = 0. vVhcn the input beams arc of equal intcnsity, the lowest. t.hreshold 

for instability correspollds to a static instabilit.y whcre w = o. Thc inst.ahility lTlay 

becolTle oscillatory when thc pumps arc detuncd (in amplitude) from onc another, 

and this case has bcen considcred previously [/15, 5:~]. Here we oIlly consider the 

case of equal pump intensities. In this regime we may set w = 0, ill which case the 

linear equations (/1.11) decouple into the form 

, J = 1,2 
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where 'IP~ = j3/,;2(j3k 2 + 2D(G - 1)) and 'IP~ = j3/,;2(j3k2 
- 2D(G + 1)). Notice that 

'IPI or 1P2 may be imaginary. Solutions to this system are of the form 

1 1 [ exp(ivII (z + ~)) 0 1 1 
u(z) = exp(Al(z+ ?"))u(-?") = 0 . (l,f.(-:-+!)) u(-?") 

~ ~ exp Jv. 2 - 2 ~ 

(/1. L5) 

where the off-diagonal nature of J\!Ij makes explicit exponentiation straight-forward 

(see Appendix A): 

(4.1 G) 

On applying the boundary conditions we find that 

. 1 
(exp(Mt) + exp(M2))v( -2") = 0 (4.17) 

Non-trivial solutions exist. when det.(exp(Mt} + exp(JV!2)) = O. From Eq. (/l.IG) 

this condition is given by 

(:1.18) 

w Ii ieh agrees wi th previous analysis of th is system [52]. 

4.3.2 Threshold curves 

The threshold curves for onset. of stationary instabilit.y are given by the solu

tions of (It. l8). To generate neutral stability curves in the (3/..:2 - D plane we choose 

a value of /..;2 and find the value of D which solves equation (/l.l8) for a givcn valuc 

of G. Due to the trallscclldentalnature of (,LIS) we find that thcre arc an infinite 

number of neutral stability C\Il'Vcs. These c\Il'ves however split into two groups 

because (/1.18) may be fact.orised to gi ve 

(-1.19) 
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Figure 11.2: Threshold intensity for self-focusing (D > 0) and self-defocusing media 
(D < 0). The solid lines represent neutral curves defined by H2 = 0 while the 
dashed lines represent those defined by HI = O. 

where the function HI is defined by 

('1.20) 

and H2(![';,ljJi) = III(1N,'I/,i). A group of threshold curves are defined by III = 0 

with the other group of curves defined by IIz = 0, and they must cross when 

HI = 112 = 0. In Figure (4.2) we plot against (JI.:z the lowest value of I DI for which 

HI = ° and the lowest value of IDI 1'01' which Hz = 0, 1'01' the key cases of G' = 1,2. 

The threshold diverges as ~: -)0 0, while for large h: we find that IDG'I -)0 7r /2, which 

is equivalent to the st.andard peo limit. 

As I DI is increased, the syst.em becoIlles unstable Oil crossing the lowest ClII've. 
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Instability will therefore occur at the k value that has the lowest value of IDI. We 

denote this point in the {31,;2 - D plane as the critical point and label it ({31.;~, Dc). 

Note that in three of the four cases illustrated this value of kc is that of the first 

minimum. In the fourth case (D < 0, G = 1) the lowest threshold occurs in the 

large-I.: domain, and is exactly the peo limit. As mentioned earlier this case, and 

any like it, will not be considered further. 

One of the reasons for considering all real values of G is that the analysis for 

negative G presents no new difficulties. In fact the results are almost identical and 

yet the differences are very important. Notice that G -f -G =} 'IP? --r IN. Since 

II)? -fIN =} 11} --r If2 the threshold curves are identical, except that any curve 

defined by 111 = 0 for positive G will be defined by 112 = 0 for negative G, and 

vice versa. 

The crossing points occur when If} = If2 = O. The difference, fh - If2, is givell 

by 

I/; I 'Ih. . 4DG{3I.:2 
• 

III - lh = (-;,- - -;:-) sm(IPI/2) slI1(lp2/2) = jJ jJ SlI1(11)J/2)sin(lh/2) (4.21) 
~2 '~I 1 II 2 

In general then H j = 112 when one or both of the sine terms vanish. This happens 

iflPi = 21117[", 111=1,2, ... and when this is the case 

If lj)i = 1[ then H j = H2 = 0 requires that If'j = (2n + 1)1[, i i- j, n=0,1,2, ... Hencc 

the crossing points arc givcn when both '1/)1 aIld Ih are integer multiples of 1[, say 

7171[, 1I1[ where one of the Ill,Il mllst be even, the other odd. If DG > 0 thell In > II 

anclln, < n if DG < O. The location of the (m,n) crossing point ill the fJf..:'2 - D 

plaIle is given by (In> 11 > 0) 

IDI = 
(m2 - 11'2)1['2 

11/31.;21GI 

') (') '») 
1[~ . '2 , '2 /1/- - 11-

2 (m + II + sgll(1J)~-tl -) 
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A little calculation shows that IDI is smallest for m=n+1, larger differences giving 

higher-order modes. These formulae are very useful for checking the threshold 

curves generated by ('1.18). 

'vVe now have all the ingredients to write down the linear solution at threshold. 

In particular we will be interested in the linear solution at (f3k~, Dc). Away from 

the crossing points the null space (N) of (exp(ilId + exp(i1I2 )) is one-dimensional, 

and from (4.17) vectors in Narc gi ven by 

1 [_f3I.:'2(Sin1/)l + SiIl1/)2) 1 
v( -;;) = 1Pl 1P2 

~ cos (1t'd + cos ( 1/)2) 

Using (L1.24) the linear solutions are given by (4.15) and the solutions in terms of 

the original basis can be constructed through (4.8). These solutions are defined 

at all points in the f3P - D plane which lie on a threshold curve. Determination 

of the linear solution at the critical point requires that we know where the critical 

point is, and in general this must be computed numerically. There are a few spccia.l 

cases, however, where the critical point and thus the linear solution at threshold 

can be writ.ten down explicitly. Two sllch special cases can be found in a self

focusing medium (D > 0), and are given when G = ± 1. In this case, the critical 

point is defined by Dc = nIL, and /3k~ = n. For G = +1 the linear solution reads 

( 

- cos(n(z + 1/2)) ) 
sill(n(Z6+ 1/2)) u(z)=n 

while for G = -1 it is given by 

u(z) = 1f ( 

-I 
o 

cos(n(z + 1/2)) 
- sin(n(z + 1/2)) 

) . 

(,1. 2::> ) 

Althollgh the critical point and linear solutions must be calculated nUlllerically for 

all other point.s we can, however, say something ill general about the sYllllllctry of 

the linear solutions on tlw nelltral stability curves. 
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4.3.3 Symmetry of linear solutions 

The counterpropagating system (4.1) is invariant with respect to reflections 

about the mid-plane z = O. This means that the linearised version of (4.7) is 

invariant under exchange of J and b while reflecting about the mid-plane. This 

symmetry, although noted earlier [57], has not been taken advantage of in previous 

analysis. As we pointed out earlier, away from the crossing points dim(N(exp(A11) 

+ exp(J1if2 ))) =1, which allows us to conclude that 

I(x,z) = pb(x,-z) , b(x,z) = pJ(x,-z) 

On applying this symmetry one more time we see that p = ±l. In t.crms of our 

new basis this symmetry takes the form 

[ Q 0] [-10] u(z)=pPu(-z) , p= 0 -Q ' Q= 0 1 (4.28) 

The possibility of having two values of {J, combined with the result that the thresh-

old curves are defined by one of two factors being ;"cro, suggests that the value of 

p may depend Oil which neutral curve we are Oil. Indeed this is the case, allel we 

have proved the following result (sec Appendix A) 

If Ifl = 0 and If2 i= 0 then p = -1 

If If2 = 0 and Ifl i= 0 then p = +1 

Therefore the linear solutions have even syrnmdry (p = + I) when wc cross a curve 

defilled by ff2 = 0 while they havc odd symmetry (p = -I) whell we cross a curve 

c\efillcd by Ifl = O. 

4.3.4 First curve crossed 

vVe have becll able to show that the lilleit\' solutiolls at threshold can be charClc-

tcrisecl by a symmc!,ry illvolvillg the exchange of t.ile cOllnLcrpropagat.ing fields. Oil 
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one set of curves J(x, z) = b(x, -z) while on the other set f(x, z) = -b(x, -z). As 

we increase our stress parameter the system first becomes unstable at (f3I.;~, Dc). If 

we know which curve this point lies on then we immediat.ely know about the sym

metry of the linear solutions at the onset of instability. It is therefore of interest 

to calculate which curve we cross first. We have been able to prove the following 

result for 0 tf. [-1,1] (see Appendix A) 

If DO > 0 then H2 --t 0 first. If DO < 0 then HI --t 0 first. (4.29) 

Thus the even mode gives the first. minimum (i.e the one closest the optical axis 

k = 0) for DO > 0, and the odd mode for DO < O. Since in most cases this is 

also the mode with the lowest threshold D, this has profound consequences for the 

nonlinear behaviour anel the pattern formation, as we will see in the next section. 

4.3.5 Adjoint solutions 

Before proceeding to consider the nonlinear stability of (4.4) we calculate the 

adjoint solutions of (f1.11), since we will need these in the ncxt section. If we define 

the adjoint problem in the usual manner (see chapter two and [12]) 

then integration by parts shows that u A Blust satisfy 

along with the adjoint boundary condition::; 

( u~: ) (1/2)+ ( u~: ) (//2) = 0 , (u~:) (-1/2)- ( ll~: ) (-1/2) = 0 (/1.:32) 
liZ ll'l / Il2 11'1 

Again the solution to (fI.31) can be explicitly calculated, and indeed a little algebra 

rcveals that it is possible to write the adjoint in terms of the linear solution::; through 

:\ () [J( 0 1 ( ) I' [Oil u ::: = 0 J( u -::: , 1\, = 1 0 
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4.4 Weakly nonlinear analysis 

In the previous section we saw that there is a critical value of D, above which 

the homogeneous plane-wave solution (4.4) becomes unstable to perturbations at 

a finite wavenumber. Of course, due to the rotational degeneracy of the problem, 

there are a continuum of such modes and in two transverse dimensions these lie 

on a circle of radius kc . From a linear point of view all of these modes are equa.lly 

favoured and the final outcome is determined by nonlinear coupling between these 

modes. In many physical systems the resulting dynamics is limited to one (rolls), 

two (rhombi) or three (hexagons) modes. The goal of this section is to investigate 

which configuration is preferrecl for our system. The techniques were presented in 

chapter two, but will be summarised here for completeness. 

4.4.1 Theory 

Our analysis is restricted to considering the possible planforms ncar onset where 

and we proceed by expanding the field U in an asymptotic series depending on the 

stress parameter c 
00 

U(x, z, I) = I: Iln(c)U(Il)(x, z, i) 
n=O 

w here the lllern bel'S of t he series are dctcrll1 incd by the non I i ncar balances and I/.o( c) 

is chosen 1,0 balance the lincar growth ratc with the leading nonlinear correction. 

Thc zeroth-ordcr solution U(O) is takcn to be a linear combination of the FOllrier 

modes which lie on thc critical circle, each wiLh their own amplitude /\j 

N 

U(U) = u(O)(z)(I: Ajcxp(ikj · x) + c.c) ; Ik.;1 = /..:" 
j=1 

where u (0) (z), which dcpcnds on 1..:, is the longi t udinal sLruct lire of the neu t 1'<1 Ily 

stable mode. 'fo make illlowance for the slow telllPoral dynillllics of these Illodes 
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we allow their amplitudes to depend on multiple time scales so that 

Figure (4.2) indicates that above threshold there exists a finite bandwidth of modes 

which become unstable. V\le may include this sideband degeneracy effect by allow

ing the A/s to depend on slow spatial scales X and Y but we pay the price in 

that the dynamics of the A/s are described by partial differential equations. The 

advantage is that not only do we correctly capture the behaviour ncar Dc, but the 

partial differential equations that the Aj 's satisfy are universal, as discussed in 

chapter two. At this point we are primarily interested in the existence of certain 

planforms and so we may ignore the finite bandwidth effect, derive a set of ordi

nary differential equations for the A/s, and determine which planfonns are likely. 

If necessary we can then add the envelope structure which allows for transverse 

modulations of the amplitudes. 

Replacing (4.311), (/1.3.5) and (,1.37) into (4.9) gives rise to a. seL of equations 

at each order in E. For a given value of E, equations for the amplitudes Aj are 

obt.ained as solvability conditions which Illllst be applied in order to compute the 

iterates U(I), U(2), ... in the expansion (//.3.5). When the solvability conditions up 

to third order are combined (this is the first order which may saturate) we arl'lve 

at amplitude equations which assume t.he generic form 

N 

ToD/Aj = IlEAj + O"A, A~l -:L Ij,A,/1, Aj ; J = 1, ... , N 
'=1 

and have been derived by many aut.hors in a multitude of physical context.s. The 

quadratic coefficient 0" can only be /lOll-zero whell Iej + k, + kill = 0 (N=:q. III 

rotatiollally degenerate problems (where the critical modes lie Oil a circle) this 

cOllditio/l may only be satisfied when each of the t.hree wftvevedors mut.ually suh

tend an angle of 2rr ;:3, thlls forming all hexagollal piallforlll. If 0" is nOll-zero we 

know t.ha.t., sufficiently close to threshold, the quadratic term will illit.ia.lly dOllli-
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nate, leading to hexagonal pattel'lls of t.ranscritical type. This situat.ion is generic 

in the absence of further st.ructure or symmetry. However, a symmetry such as the 

inversion symmetry Ai -T -Ai may force (J' == o. 'rhe cubic t.erItls arc generically 

present, wit.h or without the inversion symmetry, and arise from interactions which 

involve three-wave mixing of the form kj + kl - kl. 

If the quadratic coefficient is O(EI/2) thcll we may balance linear, qua.dratic 

and cubic terms by choosing Aj also to he O(EI/2). In this case the behaviour is 

captured by the bifurcation diagram [16] of chapter two (Figure (2.G)), which is 

repeated here as Figure (4.3) for completeness. For EI < E < E3,E1 < 0, hcxagons 

arc t.he stable st.a.te while for E > E:l t.he rolls arc stable. In between, E2 < E < E:3, 

the two states may coexist although one may invade t.he ot.her. 

If, on the other haud, t.he coefficient (J' is O( 1) t.hen the subcrit.ical solution which 

balances linear and qua.dratic terms is uIlst.able and there arc no slllall amplitude 

stable solutions. Not.hing can rigorously be said about. t.he final out.come, although 



in many problems the hexagonal branch will turn a.round and become the stable 

solution. Thus a hexagonal pattern is generically preferred close to threshold unless 

the inversion symmetry Ai -t -Ai is present. 

Before we consider hexagons in more detail, we first look at the case of rolls 

(N=l). The reason for this is t.wo-fold. Since this calculation only involves one 

mode the algebra is not too involved and we may step through it in order to 

highlight, certain parts of the solution process. For hexagons and rhombi we will not 

show the details, only the final result. Furthermore, the only relevant "pattern" in 

one transverse dimension is the roll and we will be a.ble to show excellent a.greement 

between analysis and numerics in this case. 

4.4.2 One transverse dimension 

In one transverse dimension, the null space of ( is olle-dimensional, so we 

choose the zeroth-order solution U(O) to be of the rOrnl 

where the roll amplitude A is determined by a nonlinea.r balance between linear 

and cubic terms. To capture this balance we choose 110(t:) = t: 1
/

2
, IlI(t:) = t:, 

/l2(t:) = EY/2 and so forth. We expand the operators ill (/1.10) in terms of c (sec 

Appendix A) and group the resulting terms at each order in c. At first order we 

recover the linear problem 

(,1.,10) 

which has the solution given ill (f1.;~D). At next order we have 

0(6"): ((O)(\72)U(l) = DcJV1(U(0)IU(0)) 

D"JVdu(O)lu(O))(Jlcxp(ikc:r) + c.c)2 
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and the source terms on the right hand side generate new Fourier components at 

both I.~ = 0 and k = 21.~c. We therefore seek a solution of the form 

u(I)(x, z) u(1)(z; k = O)(IAI 2 + c.c) 

a.]l(l [or each Fourier component u(1)(z; k) we obtain the non-homogeneous bound

ary value problem 

(4.'13) 

where the operators are defined by 

The vedor u(I)(z; k) must satisfy the same boundary conditions as the linear eigen

vector (L1.13). The solut.ion of (4.44) can formally be writt.en a.s 

u(1)(z; I.:) = 1:: exp(M(I.~)(z - z')) R(z') dz' 
-1/2 

+ exp(M(k)(z + 1/2)) u(i)( -1/2; I,:) 

Ir we define the indefinit.e integral ill (flA5) 1.0 be :J(.::;I.:) = [:Jl,J,2,J:!):J:d 1 t.hen 

the boundary term, u(1)( -1/2; k), is given by the solut.ion of 

The operator 011 the left hand side is the linear operator of equation (,1.17) which 

becomes singular for I.: = I.:c, For I.: 1= kc we can invert it and obtaill the bOllndary 

term u(i)( -1/2; k). Thus we have completely determined u(t)(z; /,-) which gives 

us the solutioll at O(t:) throllgh (11.'15). Althollgh we can write dowtl the forl1lal 

solution, including the exponential in (1/.115), there are many ddails involved and in 

general we calculate U(I)(z; /':) numerically. Ilaving solved at O(t:) WC' tlOW proceed 

1,0 third order, where the equat.iolls read 

( ·1.·17) 
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At, this order we generate source terms at !.~ = kc and k = 3!.:c. In oreler 

to maintain an asymptotic expansion which is uniformly bounded in space, the 

Fredholm alternative [12] requires that the projection of the source t.erms 011 t.he 

. null space of the adjoint £.'1 must be zero. The only terms that may have non-zcro 

projection are those with critical wavenumber k = kc. There are hoUI linear (in 

A) and nonlinear (cubic) source terms at k = !.:c. The linear terms arise from 

.J (hI U(O) and £(l)U(O) while the cubic terms arise from both NoI , JVLO and Nz. 

Projecting these terms against the adjoint, uA(z), leads to the result 

where the coefficients are given by 

TO =< Ju(O), u A > 
Il = - < £(I)u(O), u il > (4.49) 
, = Dc < JVOI + NLO + N2 , u il > 

Since the adjoint may be conveniently expresscd in terms of the linear solutioll, 

the cocfficients of the linear terms are easy to writc down explicitly, and arc given 

by 

1/2 
Ji = 2p Dc 1 ((1- C:)Il~O)/l~O) - (l + G)'/l~jO)Il~O)) d:: 

-I/Z 

On returning to unsealed units, we obtain the amplitude equation 

({1.50 ) 

(:1.51 ) 

If,' > 0 there is a stable soltltion of equation (,1.51), with aIllplitude givcn by 

A = JllC/,. In olle transverse dimcnsion thcsc rolls arc the only possible solution 

and in Figure (4.'1) we plot the amplitudc A obtained from ('1.51) along with the 

results of numerical silllulations on the full system ('1.1). We ollly show t.he restllt. 

for a self-defocusillg mcdiulll with (; = +2, bllt the agreement is also excellcnt for 

othcr va lucs of G ill both sel 1'- focllsi ng aud sclf-ddocllsi ng mcdi Cl. 
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Figure 4.'1: Roll amplitude for a self-defocusing medium (D < 0) wit.h G = 2. The 
numerical points are obtained by simulation in one transverse dimcnsion, while (,he 
ana.lytical curve is obtained from cquation ('1.51). 

4.4.3 Two transverse dimensions 

vVe will IIOW consider paLtcl'l1 formation in two transverse dimensions, where 

we must examine the stability of the roll solution to other planforrns, such as 

rhombi or hexagons. Since transcritical hexagons arc expected t.o dorninate, we 

first determine when they arc possible. 

In the original basis the linear solutions takc the form 

[ 
f(x,::) 1 [ J()(::) 1 (""' ,\ ,. (,'} ) ,,' 
h(x,z) = "0(::) 7JljCXP1(j'X +c.c) 

and the alllplitudes Aj obey 

Since our linear equations arc invariant. ulleier reflectiolls abollt. t11(' lllid-plalH' 

then [b(x, -::), f(x, -::)JI is also a solution to the linear problelll. We kllow that. 
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f(x,z) = pb(x,-z) and hence the Al's mllst also obey 

(4.54) 

If p = -1 then it follows that a == 0, which corresponds to the case of the most 

unstable mode being odd. As mentioned earlier, this is truc for DC < 0 alld for 

a self-defocusing medium (D < 0,0 > 0) the odd mode has the lowest threshold 

for 0 >'" 1.3. We arc lead to the conclusion that transcritical hexagons are not 

possible in this regime, and we will consider the possibility of rhombic patterns 

shortly. 

For self-focusing media, where the most unstablc mode is even, there is 110 

inversion symmetry and, as shown in Figure (t1.5), a i- O. The correspondillg values 

of a for negative 0 are negative. Further inspection of Figure (4.5) reveals that. () 

is 0(1) for all O. As we mentioned earlier, this means we may not simultaneously 

balance linear, quadratic and cubic terms and we can say nothing further abollt 

hexagons, except that we expect them to he the stable solutions close to t.hreshold, 

an expectation which is borne out by the numerics, as will be shown in the next 

section. 

\Ve now address the qnestion of pattern [orrnation in a self-defocusing mediulll, 

where we know, from the discussion above, that transcritical hexagons arc not 

possible. If we consider solutions which consist of a superposition of N sets of rolls 

at various orientations thcn the following equations result (see cha.pter two) 

N 

ToD/Ai = ILEAi - I: l;jlA j l2 Ai ,i = 1, .. , N 
j=l 

(,1.55) 

where the constants lij dcpend on the angle between the modes lei' le j = cos Oi.i' 

If chiral symmetry holds (0 -> -0) (and it docs here) the cubic coefficicllts arc 

symmetric, that is, lij = Iji. 

Consider the problem of two modes which sllbtcnd an angle O. \Ve call always 
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Figure 4.5: The quadratic coefficiellt a as a fUllctioll of G for a self-focusing medium 
(D > 0). If DC; < 0, then a == o. 

scale the amplitudes such that ,'II = ,22 = 1, ill which case 

The general solutions of this system werc given in chapter two, hut will be Stllll

lllarisccl herc for completelless. 

o If ~/(O) > I for all 0, thell rolls are stable with respect. 1.0 rhomhic pertlll'ha-

tiolls. 

o If ,(0) > -I for all 0, but ,(0) < I for SOIll(, 0, thell the 0 which minimises 

, withill t.his range will be preferred, as it has the lowest Lyapllnov vallie. 

o Finally, if ,(()) < -1 for sOllie () then this cOllfiguration doC's not. sat.llrate' at 

this order (solutions hlow lip ill ('1.5G)). To satlll'at(~ the growth on(' should 
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Figure 11.G: The cubic coefficienL , as a function of the angle 0 bct,wccn Lhe two 
modes A 1 and Ib, for a self-defocusing medium with c: = 2. 

proceed to quinLic order, and one might expect LhaL iL will again be Lhe 0 

which minimises, thaI, prevails aL Lhat ordcr. 

FollowiIlg the procedures outlined in t.he calculaLion for rolls, we have computed 

the two mode ampliLude equatiolls [or our systeIll. The ollly significant difl'crellcc 

is the appearance of new source t.erms at secolld order with wavel1lm!lwr /.:'2 = 

2k~( 1 ± cos 0) which presenL no added complications to the soluLioll process. III 

Figure (/l.G) we show Lhe value of Lhe cubic coefficiellt , as a fUllctioll of th(~ allgle 

o for the physically relevallt case of a seif-ddoclIsillg mediulIl with c: = 2. vVe 

immedia.tely sec that Lhere is a filliLe balld of 0, centered about. 7r /2, for which 

,(I)) < -I. As IlIellt.iolled above Lhis il1lpli(~s that all planforrns with allgles ill this 

range fail t.o saturate at cubic order. \Vc expect the configuraLioll which Illinilllises 

~((fJ) 1,0 dominaLe at quintic order. Note that 7r /2, which would correspond to a 

square, do(~s 1101, minimise ,(0). However the value of () which docs is very nearly 

7r /2 alld the difl'crence is ulldetectable in our llul\lerical sillllllat.iolls of (·1.1 ). 

The failure of the paLLcrtl to satl11'aLe at cubic order suggest.s that. t.he equat.iolls 
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Figure 4.7: Square amplitude for a self-defocusing medium (LJ < 0) with c: = 2. 
The numerical points arc generated by simulation in two transverse dimensiolls. 

should be expancled to quintic order - a rather formiclable undertaking. We have 

not done this but we do observe squares numerica.lly, and indeed they sa.tmate at, 

quintic order. The amplitude equation for a square planfonn (111 = S exp(iqJI)' 

A2 = S exp('i.¢z)), to quintic order, is of the form 

If, > 0, f! > 0 the homogeneous solution (S=O) to ('1.57) exhibits a subcritical 

bifurcation at E = 0 [82J. Subcritical solutio11s exist for E E [-,z/'If!,OJ. We hilve 

already calculated, but, as llIentioned above, we have 1101, explicitly evaluaU~d b. 

\Vc do find, however, that (;1.57) describes t.he result.s of 0111' Ilulllerical simula.tiolls 

vcry well, if we choose a. large va.lue of f!. For a self-defocllsing lllCdiullI, G = 2, w(' 

have, = 0.707 ilnd choosing {) = 500 gives excellcnt. agl'<~ell}(~ltt, \vit.h nUllH~rics, as 

showu in Figurc (i1. 7). In fad the quiutic saturation is so strong tha.t. thc regioll 

of su bcri tical i ty is na.rrower t.hall wc ca n ddect nUllleri cally. 
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4.5 Numerical simulations 

Previous simulations in one transverse dimension [52] verified the correctness 

of the linear analysis. As we have just demonstrated, however, it is vital to extend 

t.he simulations into the second transverse dimension. This was recently done for 

the case of Gaussian input beams and self-focusing media, and the spontaneolls 

appearance of seemingly stable hexagonal patterns in the high-intensity centre of 

the beams was confirmed [56]. 

We have undertaken much more extensive and definitive simulations employing 

periodic boundary conditions to simulate plane wave excitation. For self-focusing 

media, the results confirm that hexagons are preferred, and persist some way below 

the linear instability threshold, much as in the previously discussed systems. For 

self-defocusing media, no previous simulations in two transverse dimension have 

been published, so the emergence of square patterns (which are rather stable) is 

unexpected. 

The numerical method used in these computations is discussed in detail in 

chapter six. It is a rnodified beam propagation algorithm, typically on a G4 x G4 x 20 

computational grid with a 128 x 128 x 40 grid used as a check. The operator IS 

split into diffraction and plane wave propagation. The difrracLion propagation IS 

performed spectrally using the fast Fourier transform 1,0 convert from spatial to 

spectral coordinates. The remaining operator is integrated so as 1,0 enforce t.he 

conservation law (4.:3) nUIllerically. 

In all simulations we initially fill the medium with the homogeneous plane-wave 

solution (4.4), and apply input plane-waves with low-level randorn 1I0ise across 

the transverse plane. \,ye maintain this Iloise for several transit timcs otherwise 

it would propagaLe out of the slab ill just Olle transit alld the instability would 

develop very slowly. 'vVc run the simulation long enough ror it pattern 1.0 emerge 

(typically IlO transits) and saturate (about 150 transits), although it ltIay not, 



always become stationary (in time). We then explore parameter space by varying 

D and restarting the computatioll, using the final state of the previolls simulation 

as an initial condition. 

The results of our simulations are SUIluTH1,rised in Figure (t1.8) in the (D, 0) 

plane, together with curves of minimum threshold in each quadrant. As cxpect.ed 

we observe hexagoIls for DC > 0 a.nel squares for DC < o. These patterns were 

all obtained at 10 % above threshold with ICI=2. Note that in the third quadrant 

the hexagonal pattern is inverted, a honeycomb structure rather than the bright 

spots as in the first. (physica.l) quadrant. 

For self-focusing media the hexagons persist below the linear stability threshold, 

as indicated in Figure ('1.3). Indeed for both C = 1 and G = 2 they finally lose 

stability to the plane-wave solution (ItA) at ~ 15 % below threshold, which can be 

attributed to the large quadratic interactioll coefficient (J. One intriguillg feat u l'(' 

we have observed in this case is that there is a Hop!' bifurcation, on the otherwise 

stahle hexagon branch, close to the linear instability threshold. This bifurcation 

leads to a dynamic exchange of energy between two types of hexagons. The first 

has a wavelengt.h corresponding to k = !..:c while the other corresponds to I,: = y';jl.:". 

In fact the harmonic hexagon at I.: = y';jl.:c is driven by the fundamental hexagon 

at k = kc through the interaction of the modes Al and A2 which results in a 

wavellumber k = kl + k2' Ikl = V3kc. The lIulllerical results show that t.lw 

new amplitude is not slaved to the alllplitudc of the fundamental hexagon i)[lt in 

deriving the amplitude equation ('\.:38) this slaving assumption is implicit sin('e 

we take as OUl' linear solution ollly modes with wavenullIber !..·c. The reaSOll for 

allowing modes with /,,: # kc to become "act,iv(~" is simple. The illt.ertwillilillg 

lleutral sta.bilit.y curves for t.his system are reproduced ill Figlln~ ('1.9) in order to 

demollstrat.e t.hat mallY WitVClllllllbcrs are only weakly dalllped wit.h respect. to the 

growth of Illodes at k = I,:". A reSOllant illteractioll, sllch as k, + kl' allows this 
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tal hcxagon) anel the wavcnumber fot' the harmonic hexagon (k = V31.:c ) is shown 
also. The fundamental and the harmonic are phase-matched. 

weak damping to be overcome, hence the HopI' bifurcation. 

VI/c may include modes with wavenumbcr llel = V31.:c as part of our linear so

lution alld write down phcnomenological amplitude equations for their int.eractioll 

with modes at llel = kc' Thc rcsulting dynamical system is given by 

DA 
(Jt 

DB 
Dt 

(-l.G8 ) 

= 2(/,. -110)13 + ;12 

whcre ;1 is the original fUlIdamcntal hexagon mode amplitudc and IJ is the alll

plitude of the I.: = J:jl.·c harmonic. The parameter Il measures the dist.ance above 

thrcshold (Dc) and Ilo is thc critical value for the harlllonic Illode relative t.o II. IIli

tially, this secolld mode is strollgly damped (Ilo = 0.58) and it event.ually become'S 

active as Il ~ Ilu. Note ill addition that the cubic term in the first equation does 

Ilot saturate and that. sa.tllI"ation arises from the coupling to the second equa.tion. 
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The quadratic term in the first equation gives rise to the transcritical bifurcation 

at Dc. This phenomenological model is unsatisfactory in that its parameters are 

guessed (-y = -0.05) to fit numerical observations rather than being determined 

from first principles as is the case in the weakly nonlinear analysis near onset. The 

numerically comput.ed dynamic alternation bet\veen fundamental and harrnonic 

hexagons is best capt.ured in the near field output. Figure (4.l0a) shows the oscil

lation when the amplitude of the k = V3kc is at its maximum, while Figure (4.l0b) 

shows the amplitude of this mode at its minimum. The V3kc mode corresponds in 

real space to the less bright spots which are situated between the brightest spots 

of Figure (4.10a). 

The phenomenological model described above gives rise to a HopI' bifurcation, 

as shown in Figure ('1.10c), and captures in essence the behaviour of the full coun

terpropagating system. This type of behaviour may be more general, however, 

and should arise whenever the resonant. modes become "active". This may hap

pen under the scenario described above where the resonant modes are only weakly 

damped, or may occur far from threshold when the energy beillg coupled to the 

resonant modes is enough to overcome the strong linear dampillg. The laLter sce

nario has recently been reported on by GUllaratne d. al. [1l], and these authors 

term the resulting resonant pat.tern as a "black-eye" pattern. 

For self-defocusing media all our simulations resulted in the observation of very 

stable square pat,j,crns. Act.ually we use the term "square" rather loosely since om 

discrete grid is not capable of discerning it square from a ncarly-square rhombus. 

As mentioned carlier the squares saturatc strongly at quintic order, but the reason 

for this is unclear at present. 
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(b) 

(c) 

Figme ,1.10: Near field illtensity contoms showillg altertlatioll between harmonic 
(a) and fundamental (b) hexagons for a self-focusing medium (/J > 0). The rel
evant bifurcation diagram is sketched in (c), where the solid dots represent. t.he 
minimum of the resulting periodic solution. 
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4.6 Conclusions 

In summary, counterpropagation in a slab of nonlinear material, which is at 

the heart of many lasers and nonlinear optical sYf;tems, presents a very rich and 

challenging problem in the elucidation, interpretation and simula.tion of spatial 

patterns. 

Analytical results conform to related systems in certain respects, but the non

linear behaviour, as yet not fully explored, already displays interesting and unusual 

features. The hexagon-square dichotomy is one such: another is the presence of 

the HopI' bifurcation, on what would normally be a stable region of the hexagon 

branch. Many other features remain to be studied, not least the nonlinear be

haviour for vector fields in cases where the polarisation instability discussed above 

is close enough to the amplitude instability threshold to require a vector field treat

ment. Matching simulations to experiments will involve stillrnore complications, 

such as finite time response and finite beam width. 

On the simulation side, though smooth constant input beams have been shown 

to develop spa.tial or spatio-temporal strllctlll'es through interaction with Kerr 

media, computer simulation is stretched when three, or even four, independent 

variables must be tracked over substantial ranges of these variables. To help both 

experirnentalists and simulators, there is a need for effective analytic techniques 1,0 

deal with finite, and even narrow, optica.l beams - slllall aspect-ratio systems, as 

they would be termed in fluids. 

Some COlllments as to optimulll conditions for observation of these phelloIll

ena arc appropriate. This is particularly so for the predicted square paLLcl'lls, 

sillce the IlCxagoJlal s(,ructures already have some experilllcntal support ill atomic 

vapour experimen(,s [22J. Vapours arc lIot likely to show squares, however, because 

atomic diffllsioll is likely to wash out the gratillg term which is cssential for square 

formation ill the prCSCll t model. 
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Semiconductors are worth considering, because they show very large nega

ti ve Kerr coefficients [83]. Again there is a problem in that carrier difFusion will 

normally annul the grating, but an interesting way around the problem exists if 

quantum-well material is used. In such materials the photo-excited electrons and 

holes are confined within wells m1lch narrower than the optical wavelength, and so 

if the wells are such that the confinement is in the direction of optical propagation 

(which is the normal configuration), then the grating factor should be close to its 

maximum value. Transverse diITusion may be quite large in these mat.erials, but. 

this should not have a significantly deleterious effect on pattern format.ion, at. least 

in broad beams. 

Many of the phenomena discussed have close similarit.ies with fluid patterns, 

particularly hexagons and their defects. Optics does, however, oITer some advall

tages over fluids. That optics has a speed advantage is self-evident: optical systems 

are often very fast, even embarrassingly so for the purposcs of observation. That 

fact is not particularly relevant to pattcrn format.ion, however. Perhaps the most. 

important advantage of optics over fluids is t.hat most. nonlinear optical systems 

have, at. least in principle, a quant.um description, and there is a possibility of 

addressing the int.erface between classical and quantum patterns. For example, it. 

has recently been point.ed out [84,85]' that t.here is a l-Ieisenberg-type ullcertainty 

principle between the near- and far-field patLel'lls. This ult.imately arises from t.he 

optical phase, which is a classical remnant. of a quantulll vmiable. 

One other potential advant.age of optics over fluids is that. it. Illay bc possible t.o 

forrn very small-scale patt.cl'lls. This would be of interest if the objective is t.o apply 

the pattern-forllling properties to information storage 01' processing [SG]. How, 

then, do the pat.t.erns described above scale'? The transverse scale is determined 

by the thickness of the slab, so that small-scale patterns could be achieved by lIsillg 

very thin slabs. Of cOlll'se this also requires illl increase in illtensity to maint.aill 
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the nonlinear phase shift. Interestingly, these two scalings combine in sllch a way 

that the power to generate a pattern with a given number of spots (pixels) is 

independent of the scale of the pattern (and is determined j list by n2 and the 

wavelength). Since the timescales will also go down with the length scales, there 

is some possibility of using pulsed excitation to achieve pattern formation, e.g. 

in semiconductors, if continuous wave excitation is too weak or causes thermal 

problems. Ultimately, it may be necessary to go beyond the paraxial limit on 

which our model is based, but there is no reason to doubt that wavelength scale 

pat.tern formation may be possible. 
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In the previous chapter I discussed at great length the problem of pattern 

forma.tion due to counterpropagating laser beams in an instantancous, nonlineCU' 

KCIT medium. The major difTiculty with that system, from an analytical point 

of view, is the infinity of closely-spaced neutral st,tbility curves which rnakc it 

difficult to distinguish one effed from the next. In pa.rticular, the role played by 

the two distinct pattern-forming modes, which is the most interesting aspect of 

the cotlnterpropagating problem, is overshadowed by the complicated interaction 

between all the other modes. 

In this chapter, I will discuss transverse spatial patLerll formation in a cavity 

filled with an isotropic, nonlinear Kerr llledium, and driven by a linearly polarised 

input field. 1Vly interest in this system was sparked by the realisation that it would 

offer similar, yet less complicated behaviour (in some ways) than the cOllntcrj>rop

agating system. In particular, therc arc just two pat.Lcl'Il-forrning modes in this 

model, one "sYlllmetric" and the other "antisYlllllldric". This ca.ptures the essence 

of the countcrpropagating problelll, without the vcry complicated structure of the 

interweaving neutral stability curves. Furthermore, as mCIltiollcd in the previous 
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chapters, the simplified model for the counterpropagating system proposed by .J.

Y. Courtois and G. Grynberg [57] may be generalised to include the mean-field 

cavity equations that will be discussed in this chapter. 

It has been known for some time that a nonlinear cavity driven by a coherent in

put field can show a number of non-equilibrium phase transitions, including optical 

bistability [6t1], and transverse pattern formation [65, 6S, 69, 66,67,70,71,72,75]. 

In particular, a mean-field model of a nonlinear cavity [72] was found to give rise 

to hexagonal patterns, at least for a self-focusing medium. This mean-field model 

was shown to represent a special case of a more general infinite dimensional map 

describing transverse coherent structures in optical bistability [66], including the 

numerical observation of either filamentary spatial structures or saturated solitary

wave rings [67]. 

In this chapter, I will concentrate on pattern formation in a cavity filled with a 

self-defocusing medium. A self-defocusing medium has not hitherto been studied 

in much detail for the reason that the parameter regime in which transverse pattern 

formation occurs coincides with the bistable regime: The instability responsible for 

pattem formation then simply serves to drive the system from the unstable lower 

branch to the stable upper branch. This, however, assumes that the internal field 

in the cavity preserves the polarisation state of the input field. In this chapter, I 

extend the mean-field model [68] to include polarisation erl'ects, ill particular in the 

third-order nonlinear susceptibility X(3) (actually I did this ill chapter three). This 

extension leads to a pattern-forming polarisation instability which can occur III 

a self-defocusing medium, wilhoul accompanying optical bistability. There are in 

general two pattern-forllling modes, one of which preserves the linear polarisatioll 

of the field (symmetric mode) while the other docs not (alltisYfllmct.ric mode). 

The symmctric mode, which domiIlat.es ill a self-focusing medium, gives rise t.o 

hcxagonal patLcl'lls [72], alld is essentially equivalellt to t.he scalar field model 
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Figure 5.1: Cavity configuration in either ring or Fabry-Perot geometry. Er i::; the 
input field and E is the internal ca.vity field. 

(at least close to threshold). The Cllltisymmdric mode, which does not fa.vour 

hexagons, may occur without accompanying optical bistability in a sclf-defocll::;ing 

medium. In this case rolls domina.te close to thc in::;tability thre::;hold, while further 

from equilibrium I ob::;erve a variety of irregular ::;tructure::;, some metastable and 

some pinned by the effects of the boundaricfo. 

5.2 Basic lTIodel and equations 

The basic model was preseJlted in chapter tbrcc, but will be shown again here 

for completeness. It con::;ists of a cavity, Fabry-Perot or ring, which is fillcd with 

an isotropic Kerr medium and driven by a linearly polarised input ficld, as showll 

in Figure (5.1). 

This ::;iLuatioIl may be de::;cribcd by an a.ppropriate gClleralisatioll of the lllcall-

field rnodel [68, 69, 72J to allow for thc vedor naturc of the field. For an isotropic 

Illedium the third-order nonlinear polarisatioIl call be writtcn in the general 1'01'111 

[78J 

(5.1 ) 
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where E is the positive frequency component of the vector electric ficld, and 

( 
(3) (3) )/ (3) • (3) / (:3) 

A = X1l22 + X1212 Xllll' B = 2Xl221 Xllll . 

For an isotropic medium A + B /2 = 1, and for the Kerr errect in liquids, A = 

1/4, B = 3/2. Atomic v<tpours, while not Kerr media, are likely to show similar 

phenomena. They offer considerable flexibility in both the sign of X(3) anel the 

relative magnitudes of A and B. For example the D1 transition in Sodium vapour 

(J = 1/2 to .J = 1/2) yields A = 1/2 + /3/ll and B = 1 - /3/2 in the Kerr 

limit, where /3 is the optical pumping parameter [87]. In previous work linearly 

polarised fields were considered, in which case (5.1) reduces to the scalar relation 

p(3) = 3cox~~)1IIEI2 E, leading to the nonlinear term in the mean-field evolution 

equation in [68]. 

Based on (5.1) we have generalised the mean-field model to allow for field 

polarisation, and the evolution equation for the electric field becomes (see chapter 

three) 

~~ = -(1 + lTIO)E + EJ + ia\12E + iTI (A(E. E")E + ~(E. E)E") , (5.2) 

where E = EJ;.i + Ey:O is the (scaled) vedor electric field envelope, EI is the input 

field, '1 = +1( -1) indicaLcs self-focusing (self-defocusing), () is the cavity dctuning 

parameter, \72 is the trails verse La.placian and (l measures the relative strength 

of transverse difrract.ion. The scaling employed is identical to those in references 

[68, G9, 72]. The scalar field model is recovered in the limit of a linearly polarised 

field, for example, E = E:I:, for arbitrary A and B. Previous work, however, gives 

no indication of whct.her these lilleclrly polarised solutions are st.able. 

To proceed we transforlll the vector equation (5.2) to a circularly polarised 

basis defined by 
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to obtain the coupled evolution equation 

where we have specialised to the case in which the input field is linearly polarised 

along the x-direction, that is, EI = V2Eo:':' Equation (5.3) forms the basis of our 

model. Note that in the case of pure circularly polarised input (5.3) is identical 

to the scalar model lip to a rescaling of the field amplitude. Indeed in the laUer 

case the other circular polarisation can never show all instability, and so a scalar 

description suffices. 

Before discussing transverse effects, it, is a.ppropria.te to review the properties of 

the plane-wave (homogencous) solutions of (5.3), because these are the stat.es whose 

spatial sta.bility we propose to examille. This equa.tion admits both symmetric 

The symmetric solutions are given by 

Eo 
[s = L " (Il ')1)' + HI II - ~ s 

(5.,1 ) 

whose intensity Is obeys the following cubic equat.ion 

(5.5 ) 

(5.5) can yield optical bistability in t.he curve of output. int.cnsit.y [s versus input 

int.ensit.y 10 , The switching point.s occur for valucs of the int.ernal int.ensit.y 1., such 

t.hat alo/ai., = 0, or 

I. = ~ (0 ± ~J(()2 - '3)) 
s:~ 2 ~. 

(:j.G) 

For () < J3, the steady-stat.e curve of output intensity 1., versus inpllt. int.eIlsit.y I" 

is single-valued, alld displays 110 optical bist.abilit.y. An example of t.his behaviour 

is showIl in Figure (5.2a) for n = ~3/,2, () = I. Bist.abiliLy of t.he s,','Il1111ctric 

sollltion is oIlly possihle if () > J3, which is t.hc well knowll llIcclIl-ficld result, alld 
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is demonstrated in Figure (5.2b) for B = 2/3, 0 = 2. The symmetric solutions 

maintain the linear polarisation state of the input field, which corresponds to 

the scalar case previously discussed in references [6S, 72]. The minimum cavity 

intensity Is for optical bistability is achieved at 0 = 2 with Is = 0.5. (Note that Is 

is the intensity in just one polarisation, which is why the value quoted is just half 

of the usual value.) 

In addition to the symmetric solutions, equation (5.3) also admits asymmetric 

solutions. Such solutions were previously discussed [76] in the context of optical 

bistability in a symmet.rically pumped ring resona.tor, which is formally equiva

lent to the present model. In that case the asymmetry was with respect to the 

propa.gation direction around the ring cavity, whereas here the asymmetry is with 

respect to the two circular polarisations. The authors of [76] considered the planc

wave model only, so that the present analysis can be considered as the transverse 

generalisation of their model, as well as the vector generalisation of [72]. 

The steady-state plane-wave asymmetric solutions are given by 

C" _ Eo 
0± - 1 + h,(O - (AI± + (A + 13)I=r:)) , 

(5.7) 

where the intensit.ies h = I£± 12 sa.tisfy the following coupled equations 

(5.8) 

A couple of clever algebraic manipulations (which you can clo for yourself) allows 

one to reduce the two coupled third-oreler equations in t.enns of 1+ and L to a 

single third-order equat.ion for t.he sum of the int.ensit.ies S' = 1+ + 1_ 
0) 

10 = ~(S - 0) (1 + (AS' - 0)2) , ( 5.9) 

which can be solved for any value of il, 13, 0 anel 10 , The separate values of 1+ 

anelL can t.heIl be obt.a.ined via the following equation in terms of the product of 

the int.ensit.ies P = 1 +L 

10 = 2P13(S' - 0) . ([J.IO) 
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Figure 5.2: Normalised cavity intensities [+ alld L as a function of thc dimen
sionless pump intensity [0' (a) Response curves for 13 = 3/2, () = l. (b) BespoJlse 
CUl'ves for 13 = 2/3, () = 2. The curves labeled by 1+ = L give the response of 
the symmetric solution which is mono-valued for () < V3, as in (a), alld is lllulLi

valued for () > V3, as in (b). The other curves give the respollse of the aSYlllllletric 
solution which form a. closed loop ill (b), but do not ill (a). NoLe that the pump 
intensity scale is logarithmic in (b) ill order to dcrnonst.rate that the loop closes. 

III practice it is easier to combine equa.t.ions (5.10) a.nd (5.9) to give a sillgle 

quadratic equation in [+ 

(5.11 ) 

where S' is now a parameter for t.he solut.ioll. 

The domain where asymmetric plane-wave solutions arc possihlc lllay be fOlllld 

by considering the sta.bilit.y of t.he sYIllllletric solutions t.o plalle-wave pert.urbations. 
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Such an analysis [76] reveals the following threshold formula 

0(13 - 2) ± J02132 + 4(13 - 1) 

Is = 11 (13 - 1) . (5.12) 

Thus, for values of the symmetric steady-state intensit.y Is between the bounds 

given by (5.12), an asymmetric solution is also available. Examples of the asym

metric solutions are shown in Figure (.5.2a) [or /3 = 3/2, 0 = 1, and in Figure 

(5.2b) for 13 = 2/3,0 = 2 (along with t.he syrnmetric solutions). These solutions 

are calculated using equat.ion (5.11). In Figure (5.2b) the asymmetric solut.ions 

form a. closed loop, while in Figure (5.2a) they do not. The size o[ B plays an 

important role in determining these response curves. Further inspection of equa.

tion (5.12) reveals that if 13 > 1, t.hen asymmet.ric solutions always exist and never 

[orm a closed loop. If, OIl t.he other haIld, 13 < 1, asymmetric solutions only exist. 

when 
02 11(1 - 13) 

> 132 ' 
(.5.1:3) 

and always form a closed loop in t.his case. For 13 = 2/3, the minimum vallie of 

o required happens to coincide with the threshold [or bistabilit.y, that is, 0 = J3. 
Note that if B = 0 then equation (5.12) ca.n never be satisfied and asymmetric 

solutions are impossible. The asymmetric solutions break the symrnetry between 

the two circular poiarisa.tiolls in the input field. The signature of an asymmetric 

solution is t.hus the appearance of a cross-polarised component. of the cavity fidd. 

5.3 Spatial stability of syn1metric solutions 

'vVe now forsa.ke t.he plane-wave limit, and examille the possible pattern-forllling 

instabilities of the symmetric plane-wave steady state. vVe will be primarily inter-

esLed in locating regimes in which asymllletric (dcpolarised) patterlls may OCCUI'. 

The symmetric steady-st.at.e plane-wave solutioll of equat.ioll (5.:3) obeys: 

(5.1 -I) 
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To examine the stability of this solution we set 

(.5.15 ) 

which, on substituting into equation (5.3), yields 

(5.16) 

+ i77!" (A( 1/J± + 'IP± + I1/J± 12) + (A + 13)( 1/J'f + 1jJ~ + 11/J'f 12)) (l + 1P±) . 

Both linear and nonlinear analysis is made more tradable by making a change of 

variables to a basis which is a set of four real quantities: U where 

(5.17) 

In this basis, equation (5.16) may be written in the general form of chapter t.wo 

(see Appendix D) 

(5.18 ) 

where the nonlinear terms are at the order indicat.ed by t.heir argument.s. The 

linear and nonlinear operators are shown in their full glory ill Appendix B. The 

advantage of this basis is that. the linear operat.or becomes block diagonal of the 

form 

(5.19) 

wi t.h clelllent.s gi ven by 

(0.20) 

and 

(5.21 ) 
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Dropping all nonlinear terms in equation (5.18) leads to the linear problem 

(5.22) 

for which we seek solutions of the form 

U(x,l) = uexp(ik,x+iTl), (5.23) 

where k = (kx,ky) and x = (x,y). For such solutions to exist iT must bc a.n 

eigcnvalue of either £1 or £2 and thus must satisfy one of the following equations: 

(5.24) 

whcre Ok = 0 + 'l]ak 2
, iTl is an eigenvalue of £1 and iT2 is an eigenvalue of £'2. 

Thus there are two possible sources of instability, onc from each of the lincar 

problems. Furthermore, the cigcnvector of £1 has 7,cro components along the 

directions of [13 and Ut, and thusI/J+ = '1/)_. This corrcsponds to a sYlllIlletric 

mode (S-rnode). The eigenvector of £2, on thc othcr hand, has 7,Cl'O cOlllponcnts 

along thc directions of [11 and [12, and t.iUlS 4'+ = -1/;_. This corresponds to an 

antisymmetric mode (A-mode). 

If the S-mocle prevails then the field will remain linearly polarised even though 

the plane-wave sYlnmctric solution is unstable. This casc is idcntical to that previ

ously discussed in references [68, 72], that is, the scalar casco The neutra.l stability 

curve, where the S-mode is lllarginally stable (iTl = 0), is givcn hy 

'J'his equatioll is just a gcncralisation of (5.6) from A: = 0 (plane-wave) to arbitrary 

It:. In particular, for a sdf-focusing mcdiulll (h > \13 can always be achieved for 

sOllle A:, as can the minilllum value O.G of Is at Ok = 2. For a self-defocusing IJl(~dilllll 

('I = -1), however, Ok < 0, and (G.25) can be satisfied only for 0 ~ ~, that is, ill 
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the bistable region, indeed with I., already plane-wave unstable, so t.hat (5.25) has 

Ii t tie relevance. 

If the A-mode dominates then the instability causes the vector field t.o evolve 

away from t.he linear polarisation st.ate of the input. field. In general it becomes 

elliptically polarised. Thc neutral stabilit.y curve, where t.he A-modc is marginally 

stable (0"2 = 0), is given by 

Ok(B - 2) ± JOlB2 + 4(B - 1) 
Is = <1 (13 - 1) , (5.2G) 

which is just a generalisation of equation (5.12) from I.: = 0 to arbit.rary I.:. 

For self-focusing media ('7 = +1), the neut.ral st.ability formulae of equat.ions 

(5.2.5) and (5.26) show that although t.he systcm may become unst.able t.o both 

the S-moclc and the A-mode, the S-J11ode is always the first. to become undalllped. 

The instabilit.y is t.o a finit.e wavenumber if 0 < 2, in which case the critical point. 

is given 

Ok = 0 + al.:; = 2 , I.~ = 2 . (5.27) 

An example of t.he neut.ra.1 stability curve is shown ill Figlll'(~ (5.:3a) for B=:3/2, 

o = 1, ill which case the S-moclc first. becomes unstable at. I.:c = I, [.~ = 1/2. (The 

diffraction parameter ({ is chosen equal t.o unity for convenience.) Because the 

threshold depends only on Ok and not. 0 or (11.: 2 separately, the errect of variat.ion of 

o is simply 1.0 t.rallslat.e horiwnt.ally the curves ill Figure (5.:3a). When the S-1Il0(/e 

curve meets t.he vertical axis (I.: = 0) one gets plane-wave opt.ical bistability. 

For self-defocusing media ('I = -1), bot.h t.he S-II\ode and t.he A-Illode Illay 

become undamped. lIowevcr, the ncutral st.ability forlllulae show that the :.,-lllOdc 

is always dalllped if () < j3, t.hat. is, no bist.abilit.y. The syst.elll Illay still becolll(, 

ullst.able to the A-Illode, with instability to a finite wavclIumber if 0 > (2 - IJ)/ IJ. 

In t.his casc, the crit.ical point is given by 

.) - 1J . 1 
()'; = () - (fe· = -~ -- I.~ = 13 . 

~. e JJ" 
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Figure 5.:3: (a) Neutral stability curves for both the symmetric rnode (S-ll1ode) 
and t.he antisymmetric mode (A-mode) in a self-focusing mediuIIl (1/ = 1, J] = 
:3/2,0 = 1). (b) Neutral stability curve for the ant.isymmctric mode (A-mode) ill 
a self-defocusing medium (1/ = -1,13 = ~~/2,O = 1). 
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An example of the neutral stability curve is shown in Figure (5.:lb) for 13 = ;"'>/2, 

o = 1, where the A-mode first appears at I.:c = )2/3, I.~ = 2/3. (Again the 

diffraction parameter is set equal to unity for convenience.) The value of Is at 

which the neutral stability curve meets the I,; = 0 axis corresponds to the onset of 

the asymmetric solution, as shown earlier in Fig\ll"c (5.2a). Note that Figure (5.3b) 

matches on to Figure (5.3a) if reflectcd in the vertical axis. This follows frolll the 

fact that the thresholds depend on 17al.:2 only. Increase of 0 will eventually bring 

the S-mode curve across the axis to appear in Figure (5.3b). 

To conclucle this section OIl the linear stability analysis of tile symmetric planC'

wave solutions, I will write down the solutions at threshold. The eigenvector 

corresponding to the S-mode is given at the critical point, defined in equation 

(5.27), by 

The eigenvector corresponding to the A-mode is given at the critical point, defined 

in equation (5.28), by 

u(O) = [ ~ ]. 
11 

-1 

(,5.:30 ) 

III both cases, the linear operator is selr-adjoint at threshold, so that no work needs 

to be done to ca.lculate the adjoint. solutions, which will be used in the next. sectioll. 

5.4 Pattern forlnation 

Lineal' stability analysis of thc PP equations (5.:3) reveals that Lite system may 

become unsta.ble at a. finit.e wavenuIllber, to either an S-mocle or an A-mode. In self-

focusing media. the S-modc dominates and so, close to threshold, paUcrn forming 

dynamics will be dictated by this mode. Since this corresponds to the scalar case 
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previously analysed in [72] we expect hexagons to dominate close to threshold, 

and we need not discuss this case further (we hope). On the other hand, a self

defocusing medium operating in the monostable regime ma.y become unstable, at 

a finite wavenumber, to the A-mode. Thus, at least close to threshold, pattel'll 

forming dynamics will be governed by this mode. The goal of this section is to 

determine which pattern is selected in a self-defocusing medium. 

The question of pattern selection may be addressed either by direct numerical 

simlllation of the model equations (5.3), or by weakly nonlinear a.nalysis in the 

vicinity of the bifurcation point. We adopt both these approaches. As a. first. 

step, we use the results of simulations in only one transverse dimension to check 

the validity and accuracy of our analytical work. Extending our work into two 

transverse dimensions we find that rolls dominate in a self-defocusing medium. 

Our simulations indicate that more exotic structures, exhibiting various forms of 

defect, exist further from threshold. 

As discussed at great. length in chapter two, weakly nonlinear analysis takes 

advantage of t.he fact t.hat close to threshold (18 ~ I.~) nonlinearities are weak and 

the solution may be expanded in powers of a small parameter E: = (18- J.~)/ J.~, which 

measures the relative distance [rom threshold. In terms of £± the most general 

expansion is in terms of a superposition of the modes that lie on the critical circle 

N 

£±(x,l) = £s(1 +I/)~)(L Ajcxp(ikj · x) + c.c) + ... ), Ikl = A:c , (5.:31 ) 
j=1 

where 4'~) are the eigenvectors of the linearised problem. Using the t.echniqlles 

discussecl in chapter two, we may derive coupled amplitude equations for Aj , but 

we can imlllediately rule out the possibility of transcritical hexagons for t.he fol

lowing reason. The unstable eigenvector corresponding to the antisyrnrndric Illock 

has the symmetry 4)~) = _4'~O) which means that the amplitude il j has inversion 

synnneLry, that is, Aj --+ -Aj • As discllssed previollsly, this implies that the coef

ficient of the quadratic term, which is responsible for the forma.tion of t.rallscrit.ical 
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hexagons, vanishes identically. Although thi!:i system is infinitely rnore tradable 

than the counterpropagating problem, I have not been able to derive the general 

N-mode amplitude equations in orcler to investigate which pattern is selected. Nu-

merica.l simulations suggest, however, that roll patterns are the natural planform 

for thi!:i system. 

The amplitude equation for a roll pattern, to third order, takes the form of a 

N ewell-Whi tehead-Segel eq uation (see chapter two) 

r 2 ( Z!)2) 2 1 12 ToDt A = fLcA + ~o Dx - 2/,,-:;uy A - I A A. (5.32) 

Unlike the counterpropagating beam problem, all of the coefficients may be explic

itlyevaluated. The linear coefficient are given by 

TO 2 
It 2 (5.3:3 ) 
~o = 2akc , 

while the cubic coefficient is 

(2 - 13)(130 - 2) - 13'2 (2 - fJ)(6 - 13(4 + :30)) ... , 
1= }32 + ([30 - 2)(130 - G) + 2(13'2 + (6 - 13(L1 + :30))(2 - 13(,1 + 30))) . (.) .. 3

1

1) 

For a self-clcfocu!:iing mediurn with }3 = 3/2 and 0 = 1, we obtain I = 0.611112. 

In only one transverse dimension (x), equation (5.32) reduces to a real Ginzbmg 

Landau equation which has homogeneous solutions of the form 

( )

1/2 

A = Itc , 
~I 

(5.:3G) 

and in F'igure (5.4) we show the roll amplitude determined by equation (5.;~.1) versus 

the Iltllllerical results of one-dimensional simulations for 13 = ;~/2, 0 = 1. Close 

to threshold (c = 0) the agreemellt is excellent, while as expected Llw expansion 

slowly loses validity a!:i we increase c. 

It, is worth remarking that the ollc-dimcllsional model is applicable also in the 

time domain, with the diffractioll Laplaciall rc-intcrpreLcd as describing dispersioll, 
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Figure 5.4: The amplitude of the roll solution versus relative distance above thresh
old. The solid dots are obtained by numerical simulation of equations (5.3), in one 
transverse dimension, while the solid line is the solution determined by equation 
(5.35). 

for example, in a monomode optical fibre. As before, this interpretation admits two 

realisations, namely as a vector wave problem and as a counterpropagation prob

lem. The latter corresponds to the simulations and (linear) ana.lysis of I-Iaelterman 

d. al. [75J. 

In two transverse dimensions, Ilumerical simulations reveal that roll patterns 

are selected, at least close to the bifurcation point. The lIumerical method used 

IS discussed in the following chapter. In every simulation, the initial condition 

IS the symmetric cavity solution, along with the appropriate pump field, pIllS a 

small amount of random noise in order to seed the instability. We have used both 

plane-wave and super-gaussian pump beams. 

In Figure (5.5) we show the ncar field intensity of the right.-circularly polarised 

wave f+ in a self-defocusing medium, for parameter values of 15 = 2 and () = l. 

Figure (5.5a) and Figure (5.5c) were obtained at. 10 % above threshold, whik 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figurc 5.5: Ncar ficld intensity of right-circularly polarised ficld 1+ in (1, sclf
defoclIsing medium (7/ = -1) with /3 = 2,0 = 1. (a) Stable roll pattcl'll at 10 
% abovc threshold Ilsing plane- wave pllm p. (c) Correspond i ng stable roll pattern 
obtained at the same stress level using a super-Gaussian pllmp. Notice that t.he 
rolls t.end t.o align normal to the boundary. The pattern shows two grains of rolls 
separated hy a gra.in boundary close to tlte edge of the domain of excitation. (b) 
rVleta-st.able patterII obtained at 50 % above threshold, showing underlying roll 
strllcture with various defects, including a roman arch and several dislocations. 
(d) Corresponding mcLa-stable patt.crn obtained at thc same stress level Ilsing a 
sllper-Gaussian pump. Not.icc the bcallt.iflll roman arch at the top. 
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Figure (5.5b) anel Figure (5.5d) were obtained at 50 % above threshold. At 10 

% above threshold, rolls quickly develop after an initial transitory period and 

become straight and parallel for a plane-wave pump. To generate Figure (5.5c) 

and Figure (5 .. Sd) we simulated finite-beam excitation (super-gaussian profile). As 

well as being physically more realistic, the finite beam nicely illustrates the effect. 

of the boundary of the excit.ed region. Rolls prefer to align perpendicular to the 

boundary, but a circular boundary is incompatible with a perfect roll solution. 

These patterns are therefore likely to contain defects, even on arbitrarily long time 

sca.les. Figure (5.5a) shows, for 10 % above threshold, a structure t.hat. is almost. 

identical to that calculated by P. Manneville [17] for fluid convection. 

Plane-wave excit.ation at 50 % above t.hreshold is showIl in Figure (5.5b). The 

underlying structure consists of rolls, but. we see various defects of t.his pat.tel'll, 

including a roman arch and several dislocat.ions. In Figure (5.5d) a similar paLtel'll 

is found using a super-gaussian pump, and shows a beautiful example of a roman 

a.rch. Again, some of these features are associat.ed wit.h the preferred alignment. of 

t.he rolls normal to the boundary of the excitation region. The pat.tcl'lls obt.aincd 

at. 50 % above threshold are met.astable, ami cont.inlle to evolve 011 a very slow 

t.ime scale. 

Although I have scarcely mentioned t.hem in this dissertat.ion, defects playa 

very important. roll in the dynamics of paUern formation. Current. research [88] 

suggest.s t.hat. the concave and convex disclinat.ion may be the fUIldament.al building 

blocks of all defects. For example, t.he roman arches shown in Figure (5.5) arc 

COIlvex disc\inat.ions (which have been regulariscd). T. Passot. and A. C. Newell [8] 

have suggest.ed that. the COIlvex disc\inat.ion will be unstable close t.o t.hreshold, but. 

llW'y stabilise furt.her froIll OIlSet.. The pat.tcrns shown ill Figlll'c (5.5) would seelll 

t.o support this idea. The loss of st.abilit.y of a convex disC\illatioll is illterestillg 

alld ill Figure (5.6) we show a few images from a movie obtailled by reclucillg 



(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 5.6: (a) Meta-stable ncar field intensity of right-circularly polarised field 
1+ for 13 = 2, () = 1, at 50 % above threshold, consisting of rolls and defects. 
(b)-(f) Temporal evolutioll when the stress is decreased 1,0 10 % above thrcshold 
showing that the convex disclination (roman a.rch) loses sta.bility and evcntllally 
forms straight parallel rolls. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5.7: Stable labyrinthine patterns formed in a self-defocusing medium with 
B = 3/2,0 = 1 at 50 % above threshold. (a) Near field intensity in the y-component 
of the field using a plane-wave pump. (b) Near field intensity in the y-component 
of the fields using a super-Gaussian pump. 

the stress parameter from 50 % to 10 % above threshold, for the same parameter 

values as Figure (5.5) (some of these figures also appear in the article by Newell 

and Passot [8]). In Figure (5.6a), the metastable convex disclination is shown at 

50 % above threshold, while Figures (5.Gb-f) show the temporal break-up of the 

convex disclination when the stress parameter is reduced to 10 % above threshold. 

The disclination is unstable and the final state, once the remaining dislocations 

glide across rolls and annihilate, is a set of straight, parallel rolls. 

VVe have also observecl labyrinthine patterns in this system, and FigUl'c (f).7) 

shows an example in a self-defocusing medium, with B = 3/2,0 = 1, obtained at 

50 % above threshold. To illustrate this more clearly, we show the intensity in the 

y-component of the field, which is initially 2ero. Labyrinthine patLcl"Ils have been 

observed in chemical syst.ems [89], and their formation has been identified with a 

front instability [90J. The front, which joins two states of different concentrations 

of a given chemical, becoIlles unstable and each domain "fingers" into the next, 

giving rise to a labyrinth. That is not the mechanism here because the paUcrtls 
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shown in Figure (5.7) were obtained by adding noise to the symmetric solution. 

They were, however, obt.ained, in a regime where the symmetric solution is weakly 

unstable, via k = 0, to the asymmetric solution and thus the system may be 

bistable. The connection between the k = 0 instability and t.he formation of 

labyrinthine patterns is unclear, and A. C. Newell ct. al. [91 J have suggested 

that. there may be a connection between the formation of labyrinthine patterns 

and the wide band of unstable eigenvectors that can become unstable further frorn 

threshold. (If you understood any of that explanation you are doing very well.) 

The pictures shown so far have been obtained in a regime where the dominat.ing 

behaviour is the instability of the symmetric solution to a finite wavenumber. 

Linear analysis also revealed t.hat the symmc1.ric solution could become unstable at 

k = 0 to the asymmetric solution. As alluded to above, if this asymmetric solutioll 

is stable, then the system may become bistable in the sense that. two aSYIIlmc1.ric 

sLat.es are possible (see Figure (5.2))' one with I+ > Is, L < Is and the other 

with 1+ < Is, L > Is. In general, one or the other will be selected depending 

on the amount of noise present. However, front solutions are also possible, which 

connect these two states, and we have observed sllch solutions wheu we sLress 

the system far from threshold. In Figure (5.8) we show the results of simulatiolls 

in a self-defocusing medium, with 13 = ~3/2, 0 = 1, at. 225 % above threshold, 

using a plane-wave pump. The initial condition is the labyrinth pattern obt.ained 

at 50 % above threshold, shown in Figure (5.8a). When the st.ress parameter is 

increased, the sections of the pattern with low intensity switch down to the low 

state while those with higher intensity switch lip to the high stat.e. The images 

showll in Figures (5.8b-d) depict the t.emporal evolution of the resulting pattern, 

which coarsens as t.he domains propagat.e and straighten int.o one another. This 

coarsening transition is also observed using a super-Gaussian pump beam, as shown 

in Figure (5.9). The interrace between the boundary alld the domain of the up-



(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figmc 5.8: Near field i lItcnsi tics in the righ t-ci rcularly polarised wave III a sd f
defocusillg mediulll with /3 = :3/2,0 = I, usillg it plane-wave pUlllp. (a) Statiollary 
lctbyri lIthinc pattcl'll obtai ned at 50 % abov(' th reshold. (b )-( d) TCIlI porCl I evolu
tioll whcn strcss parameter is illcreased to 225 % above threshold, showing frollt 
propagatioll and coarsening. 



(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 5.9: Near field intensities ill the right-circularly polarised wave III a sclr
defocllsing Illccliurn with 13 = :3/2,0 = L, using a super-Gaussian pUlllp. (a) 
Stationary paUcl'll obtained at 50 % above threshold. (b )-( d) Telllporal evolu
tioll when stress parameter is increased to 225 % above threshold, showing front 

propagation and coarsenillg. 



state is interesting because the boundary is circular, while the domain wall would 

rather be straight. When the interface is small, the domain exerts itself and forces 

a straight edge, while it allows the boundary to dominate wilen the interface is 

longer. 

5.5 Conclusions 

We have demonstrated tha.t the scalar field model of mean field nonlinear optical 

cavities is rigorously valid only for circularly polarised input fields. Furthermore, 

for linea.rly polarised input fields and self-defocusing media, the first instability 

threshold may involve the generation of depolarised fields. These may appear with 

it finite transverse wa.ve vector, forming patterns. The nature of the instability is 

sllch that these pattel'lls are quite dirrerent from the hexa.gons typically seen in 

scalar models. Boundary effects playa critical role, which adds to the interest and 

challenge of finding experimental systems which show these features. 

vVhile self-defocusing Kerr media with substant.ial 13 values arc not particularly 

common, there a.re severa.l encouraging precedents and variants of our model sys

tem. On the experimental side, Grynberg and co-workers [29, Ill] have observecl 

dcpolarised patterns in Rubidium vapo\ll' , albeit in expcrirnent.al configuratioIls 

difrerent from the present one. P. La Penna and G. Giusfredi [:38] report what 

seem to be roll patterns in a cavity containing sodium vapour, though it is !lot 

clear to what extcnt their config\ll'at.ion relates to the pres(~!lt rnode!. 

As well as "direct" experiments, aliI' model may be amenable to dClllonstrat.ion 

through its cOllntcrpropagation analogllc [76], and in one crl'ective dimension (ill 

either manifestation) in the time domain [75]. The full beauty and richness of 

the paLtel'lls clocs, howcver, demand (,wo transverse dimeIlsions. The zoology and 

dYIlamics of the defect structures in this systcm is a topic ill its own right, alld 

deserves SOIll(' attentioll. The objective here is llIerely to illustratc the rich variety 



of structures which may be observable in vector-field systems which display pattern 

[ormation. 
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Numerical Methods 

Form your letters slowly and well: 
making things well 
is more important than rnaking them. 

- A. Machado l 

Machado never went to grad school 

- J. Geddes2 
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The subject. of this dissertation is the solution, by hook or by crook, of the 

governing equations for two nonlinear optical systems, namely the cOllntcrpropa

gating beam problem (CP) and the polarisation pattern problem (PP). The an

a.lytical work described in t.he previous t.wo chapters was inspired and guided by 

the numerical solutions of equations (4.1) and (5.2). It, is appropriatc to include a.t 

this st.age a description of the numerical schemes used, the motivation for choosing 

them, and the proposal of a technique, known fondly as t.he BIG algorithm, which 

Illay be of grcat use in paLtel'll-forming optical syst.ems in general. The goal of this 

chapter is therefore to tell YOIl what, why, and how, llot necessarily ill this order. 

T'he equations govcl'Iling t.he evolution of the electric ficld(s) in both model 

problems reprcsent a cOIllbination of plane-wave propagatioll, where the ficld(s) 

Ilndergo a nonlinear phase shift (a.nd possibly pumping alld dissipat.ion), and 

ciifI'ractioll, which converts Lhe phase shirt into an amplit.ude modlllat.ion. The 

dYllamical rcsponse of t.he lIonlinear mediulIl, in both space and tillle, has becll 

completely igllored, which amollllts to assuming t.hat. the mat.erial responds bot.h 

I from "Timl's Alonc" , sdcct.cd poems of Alltollio i\lachado, trallslatcd hy Rohert. Bly. [!lL] 
"ill it st.ate of (iPpressioll. 
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instantaneollsly and "in place" , that is, diffusion of the appropriate charge-carriers 

is ignored. Under these assumptions, the spatial coupling of the electric field is 

due entirely to diffraction and, as such, the model equations fall into a broader 

class of nonlinear partia.l differential equations which may be termed as dispersion

dominal,cd. This is ill contrast to diffllsion-ciominakd equations which typically 

arise in many ot.her fields o[ science, such as fluid dynamics. The classification of 

equations as dispersive or diffusive is helpful because it is the nature of the spa

tial coupling that often dictates the choice of nllmerical method, for reasons that 

will hopefully become clear. Of course, more accurate models would include both 

the spatial and ternpora.i response of the llledill1l1 and would therefore be mixed 

diffusive a.nd dispersive. 

\Vhen the process responsible [or spatial COli piing is diffractioll, high wavenum

bel'S undergo very rapid oscillations. This is in contrast to diffusive problems where 

the high wavenumbers experience very strong damping. In either case the fastest 

dynamics occur at large wavenumbers, and to accurately resolve these dynamics 

one would have to choose a very slTlali tilne-step, depending on the degree of spatial 

resolution. This is very undesirable and in general Ullnecessary since thcrc is little 

energy in these wavenumbers and, flll'thcrlIlore, they rarely play an active role in 

the dynamics. The alternative therefore is to either choose a schell\e that cannot 

resolve the fastest dynamics, but wllich approximates it in a sellsible way, or to 

usc a scheme that autoll\atically incorporates the high frequencies. In t1w difrusive' 

case it is appropriate to choose a schellle that does not accurately track the fastest 

dynamics, but which docs damp the high wC\venuIIlbers. Such a sch(,IlJ(~ however is 

undesirable in i1 dispersive setting beca.use it seems inappropria.te to use it method 

that replaces oscillation with daI1lping. 'J'hollgh this issue is 1l0t C'ntirely clcar, it 

seellls reasonable to lise a scheme for dispersive problems which gets it wrong, but 

wit.h the correct, limit.ing behaviol\l" ill the sellse t.hat the large wavcllllll1bcrs 1111-



dergo oscillations. The other alternative mentioned above, that is, using a scheme 

that incorporates the frequencies, is the basis of the BIG algorithm which I will 

discuss shortly. 

The model equations (4.1) and (5.2) ma.y be viewed as modifications of the 

well-known and extensively studied nonlinear Schrodinger equa.tion (NLS). In fad, 

both represent coupled NLS equations, which are counterpropagating for the CP 

problem and copropagating for the PP problem, though they arc also pumped and 

dissipative in the latter case. Typically I use boundary conditions where the field 

is either periodic or zero at the edges. It therefore seems reasonable to consider 

schemes that are suitable for solving NLS, under these boundary conditions. Since 

the nonlinear Schrodinger equation describes a wide range of physical phenomena 

it has been the focus of much research effort, and indeed Taha, and Ablowit2 [!):~l 

have carried out a detailed series of numerical experiments using a. wide variety 

of numerical methods. The algorithms used included explicit and implicit finite 

difference methods, such as Hopscotch (explicit) and Crank-Nicolson (implicit), 

and a couple of spectral methods, including the split-step FOllrier method [~);ll. 

They concluded that, under reasonable conditions, the split-step method was the 

most efficient technique. 

Before considering the split-step method ill detail, I would like to briefly discuss 

a more general class of methods, that is, 0PCl'il/,ol'-spIit,ting methods, to which 

the split-step algorithm belongs. As an example of sllch a method, consider the 

following equation 

(G.l) 

where £1 and £2 arc linear operators. 'rIle exact solution of equation (G.l) is given 

by 

w(f + D.l) = cxp((£, + £'!.)D.l) w(l) (G.2) 

The exponential in the equation above is just a forlllal way of saying "solve eqllat.ioll 
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(6.1)". This formalism docs, however, suggest the technique of operator-splitting 

for the following reason. If {I and {2 were sca.!ars one coulclreplace the exponential 

of the sum, L1 + {2, with a product of exponentials, that is, 

which would be exact,. Although {I i;wd {2 are lineal' operators ill general, olle 

can still make the senne type of splitting, though it will not necessarily be exact. 

Forma'! third-order accuracy in .6.1 can be obtained if one splits the operator as 

follows 

where 'll)(t + .6.t) denotes the numerical approximatioll to the exact solutioll IV(/. + 
.6.t). Equation (6.'1) represents, symbolicaHy, the process of advancing the solutioll 

at t, w(t), under the action of {lover an ha.!f till1(~-step, followed by advancing the 

solution a. full time-step tinder {2, concludillg with another half time-step under 

the action of L[. In this way the solutioll is advallced from 1 to 1 + .6./. 

'1'he local tmncation error (L'fE) ill llIaking a numerical approximation to an 

exact solution is defined by 

LTE = Iw( 1 + .6.1) -llJ( 1 + .6.1) I (G . .)) 

and for the schernc shown in equation (6.'1) it. is given by 

If I formally expand the exponentials in tenllS of their power s(~rics [~)5J, it IS 

straight-forward to show that the leadillg order trullcatioll errol' is of the forlll 

(G.i) 

where :F is gi ven by 

(G.8) 
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This method of splitting has resulted in a scheme that is locally third-order accurate 

in time. Note that the approximation is exact if the two operators commute, that 

is, [£], £:,d = O. Indeed, the failure of the two operators to commute measures 

the error in the splitting scheme although, strictly speaking, the expansion of the 

exponentials is only valid for compctcl opera.tors [9.5]. 

As I mentioned earlier, the split-step method falls under the category of operator

splitting methods. This algorithm has been of great usc in nonlinear optics, and it. 

is often referred to as the be;tIn propagation method in this community [96] since 

it typically involves calculating the electric field under free-space diffraction and 

then under plane-wave propagation where the spatial coupling is igllored. 'rhe 

great adva.nta.ge of this algoriUull is that the diffractive part can be solved exactly 

in Fourier space, while t.he plane-wave propagatioll can be solved ill rea.l space 

either explicitly or implicitly, depending on the naLlll'e of the problem. In order t.o 

discuss the split-step method in more detail, consider its application to the NLS 

equation 

(G.g) 

This is of the form of equation (6.1) where £1 =i\,12, with t.he exceptioll that 

£2W = iO"Iwl 2w and thus £2 is actually a nonlinear operator. However, if one 

assumes that the change in w over one time-step is small, then one can replace 

iO"Iwl2w wit.h i Vw, where the potential V = 0"Iwl 2 is held fixed over the on(' 

time-step. Ullder this approximation £2 becomes lincar and equatioll (G.!)) is jllst. 

the linear Schrodillger equation in the presence of a potelltial. Though \,1:2 IS 

1101, a compact operator, it corrcspollds ill the FOlll'if'1' domain to _/.:2, which IS 

compact since one call only resolve Oil spatial scales no smaller t.hall the scale or 

the llulI1crical grid. Hcnce, under these assumptiolls, equa.tiolls (G.7) alld (G.S) 

ma.ke sense for NLS alld take the rorm 

(G.IO) 
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Since \72 is bounded in the Fourier domain, and if one assumes the amplitudes 

remain bounded, then the local truncation error is bounded and the split-step 

method is locally third-order accurate in time. Furthermore, note that the split

step is exact when diffraction commutes with the potential This is possible when 

the solution w is composed of one pure frequency component, since the potentia.! 

is "flat" in this case. The split-step mdhod is therefore exact whcll dealillg with 

single frequencies, and fails to be exact in the presence of multiple frequencies 

because of the wave-mixing that arises from the nonlinearity. 

The simplicity of equation (G.I0) ellcourages further analysis, and allows one to 

estima.te t.he leading order cont.ribution to the local truncation errol'. Expanding 

the conunuLators results ill the followiIlg equation (in one dimension for simplicity) 

(G. 1 I) 

which is remarkably straight-forward. One can see irnmcdiately that if the potential 

is "flat" the errol' will vanish, since V" = 0 in this case. Of course, in general 

the potential is not flat because the solutioll is seldomly cOIllPosed of one pure 

frequency. Oftentimes however, the solutioll is composed of a DC-component and 

components at both +kc and -kc, and it is worthwhile to calculate the leading 

order errol' terms for this case. After all, this is precisely the type of solution that 

was fOlilld for both the CP and PP equatiolls - a flat background with relatively 

weak modulations at +kc and -/.:c (at least in one' dilllC'nsion). TillIS, I choose a. 

solut.ion w or the rOt'ln 

(G.I:2) 

Heplacing equat.ion (6.1:2) into equation (G.ll), and recalling that. t.he pot.cnt.ial is 

givell by 11 = ITlwl:l, gives rise to error terllls at. a variety of WitV(,llllllli>ers, shown 
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below 

LTE(/,: = 0) 

(6.13) 

(6.l )3

1 

2 2 5 1 
LTE(J.: = 5J.:c) = 0"-- 160" kc Wk 24 e 

Don't give up yet! Equation (6.13) ma.y not be the most aesthetically pleasing 

object mankind has ever beheld, but it will provide some insight. Consider the 

situation when tva is 0(1), and Wke is 0(6). Then the leading order error occurs 

at k = J.:c and is given by (setting Wa = 1 for convenience) 

(L~l):l 
LT8 = --IO"k'I1OI·1 12 c. "e 

(6.H) 

The relevant parameter governing the accuracy is therefore k~D,.t, and if one main

tains this "smalP', say 0(8), then the global error will be of order 82
[. As the 

am pli tudes approach O( 1), this is still the appropriate estimate, but the constants 

involved will change as the other terms in equation (6.13) become comparable to 

the leading order tenl1. As one moves into these higher amplitude regimes lllore 

consideration should be given to this, though in practice it usually suffices to select 

a time-step based on the above estimate (aIld other consideratiolls to appear later). 

The form of the NLS equation makes application of the split-step algorithm 

to this equatioll pa.rticularly straight-forward. To advance the solutioll at l, w(t), 

under £[ amoullts to solving 

':) 'n" 0IW = I v ~w (G.I!)) 



which has the following exact solution in the Fourier domain 

(6.16) 

This is accomplished in practice by taking an FFT of w(t), multiplying by the pre

calculated array exp( -ik2 6.[/2), and taking an inverse FFT to obtain w( t + 6.1/2). 

To propagate under £2 one solves 

(6.17) 

which also has an exact solution because Iwl2 is conserved during this step. The 

solution becomes 

(6.18) 

The final stage is another half-step propagation under £, to give 

(6.19) 

To obtain the solution, '(1)(l + 6.t), the main computational costs were four FFT's 

and one exponentiation. 

In practice, one takes advantage of an operators seif-colTlIllutation to cornbillc 

two half-steps of £, into a full-step o[ £,. For example, to calculate the solutioll 

at I + 111 6.l one writes 

IO(t + j\{6.l) = C(1L::.l/2 !/2L::.l C(1L::.t/2 C(1L::.t/'2 ••.••• ,C(2L::.t c C l L::.t/2 w(l) 
v-

M-' 

Since [£" £d = 0, the £, steps may be cOll1billed to produce 

10(l + M6.l) = CLl L::.t/2 !?-C2L::.tcLl~t ••••• ."CC2 L::.t eLl L::.t/'2w (l) 
,\[-, 

(G.:20) 

(G.21 ) 

Thus to advance the solutiol\ frolll l to 1 + i\J 6.1 requires a half-step ullder £" 

followed by aitcmatillg full-steps ullcler £'2 and £" cOllcluding with a half-step 
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uncleI' L1. The computational cost is dictated by the FFT's and scales as log2 N, 

where N is the total number of spatial grid points. 

I have not yet discussed the criteria that govern the selection of the grid-spacing 

or the time-step, but I will do so now. Since the spatial derivatives arc calculated 

by an FFT, they are approximated t.o Nth order, where N is the total number 

of grid points along a grid line and 6.x = 6.y = L/ N is the grid-spacing (the 

domain is L xL). To avoid aliasing ill space the grid-spacing 6.;/: must be chosen 

small enough so that there is very little energy at the maximum wavenumber being 

sampled, k l1WX = 7r NIL. The choice of km(l~: depends on the distribution of energy 

in k-space and the form of the nonlinearity, but if most of the energy is located at 

/.:c then, for NLS, choosing .6.x such that /.:nwx = Sl.:c will usually suffice. 

As for the time-step selection, there are several considerations. Although tbe 

split-step a.lgorithm is third-order accurate ill time, maintaining this accuracy de

pends 011 the change in each half of Lbe propagation being small. It is often true 

that the change in one half may nearly cancel Lhe change ill the other, but this 

docs 1101. allow us to take appropriately large steps ill time because tbe cballge in 

each individual half mllst remain small. This is in fact. one of the largest drawbacks 

of the split-st.ep algorithm and one the BIG algorithm will address. 

Another restriction on t.he t.ime-step involves the possibility of timc aliasing cr

rors. The maximum phase-shift under propagation of L, is k~w.l .. 6.I. If k;!(u:6.1 > 7r 

the phase gets wrapped a.round and energy is aliased from largc tempora.l frequen

cies to lower ones. The possibility of aliasing errors rest.ricts the time-step ill a 

manner similar to the Neumann condition typical in fiIlite-difl'crellce schemes. To 

be on tlte saJe side one llIight choose k~l(lJ .. ~1 < 7r /2, though t.his is oftell too strin

gent because there is little energy at 1.:11"u· in the first place. Thi::; estimate docs 

have t.he advantage of 'llakillg 1.:;6.1 « I, thu::; ellsuring good accuracy. As a fillill 

note OIl tilllc-step restrictioll, the propagatioIl ullder £2 lIlily also illtrodllce alia::;illg 
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Figure G.1: Numerical grid used in solving the CP equations (ILl). The horizontal 
axis is z while the vertical axis is t. The forward propagating field 1" moves along 
the characteristic ~F = l + z, while the backward propagating field moves along 
the characteristic (H = I - z. The time-step eq1lals the grid-spacing, D..l = D..z. 

errors if 0"1w1 2D..1 is too large. 

The reason for the preceding discLlssion of the split-step Illet.hod is that it forllls 

t.he basis of the numerical schemes that I (and ot.hers before me) have used t.o solve 

both the CP alld PP equations. As I indicatcd in t.he first fcw paragraphs of this 

chapter, choosing a nUilwrical mcthod is a difficult task. Evcn whcn the choice 

is made, implementing the chosen scheme often reveals interesting features and 

subtleties that llIay not have previously been considered. This has beell particularly 

true in applying the split-step mcLhod to the CP equations, and I will now illustrate 

some of the difficulties that (1.r08e. 

The parallels between the CP equations and the NLS equation lIIake the split

step method seelll particularly inviting, wiLh the (llain difficulty being dliC to th" 
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counterpropagating nature of the model equations. These equations may be writ

ten in the form 

(6.22) 

split the operators in equat.ion (6.22)? The answer is not as clear as for NLS because 

of the two distinct propagation operators, at + az and at - az . Does one balance 

propagation against diffraction, or propagation with nonlinear phase-shifts? 

Consider the first option which means grouping £, and £2 in t.he same half, 

leaving £3 ill the other. Advancing the solution uncler diffraction requires the 

solution of the following system of equations 

Notice that the fields propagate along distinct characteristics, as shown in Figure 

(6.1), and that diffraction balances this propagation. The forward propagat.ing 

field ]I' moves along the characteristic ~F = l + z, while the backward propagating 

field moves along the characteristic ~B = t - z. An exact. solutioll t.o equation 

(G.23) exists, ilnd in the Fourier domain it reads 

where the rv denotes the solutions ill Fourier space. Note that pl'Opagitting the 

fields along the characteristics requires .6.1 = .6.::-, so I lise these intercha.ngeably. 

The other haH of this scheme involves advancing t.he fields lInder the nonlinear 

part, that is, 

( (. ')r:) ).~.J 
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N N 
I I 

~ ~ ..... ~ ~ IIDllaa 

I 
z=O z=1 z=1 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.2: Division of nonlinear slab into N thin slices. (a) Fields undergo only 
nonlinear phase-shifts in thin slice (hatched areas) and diffraction in regions of 
empty space (white areas). (b) Fields undergo only diffraction in thin slices of 
empty space (white areas) and nonlinear phase-shifts in thicker slabs (hatched 
areas). 

The form of the nonlinearity implies that the intensities, IFI2 and IBI2, are con

served under propagation in time and, as a, result, the solution to equation (6.25) 

may be written exactly as 

(6.26) 

This method of splitting may be interpret.ed physically ill the following way. Con

sider a nonlinear medium divided into N = 1/.6..:: thin slices, separated by regions 

of empty space, as shown in Figure (6.2a). The slices are so thin that propagation 

efl'ects may be ignored, and thus in each thin slice the fields undergo only nonlinear 

phasc-shif1.1:l. Between the sIi ce1:l , the propagating fields undergo diffraction. The 

splitLing technique described above reproduces this, and approaches the continuulIl 

slab limit as N -, CXJ (.6..:: -+ 0). 

It, is worthwhile to consider at this point the accuracy of this schellle, where the 

nonlinear phase terms are replaced by potelltial terms, that is, l:lF,13) = i I!'P 
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and £3(B, F) = iXB. The splitting error [or each of the fields is given by 

(6.27) 

(.6.t P [ [. JJ I LTE(B) = 24 1£2+£1+ 2X, £2+£',X [J 

Since the commutators are lineal' t.hese expressions may be furt.her reduced, and a 

comparison can be made with the crror term for NLS (G.10). The local truncat.ion 

errol' for F can be written as 

(.6.I):l 
r;rE(F) = 2L~ [\72+24,,[\72,1/'1]F 

(~L~)a [Oz, [\72
,1/) J] F (G.2S) 

+ (.6.1 rl [0. _ \72 _ 211, [O.II'J] F' 2/1' /"' ., f/ 

with a similar expression for t.he local truncation error of 13. The first line of this 

expression is identical to t.hat obtained for NLS (G.IO), modulo t.he fact that the 

potential '1/' = D(I1"1 2 + OIBI 2
). The next two lines are additional error terms that 

arise from this choice of splitting, neither of which identically vanish (though it 

may be true that there arc cancellations). 

An alternative to the splitting method employed above is to group propagation 

with nonlincar phase-shi fL, tha.t is, group [, and [:3 together. {J neler this spli !,Ling 

the solu tion is advanced u neler eli (rradion as follows 

(G.2~) 

which again llIay be solved exactly 

(G.:W) 
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The coupling of propagation with the nonlinear phase-shifts now requires the so

lution of the following system 

(at + aJF = iD(IFI 2 + 0181 2 )F 
(6.31 ) 

As mentioned earlier, the fields propagate along distinct characteristics, ~F and ~B 

(see Figure (6.1)), and a solution to eCJuation (6.:31) can be written as 

Fi,j+1 Fi-I,j exp (iDji,j+1 (1F1 2 + GIBI2) d~F) 
l-I,J 

(6.:32 ) 

where the integrals in the equations for F and B are along the respective charac

teristics. This mdhod of splitting may also be interpreted physically as dividing 

the medium into slices, though now the fields undergo only difl'raction ill the empty 

thin slices, while they undergo nonlinear phase-shifts in the thicker slabs (see Fig

ure 2b). Again, this will approach the continuum slab lirnit as N ---t 00. 

Before discussing in more det.ail how the integrals in equation (6.:32) arc calcll

lated in practicc, and allY problcms that. may arisc, I would first like to indicate 

why rnight this method of operator-splitting be more desirable t.han t.he one I dis

cussed earlier. After a.ll, they both describe the sallle physical process of dividing 

t.he slab into N slices. They do, however, approach the continuum lirnit froln op

posite directions in thc sense t.hat one method applies all the difl'racLion in a thick 

layer while the ot.her method applies all the difl'racLion in a relat.ively thin lay('J'. 

'rhe main mot.ivation for lIsing the latter splitting lies in the accuracy. As showll 

ill eq1lat.ion (6.28), the local trullcation error for the first method of splitting adds 

a number of aclditional terms t.o t.he error obt.ained froIll regular NLS. The second 

met.hod of split.t.ing, however, groups t.oget.her £1 and £;>" with the result that til<' 

local tl'llllcat.ion error for the forward propagatillg field F t.akes tile form 

(G.:lJ) 
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which, after expanding the commutators, can be written as 

At first glance this might not appear to bc any better than before, but it is when 

one recalls that propagation (0:;) and diffraction (\72
) commute so that the terms 

involving [£2, £d vanish. Hence the local truncation error becomes 

(6.:)5 ) 

which is simply that of the method applied to NLS, plus one additional terrIl. 

Hence this method should bc more accmate than the former one discussed. 

How then to perform the integrals in equation (6.32)'1 The form of the non

lincarity again prcserves the intensities along the appropriate characteristics, that 

is, IFi,j+rl2 = IJii_l,jI2 and IBi,j+112 = IBi+J,j12. The rema.ining question is how to 

integrate 1131 2 along the characteristic of F, ~F' and vice versa. Pcrhaps thc most 

obvious choice is to make a trapezoidal approximation to the rcmaining intcgrals, 

that is, 

j i,j+.l 2 ~.:: ( 2' 2) 
1/31 d~F =? IHi-l,jl + I Bi,j+ I I 

.-1,.7 -

~z (I :2 . 12) """2 Hi-I,.il + IBi+l,j 

(G.:3G) 

j i,j+.1 I 12 6.:: (I' 12 I" 12) F d~H =? h+l,j + h,j+l 
.+I,J -

6.:: (I ., :2 I" 12) """2 !'i+l,jl + h-I,j 

If such an approxilllation is lIscd however, an oscillation Illay develop in .:: at the 

grid scale and rcmains prescnt no matter how fine a time-step or spacing is used. 

The mechanism producing this grid-scale oscillation, similar to a phenomenon 

known as l1Iesh-drift instability [m] that lllay arise in finite-difference schemes, 

CCln be understood as follows. Observe from equations (CU2) alld (G.:3G) that thl' 
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Figure 6.3: Organisation of computational domain into it chequcrboard, consisting 
of two independent grids, white and hatched, which may result in a lllesh-drift 
instability. 

solution at the grid point (i,j + 1) depends only on the solutions at the grid points 

(i - I,j) and (i + l,j). Therefore, this approxil1lation to the integral in equat.ion 

(G.:3G) has in fact organiseci the grid into a chequerboarcl, as shown in Figure (G.:{), 

and thus the systelll is decoupled into two independent systems. The grid scale 

oscillat.ions are a result of this, and the initial conditions. III allllost. all cases, 

I choose to initiate the grid with the ullstable plane-wave solution of equation 

(11.'l) plus a small amount of noise. Being elll unstable fixed point., each of t.he 

two independent grids had to depart from it, and they do so hy breaking the 

t.ranslational symmetry and forllling a hexagonal patt{~rn, as discllssed ill chapt.er 

rour. However, the random noise llleans t.hat they lI\ay break the translational 

SYlllIlleLry ill difJ'crcnt WClys, and the result is that each grid forms hexagons, but. 

situat.ed at dirrercnt points in space. A llIovie of the Ileal' field evolutioll shows 

a "jiLLer", as the hexagons oscillat.e spat.ially fro III one grid to the !lext. Since I 

can !lOt. show this here, the best. I can do is deillonst.rat.e Lhe oscillat.io!l hy showing 
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1 
Forward field Backward field 

o~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 
Position in Kerr slab 

Figurc GA: Nea.r field amplitudes of forward field and backward field at one point 
in the transverse planc, as a function of position ill the nOllliner Kerr slab. The 

original twcnty-onc point grid decouples into two grids, OIlC of which is delloted 
by 0, and the other by D. Notice that the evolutioll of the fields on (~a.ch grid is 

smooth. 

in Figure (6.4) the ncar field amplitude of both F <tnd IJ, at one spatial point ill 

the transverse plane, as a fUIlction of position ill the Kerr slab. Examining the 

structure on every secoIld grid point in z reveals that the evolutioll OIl each or the 

grids is in fact smooth, as showIl ill Figure (G./I). 

The solution to this grid-scale oscillation is clleap anci easy. One lleed ollly 

replace the trapezoicial approximation to the integrals in equatioll (G.:W) with it 
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scheme that couples the grids. Evaluating the integra.ls using Simpson's rule gives 

. '+1 " j l,J 2 uZ (2 2 2) 
. . IBI d~F = -6 IBi-l,jl + 4IBi-~,j+tl + IBi,j+11 
1-I,J 

(G.:37) 

There is no need to evaluate the backward fiel d B at (i - ~, j + ~) because the 

characteristic t.hrough this point passes through the point (i,j). Since IBI2 is 

preserved along its characteristic, IBi _1
J
'+11 2 = IBij12. The same is true for t;l1C 

2' 2 ' 

integral o[ IFI2 [rom (i + 1,j) to (i,j + 1). Therefore, advancing t.he solution uncleI' 

the nonlinear terms gives 

60-
Fi,j+1 = Fi-I,j exp('iDIFi _ 1,jI26z) exp(iDG(IB i_l,jI2 + 41 B i,j12 + IBi+1,jI2) G~) 

(G.3S) 

Bi,j+l = Bi+1,j exp( iDIBi+1,j 12 6z) exp(iDO( IFi-1,j 12 + 4ln,j 12 + !Fi+l,j 12) ~z) 
So far I ha.ve not addressed the problem of selecting a step-size in z, which 

relates to the time-step selection. The sa.me issues that arose in connection with 

solving NLS arc also appropriatc here. In particular, a step-size 6z must be 

chosen so as to maintain the change in each half of the propagation small, and to 

avoid the possibilit.y of aliasing errors. The CP equations add a new twist however 

because the beam propagation method exhibits a numerical instability which leads 

to spurious growth at large wavenumbers. This was shown by Charles Pen III all , 

\Villie Firth and Claude Pare [55], though we oftcn terlll this illstability as t.he 

\Villie wiggle! They considered the stability of the discretisccl version of the C:P 

equations, and calculated the threshold curves for illstability of the plane-wave 

solution. They found t.hat the threshold curves wcre modified, depcnding on t.hf' 

number of slices chosen along the direction of propagatioll, that is, the step-si:'.c 6z. 

In particular, there exists in a self-defocusing Illediulll the possibility of inst.abilit.y 

at high-A:, which is termed as spuriolls because it is not. presellt. ill the continllolls 
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system. In practice, whereas 20 slices arc 8ufTicieIlt for a self-focusing mediurn, 40 

slices are required in a self-defocusing medium, which presents a serious increase 

in required memory and requires a corresponding decrease in the time-step. To 

date, this has been the most important fador in limiting llumerical exploration of 

parameter space in a self-defocusing mediuIlI. 

As a final note concerning pattern formation in this system, special aj,j,ention 

must be paid to the role that the numerical grid in the transverse domain may play 

ill selecting a particular pattern. In particular, G. S. McDonald and W . .1. Firth 

[98] have shown that using a square grid may lead to square pattern formation 

in a regime where hexagons should forIn. By breaking the square symmcLry of 

their grid they again recovered an hexagona.l patt.ern. In a.ll of the simulations 

reported ill chapter fom, a non-rectangular grid was used, with grid-spacing in 

the v-direction typically 5 % larger than the spacing in the :r-direction. Thus, it is 

save to conclude that the grid did not force the square patterns reported in chapter 

four . 

Now I would like to tum your attention towards the PI> equatioIls (5.2), aIld 

1Tl particular towards the Jlumerical algorithm used to solve these equations. I 

mentioned earlier in this chapter that the PP equatiow; represent two coupled 

NLS equations, in the presence of pumping and dissipation. Thus, the split-step 

method is a good candidate, as long as it can incorporate the effects of damping and 

driving. It will be easier for me t.o demonstrat.e the algorithm Oil the scalar vcrsioll 

of the PP equat.ions, the extension to the full system being trivial, part.icuiarly 

since the fields are copropagating. Consider t.he following scalar eqUiltioll 

w Iwrc fl is the coefficiellt of dissi pa Lion, 8 is the genera I cavi Ly del, llll i Ilg, I is 

the coefficient. 0[' I\err nonlinearit.y alld 8 J) is the pump field. Again t.he question 

ctris(~s: lIow should one split. t.he operat.ors ill equation (G.:39)? 1'1)(' choice is not. 
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very difficult, and is motivated by a need to split the operators in such a way 

that the change in each half is small. The field E undergoes 0(1) damping and 

driving, and it is therefore desirable to inclllde bot.h these efrects in one ha.lf of t.he 

splitting since they almost cancel each other. Including diffraction in this half as 

well requires the solut.ion of the following equa.t.ion 

(GAO) 

which has an exact solution in t.he Fourier domain of the [orIll (for a time-indcpendcnt, 

pump) 
- ~ (l-exp(-CT6.l))-
E(t + ~l) = exp( -CT~l)E(l) + Ep 

CT 

where CT = It + i(8 + /.;2). As before rv denotes the solutions in Fourier space. 

The nonlinear step, which requires the solution of 

(G.d2) 

can also be obtained exactly, since I BI2 is conserved. That is, 

E(l + 6.l) = exp(hIE'(t.)12~l)E(l) 

Since both halves are solved exactly, the error in this scheme IS given by the 

splitting error, which has the same functional dependence as [or NLS, tha.t. is, 

!1:4(~l)3. The criteria for selecting the grid-spacing and time-st.ep are the same as 

those for NLS, except the phase change in one step is given by (8 + !l:'2)~l, and so 

one must remember to consider the errect of 8 when choosing ~l. The ext.ension 

of this met,hod to the PP equations is trivial and this algorithlll works very w('11 in 

practice, though again the restriction 011 6.l means that pattern dynamics can be 

tracked only over relatively short time-scales. The solutioll of this difficulty will 

be the subject of the rest of this chapter. 

The numerical solut.ion of the ep and PP equations requires several key in

gredicnts: A suitable llulllcrical schellle that will be bot.h accurate and stable; il 
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competent programmer and analyst; computer resources. The first two ingredients 

are somewhat variable. In general t.here are a variety of numerical algorithms that 

may be suitable and if one doesn't work then you can get rid of it and try another. 

The same could be said of the programmer/analyst, graduate students being par

ticularly expendable. The last commodity, computer resources, is constrained by 

budgetary considerations and can be quite constraining though it has t.o be said 

that computer t.ime usually far exceeds programmer patience. 

You may be wondering why patience is cUI issue. Although I have highlighted 

the numerical schemes used to solve the ep and PP equations, I neglected to tell 

you how long it takes to run the simulat.ions. There are two dist.inct phases of 

evolution t.hat the numerics must track. In the initial, transitory phase, the fields 

evolve away from the unst.able plane-wave solutions, and become domillated by a 

relatively small number of modes, which form a spatial paUel'll, most often pep

pered by defects. After this initial period, pattern dynamics are dominated by the 

evolution of defects, boundary interactions and the like. To deterl1line whether 

defects will persist or anllihilate, and their suhsequellt effect on patterIl formatioll, 

one needs to integrate the dynamical equations over very long time periods. Al

though there is little change in the paUel'll over short time-scales, olle callIlot just 

take huge time-steps, at least lIot in the context of the schemes discussed already. 

This could result iII a loss of acclll'ClCY and, more catastrophically, loss of nUlllerical 

stability. Furthermore, while the fast scales arc explicitly present no llull1crical 

scherne can overcome t.his problern. Those scales are there, whether one likes it 01' 

noL. 

The trick, thcrdore, is to remove the fast scales and Illlnlcrically solve the 

"I" j' l' I t I" I . I' l' . I sow cquctLlons. 'ortllnatc y, ,liS IS rat IeI' sImp e III non lIlear optICS, )('CallS(, 

diffraction sets the fast timc-scales, and the d!'ect of diffraction (or dispersion) GIll 

be removed by taking advantage or the lillear dispersion law. The lllcthod that I 
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am about to discuss was inspired by a first-order method used by L. Shtilman and 

G. Sivashinsky [99], though the method to be presented here is second-order. The 

details were worked out by R. A. Indik [100] (who proved second-order accuracy), 

and implemented on several types of equations by both myself, C. Bowman [101] 

andR. A. Indik. I decided to christen this the BIG algorithm beca.use it allows 

one to take BIG time-steps. 

Consider a partial differential equation of the form 

with periodic boundary conditions, and specified initial conditions 1l(:Z:, 0) = 'llo(:r). 

The linear operator [, is expected to contain the diffract.ion operator UJ'1,) , and JV( ll) 

is some nonlinear function of II (for NLS, JV(Il) = iluI 2u). 

The BIG algorithm is a spectral-based method, so consider the [<'omicr trallS-

form of (6,44) 

(fH5) 

where [,k = Wk - i8k · If [, contains only c1ifl'ract.ioll, then [,k gives the lIsual 

dispersion law for NLS, that is, [,k = /.:'2. The dispersion law defines the fast. 

time-scales, which may be removed by transforming to a. new variable 

(G./IG) 

1.0 obtaill 

(G.'17 ) 

where.h = (JV(Il))k' Now explicitly int(~grate eqllatioll (G.n) frolll 1 to 1 + 61 to 

give 

How call olle perforlll the illtegral ill the equatioll above'? At this poillt. the first 

aSSUIllptioll is Illa.cle. The fast scales ha.ve' been rcItlovcd alld Uk is in SOIlIC s(~ns(' a 
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slow variable. The nonlinear function Jk is to be integrated against the potentiaIly 

rapidly oscillating term, exp(i£kt'). LeL's assume that (JV('ll)h is slowly varying 

on these time-scales, and approximate .h(l') over the interval [l, l + ~tl as 

.h(t') = (1 - CI' )Jd t) + CI'.h(l + ~l) (GA9) 

where CI' = (I' - t)/~l. Introducing equation (6.'19) into (6.'18) results, after inte

gration, in the following expression 

vk(1 + ~t) = vk(l) + ~t exp(i£d l + ~l)) (,(0) .Ii:(t) + (3(0) .Ii:(/ + ~t)) (G.50) 

where 0 = £k~l/2. The terms, , and /i, are given by 

sin(O) __ .1 (COS(O)- Sin(O)) 
,(0) = 01.0 0 

(6.51 ) 

Q(O) = sin(O) ~(. (O)_sin(O)) 
tJ 0 + iO cos 0 

Note that I don't write (3(0) = ,*(0), because 0 llIay be complex. 

The local truncation error for this scheme is given by 

LTE = e (~1)3 F min (~, 4~2) (C' :-,» 
).o~ 

where e is a complex number, lei < 1, and ID?.h1 < F. The details of this calculatioll 

are shown in [100]. Note however that this estimat.e allows us to quantify what. we 

mean w!ten we say J'k(l') is slowly varying. We Illeall t.hat IDthl is bounded (alld 

hopefully rather small), all assumption which call be checked in the course of a 

lltllncrical simulation. 

Although this scheme was designed to capture th(~ fast-scale oscillat.ions, it 

would be of no lise unless it also accurately captllred the low-frequency oscillations 

that are also present. Fortuna.tely, this is indeed the case and ;3 is boullded for 

all 0, as shown in Figll1'c (G.o). In particlllar, this I1Icans that the algorithm is 
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Figure 6.5: The real (solid line) and imaginary (doUed line) parts of {-J versus o. 

locally third-order (globally second-order) accurate [or all 0 or, if you like, for all 

frequcncies. 

The story does not end herc however, becallse equatioIl (f).50) IS implicit in 

vdt + 6t). In the original basis, this takes the forlll 

uk(l+61) = uk(t)exp(-iLk6t) 

+ ~l exp(-iLk ~l) (J(O) .h(l) + (3(0) .h(t + .6.1)) 

which is locally t.hird-order accurat.e if fJfUd is bounded. This is t.he only rest.ric-

t.iOll on the tilne-s!,cp .6.1 and if equation (G.5:n could be solved exactly, ('xt("(~mcly 

BrG timc-steps could be takcn, roughly 100-1000 tillles the size of .6.1 required for 

the split-st.ep method. There is, of COllrse, a snag. Equation (G.53) is iIllplicit. in It, 

and the solution Illust be approximat.ed, both accurately alld with as little COlllPU

tat.ional cost as possible, otherwise the reduction ill 61. will be offset by illcrcased 

cornputatiollal time per step. 

COIlsider the following iterative schclllC, which is bot.h simple t.o implelllent. and 
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of low computational cost. Define 

(G,54 ) 

which is calculated once and stored at the beginning of the iteration loop, A simple 

iteration scheme is as follows 

(" 1) D.l (") 
v}+ (l + D./) = RHS + 2" cxp( -'iJ:kD.I/2) {3(O) J/ (l + D.l) ((j,.~.5 ) 

where (j) denotes the jth-iterate, This scherne requires, at every iterate, the 

calculation of 1lP)(l + D./), transforming back to real space to calcula.tc fF\Il) and 

taking another FFT to compute the new iterate 'UP+l)(1 + D.l), There is, however, 

a major drawback, Consider the relative change in one iteratioll 

(j+2) " (j+l) AI j'(j+I) ,'(j) 
Uk - Ilk u, (' I' A / ) {3(O) k - , k 
"U+I) ,U) = --:) exp -'lJ..-kDl 2 . U+I) "(j) 
Ilk -Uk ~ Ilk -Uk 

(G,5G) 

which may be re-exprcssed as 

D.u(j+ 1) D.l D.l 
k( ") = _ cxp( -th-') 1{3(O)II(.JacU))kl 

f:..1l! 2 2 
(G,57) 

I A (i) (j+I) (j) I J (") , I J I ' I' [' w Icre DU'; = Ilk - Uk , all( ,ac, IS 1, Ie . aco )lan 0 ,Expanding /-J(O) and 

exp( -5k D.I/2) rcsults in 

(G,5S) 

and convcrgence will bc cnslll'cd if the right hand side is less than unity, For NLS, 

the nonlincar term reads f = ilul 2u and the .Jacobian becollles 

, , ( 21ul 2 
1l'2 ) 

.Jac(.f) = I *~ ')1 12 
-/I -"- ~ Il 

(G,f)!») 

An appropriate est.imatc for convcrgence is t.hus 

(G,GO) 
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which pla.ces a. severe restriction on the time-step ~t because (11l12h IS typically 

0(1) for some k. 

Similar estimates arise when considering this algorithm applied to the CP or 

PP equations, and thus the time-step ~l is limited by the Fomier mode amplitudes 

in these systems also. Purthermore, t.he estimate of equation (6.60) is only enough 

to ensure convergence. Fast convergence, requiring few it.erations, can only be 

obtained when this quantity is much less than unity. 

There are severa'! alternatives to the above iteratioll scheme, none of which wc 

have explorecl in dct.ail to da.te. One modification of the above scheme would take 

advant.age of existing knowledge about. the t.ypes of solutions one expects to the 

dynamical system in quest.ion. For example, in the pattei'll forming systems studied 

in this dissertation the majority of Fourier modes have very small amplitllde and 

the iterat.ion scheme described above could be applied t.o them, holding the other 

modes fixed while doing so. One would then apply a better, though ult.imately 

more costly technique to the relatively few FOl1l'ier modes that have considera.ble 

energy. As an example, aile might apply a Secant-type methocl to the relevant 

modes in equation (6.5:3). 'rhe outcome would be a scherne that would require less 

computational time than j,he existing it.eration algorithm, although it would have 

the disadvantage of requiring "knowledge" of the dynalllics in advance. 

Application of t.he BIG algorithm to a pau'cl'll forming dynamical syst(~rn is 

straight-forward. ll. A. Iudik has testecl it on NLS, while C. l30wlllall has ap

plied it to the Maxwell-Bloch equations. This latter case is a more complicated 

undertaking because the lillear operator £ is a non-diagonal ma.trix which must. 

first be diagonalised. Still, good accuracy ane! convcrgence times were Illaillt.aincd 

using time-steps 100 times that predicted by the usual Neumann conditiofl alld 

evell larger time-steps could ]w used but for the cOflvergence problelll highlighted 

above. As for lllyself, I have lilllited my exploratiolls t.o t.he Pi> equat.ions alld 
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can use time-steps up to 50 times those required for the split-step method. A 

new method of solving the implicit equation (6.53) should increase this by another 

factor of 5 or 10. 

The prospect. of using time-steps 500 times those used in the split-step method 

makes the BIG algorithm an attractive prospect, particularly since computatiolls 

requiring several hours of CPU time OIl a Convex or a eray could now be carried 

out on a desktop workstation. This is an exciting possibility if you are interested 

in the long-term behaviour of patterns alld their defects. 



APPENDJIX A 

Counterpropagating Patterns 

A.l Model equations 

For analytical convenience we transform ('1.7) into ('1.9) through the change of 

basis (4.8). The matrix J which premult,iplies at U is given by 

J=[~~], J=[~~] (1\.1 ) 

The lineal' operator I: is defined by 

I: = 0:; - M , ill = [ M I 0] o iV[2 
(1\.2) 

where the components of NT are 

[ 
0 -f3\1

2
] [ 0 -/]0\12] 

Ml = f3\12 _ 2D(0 - 1) 0 ,i\;[.2 = /)\12 + 2D(0 + I) 
(A.:3) 

The quadratic nonlinear tcrms in (LJ. 7) transform to give 

(1\.'i) 

while thc cubic nonlinear terms become 

r 

-( {}J U1 + U2U2 + U:JUa + :~U.IU.I)U2 - 2UJ/3[!.1 1 
1 (UJJI + {}2[!2 + UIUI + :H/J,(3 )UI + 2U2 U:I UI 

1G -(UILII + U:/!:l + UIUj + :3U2 ( 2 )UI - :U11U2 l/1 

(U2U2 + U:Jf:J + UIUI + :Ufl Ud{/l + 2UI U2 U j 

[ 

-(UlUI + U2U2 + U:JU:1 - U lUdU2 + '2U I U: I U I 1 
+ 0 (UlUI + U2 U2 + U.IUI - {l:!U:dU I - 2U2 U:lf.1 

IG -(UIU l + U:IU:1 + UIU1 - U2U2 )U.1 +2U1U2 U:1 

(lJ'2l12 + U:Jf:l + if/f.1 - l1l Udll:3 - 2U1 {f2UI 
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A.2 Linear analysis 

The transformation to the new basis, detailed above, a.llows us 1.0 explicit.ly 

construct the solutions of (/1.14). For the Mj defined in (L1.H) we need to calculate 

cxp( Mjz). The off-diagonal nature of i\;Ij means that 

2 2 J1;[. = -16. I 
J I' J (A.5) 

To make use of this we write exp(Jl1jz) in the form 

which allows liS to write 

(A.7) 

The final result is 

(A.8) 

Now we prove the result that one group of neutral stability cllrves (II[ = 0) has 

solutions which have odd symmetry ill Z (p = -1) while the other grollp (/1.2 = 0) 

has solutions with even symmetry in z (p = + I). First we will prove that if 11[ = 0 

and H'2 i= 0 then p = -I. To do so we evaluate (,1.15) at. Z = 1/2 

u(I/2) = [exP(Md 0 ]U(-1/2) o cxp(M'2) 
(A.!» 

Using the sYlllllletry in (4.:28) we filld that 

[ 
exp(Md () ] u(-1/2) = )Pu(-1/2) 

() exp(J\I2) ( (A.IO) 

alld on applying the bOllndary conditions ('1.I:n we obt.ain 

(A .11) 
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This is an eigenvalue problem in p and we already know that p = ±l. The 

corresponding eigenvectors are given in (L1.24). Substituting these into (A.11) 

results in 

(A.12) 

Now we assume that we are on a neutral curve defined by H1 = 0, which implies 

that 

(A.13) 

Replacing (A.13) into (A.12) leads, after some algebra, to the result t.hat p = -I. 

Note that to usc the eigenvectors in (,1.2'1) we had to ast:;ume that H2 f. 0, i.e. we 

are 110t at a crossing point. The corresponding proof that H2 = 0 implies p = + I 
is very simple. If we make the transformation 4'1 -l- "1P2 in (A.12) then p -, -po 

Since HI = 0 ::::} P = -1 then H2 = 0 ::::} P = +1 becauselPI -l-1P2 ::::} HI -l- H2. 

Finally in this appendix, we would like to prove the result that on increasing 

IDI we first cross a neutral curve defined by H2 = 0 if DC > 0 and !-II = 0 if DC 

< 0, for posit.ions sufficiently close to t.he optical axis (k=O). The proof is outlined 

below. 

If D = 0 t.hen I!' I =IP2 = 13k2 and Ifl = IJ2 = J. Choose 1,:2 such that /31.. 2 < Jr. 

Expand the terms in ('L20) for small D and it becomes clear that 

2DO "2" 2 
111 ~ 1 + ;Jk2 sin (13k /'2) 

2DG. 2 " 2 
11 2 ~ I - ';Jl ') Sill (In: /2) IJI,:N 

(A. I :1) 

If DO > 0 then Ifl increases while fI'2 decreases. If DO < 0 then HI decreases 

while 112 increases. To prove that the function that is ill i tia Ily c1ccrcasi IIg act ua Ily 

passes through zero first we will show that the fUllctions next meet when they are 

both negative. From (,1.21) we see that for HI = 112 we require t.hat If'; = '2I1IJr, 
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m=I,2, ... Assuming G rJ. [-1,1] then increasing IDGI (holding G fixed) increases 

cither 1P~ or 4'i while the other decreases, When the increasing one passes through 

27r then III = II2 • Say 1Pi = 27r. At this point we have from (/1.21) 

SIBcel!Jj started out less than 7r and continued to decrease. Thus both [[1 and 

II2 passed through zero and the one that started ofF decreasing must have passed 

through zero first. Hence if DG > 0 we have II2 -r 0 first while if DC: < 0 we 

have II1 -r 0 first. 

vVe have shown which curve we cross for small k, but it could happcn Lhat the 

curves cross themselves before reaching a minimum. It turns out, however, that a 

line from the origin to the first crossing point is tangential, at Lhe point where the 

curves cross, to the first curve crossed for small k and hence that curve mllst also 

be the minimum. As mentioned in the text, in most cases this is also the curve 

with the lowest threshold IDI and thus defines the critical point. 

A.3 Weakly nonlinear analysis 

In order to calculate the amplitude equations for the counterpropagating system 

we need to expand the governing equations ('1.9) in terms of the stress parameter 

c. Given the scalings shown in (/1.3'1), (/1.:35) and (L1.37) we obtain 

J(dhl + c: 2 8T2 + " .)(c:
1

/
2

U(O) + c:U(J) + ... ) 
= ;::1/2 lc':)" U(O) + '-' ,J[ 1 ••• 

£D = (£(0) _ c:£(J) + ... )(e l / 2U(O) + eU(I) + c:3 / 2U(2) + ... ) 

(1\.15) 

e l /:! £(O)U(O) + c:£(O)U(l) + c::1/'2(£«J)U('2) - £(I)U(O)) + .. (1\.1 G) 
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DN,(UIU) = Dc(1 + c) N 1((e l / 2U(0) + eU(I) + ... )I(e1/ 2U(0) + cU(') + ... )) 

= eDeN, (U(O) IU(O)) 

(A.lT) 

(A.18) 

where the important linea.r term .c(1) is given by 

.c(1) = _ D~ 1 = Dj~I 1 = [ Djl1o' / Dc 0 II 
Dc 0=0 D..... 0=0 DMd Dc 0=0 

(J\.l9) 

The matrix l'vl was given in Appendix A a.nd a simple calculation reveals t.hat. 

(1\.20) 



APPlENDJI]( B 

Polarisation Patterns 

B.I Model equations 

As remarked in the text, both linear al\d llonlinear analysis is made more 

tractable by makillg a change of variables to the real basis U defined by 

( 
[II) ( 11)+ + 1jJ'+ +11)- + II)=- ) 

U = [12 = -i('I/'+ -11)+ +1/'- - It,=-) 
[I~;II)+ + 1/)+ - (4'- + II)=- ) 
[14 -i(I/'+ - 1/'+ - (4'_ - 1t,=-)) 

In this basis equatioll (5.16) becomes 

~'JU =.cD + JVI (UIU) + JV2 (UIDIU) 
uf 

The linear operator is block-diagonal in this basis alld is of the form 

where 

al\d 

, ( -1 7/(() - IlaV'2 - 218 ) ) 

£'2 = '2 
-7/(() -llaV + 2(13 - 1)/8) -I . 

The I\olllinear operator JVI (UIU) is quadratic in its arguments and is givcll by 

[ 

nthUI - 2UI U'2 ] 
JV

I 
(DIU) = 71/" :~{li {II + lhlh + (1 - IJ)U:llh + U/l 1 

2 13lhU:1 - 2[11 U I 

2( 1 - !3)fllll:1 - 131I'2UI 

\Vhil(~ thc nOlllillear operator JV2 (UIU/U), cllbie in its argullIcnt,s, takes the rOl'lll 

[ 

f]UJl:J!'1 - UA U1 UI + [/2 U2 + l/J/l -I- (1 - /J)U/!.d ] 
N':,(U/U/U) = 1/1., UdUI[l1 + U2U2 + (I - IJ)lh r.!:1 -I- UIUd - !3[12 l.!;J!'1 

- 8 !3U I U2 U:1 - UI(UIUI + (I - IJ)U2 U'}. -I- If:P:1 -I- {!,IUd 
ll:1((1 - !J)[lllIl -/- [1'2[1'2 -I- (I:llf:l + U1(1) - !JU1[!2UI 
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